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INTRODUCING “COOL DATA”
Why you need this book
This book will teach you – regardless of your level of knowledge – how to build
predictive models to guide business decision-making. A predictive model can
answer all kinds of questions: Who should we send mail to? Who to call? Who to
advertise to? Who to solicit for a donation? Whatever your business is, if you need to
narrow your focus in order to spend time and money wisely, a predictive model will
help you.
Why this book? I’ve followed a three-pronged approach in developing this guide:
1. Keep a laser focus on a single method for building predictive models, without
straying into related techniques.
2. Offer clear, step-by-step instructions for using a specific software package
(with an option to use other software).
3. Introduce statistical concepts only when (and if) they are needed – no prior
stats knowledge is required.
1. Focus on a single method
Most books on predictive modeling and data mining cover a wide range of methods
and fail to take the reader deep enough to enable them to actually start modeling.
This book teaches you how to use only one method for building predictive models.
Multiple linear regression is a familiar and powerful tool appropriate for a wide
range of business applications. It is supported by every statistics software package
in existence; you can do regression even in Excel. Some business problems require
other solutions, but even data scientists who are masters of newer, more
sophisticated methods will admit they still build a lot of regression models. It’s a
foundational method you should learn before anything else.
2. Specific instructions
You will get clear, step-by-step instructions in how to use statistics software,
because this book deals with only one stats package: Data Desk, available for both
PC and Mac. There are many programs out there, some better-known than Data
Desk, so this approach might seem limiting. However, not only is Data Desk easy to
use, but sticking to one application means I can show you specific screen shots and
menu selections as you work your way through the exercises.
What if you have a stats package other than Data Desk? Not a problem.
Because regression is common to all software packages, everything I have to say can
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be generalized to other software. The concepts and terms are the same, they just
might be found in different places in the application.
3. No experience required
Your knowledge of statistics may be limited or non-existent. I want to reassure you
that this is not a barrier to doing valuable work using statistical tools. Not everyone
who drives a car is a mechanic, and not everyone who builds predictive models has
the knowledge of a statistician. To extend the metaphor: Someone driving a car
needs to know where they’re going more than they need to know how to fix a
transmission. Someone building a predictive model needs to know about their
business and be able to define the precise question their model is trying to answer.
In other words, that person needs to be a subject matter expert first, and know
enough about the stats to get by.
If you do have stats knowledge, you have an advantage. However, be
prepared to encounter practices you might consider “incorrect”. Predictive work
sometimes diverges from standard textbook statistics. It is a distinct field that uses
the same tools and terms, but in different ways and sometimes in violation of the
“rules.” You will need to keep an open mind.
Why I wrote it
I started blogging about data-related topics at CoolData.org in 2009. The general aim
was to promote use of the techniques by newcomers to the field – I was a newcomer
myself, keen to share all the things I was learning on the job. Over the years, though,
it became evident that no one was going to learn how to do predictive modeling just
by reading CoolData. I was sharing knowledge in a piecemeal way; the medium
didn't make it possible to take a reader from start to finish. (Interestingly, this book
reproduces almost nothing from CoolData.org – this book’s content is nearly 100%
original.)
I had been talking about writing this book for years. Other projects took
precedence. One of these projects was itself a book. I co-wrote “Score!: Data-Driven
Success for Your Advancement Team” with prominent fundraising consultant and
good friend Peter B. Wylie. It was published in 2014 by the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE). “Score!” is aimed at introducing
decision-makers and their staff working in fundraising and alumni relations for
institutions of higher education to the benefits of developing in-house data analysis.
It features a number of case studies and tips for conducting hands-on work with
data. It has been well-received and promises to remain relevant for our field for a
long time. But it is not a how-to manual for predictive modeling, and only briefly
mentions multiple linear regression.
I believe that people with the right aptitude and knowledge of the subject
matter (fundraising, alumni relations, or what-have-you) are perfectly capable of
learning these skills. The only question is: How?
8
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Conferences are fine for inspiration or honing existing skills, but don’t go
deep enough. Heading to the classroom would be ideal, but the rigor and
commitment required to fulfill an academic course may not be a good fit for a
working professional. The best possible compromise is one-on-one distance
training, of the type I got from Peter Wylie and his colleague John Sammis. It was
only through such training that all the threads – my data, some stats, and the
software – came together in a productive way.
But even with the training, I missed having a text of some kind – something I
could refer to or study on my own, outside of our weekly online and phone training
sessions. Despite an abundance of materials out there, especially online, I have
never found the right guide to fill the need. So, with encouragement from Peter and
John, I decided to write one.
Training remains superior to “book-learning” in that you can speed up, slow
down, revisit difficult material and address grey areas along the way. But I have
tried as much as possible to be inspired by the Wylie-Sammis approach to teaching,
with its emphasis on clarity and avoidance of needless complication.
Why regression?
Multiple Linear Regression is a powerful method suited to many business
applications that involve prediction. In university advancement those applications
can range from prospect selection for major giving, to picking whom to mail
invitations to for an alumni event. In layman’s terms, regression takes information
from one or more types of data (for example, Marital Status or Class Year), and uses
it to predict the value of another type of data (for example, Lifetime Giving).
Technically, the result of a regression analysis is an equation that relates data
inputs to predicted values. In practice, though, the output you will use is not the
underlying equation, but a set of predictions converted into rank scores. Each
individual in your data gets a score (from 1 to 100, say) that reflects that person’s
relative likelihood of engaging in the behaviour of interest – which, depending on
the organization doing the modeling, might be making a donation, renewing a
magazine subscription, or defaulting on a loan.
There are a host of predictive modeling techniques available, including
dozens of methods and improvements on regression itself. Experienced modelers
extoll the virtues of neural networks, cluster analysis and so on, but basic regression
is the most powerful modeling tool readily available to any university advancement
employee with a computer and a bit of free time. Other methods may be better
suited to certain problems, but these tend to be more specialized. Regression can be
considered advanced, yet it’s a good place for a novice to start – or even a good place
to finish if you find it does the job for you.
Regression is also explainable without having to resort to complex equations.
That said, this book is not going to provide an especially deep knowledge of
regression, which in any case is not necessary. From years of building models,
struggling to learn the concepts, and making mistakes, I believe I have distilled the
basics down into a series of actions you can take to do very useful work for your
CoolData.org
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own shop without becoming an expert. If you do quickly outgrow this book and
abandon it for something more advanced, no one will be happier than me.
Final thoughts before diving in
This guide has one purpose: To enable you to build your own regression models for
real-world applications. Therefore, I start by spending some time explaining how to
query a database and clean the data prior to modeling. These topics are not strictly
about building models, but if you learn to extract and prepare your own data, you
will be farther ahead than someone who relies on technical staff to perform those
operations.
Feel free to skim a bit through certain sections that don’t apply to you or
don’t interest you. However, understand that cleaning and preparing the data is
almost inseparable from the way that data is extracted from the database in the first
place. I’ve tried to keep the sections about data extraction as non-technical as
possible, and augmented with clear examples, so although you may not be writing
any SQL, I urge you to not to skip these sections entirely.
Regarding working with your statistics software, you will get the most
benefit if you follow along on your computer, carrying out the steps in Data Desk or
stats package of choice. My examples will make use of a sample data set that you can
download from CoolData.org, but I encourage you to try using a sample of your own
data. The latter option will make your explorations that much more immediate and
relevant. As well, real data is messy data! I will guide you through some data quality
checks, which might have you looking at your data in a whole new way. (Which is
the nature of analysis, after all.)
Using your own data will be especially helpful if you work in a field other
than mine. As already noted, my area of work is in support services for higher
education advancement. (Advancement is an umbrella term for such things as
alumni relations, communications and marketing, and fundraising at universities
and other post-secondary institutions.) Therefore all of my examples involve
university data and models that address advancement needs, but people from just
about any area of business, public or private, can find applications for the methods
explained in this book.
Finally, I ask you to help me make this book better. Let me know if you spot
any errors or encounter any difficulties. Where are you getting lost? What concepts
have I failed to explain clearly? You can email me at kevin.macdonell@gmail.com. I
may not answer every email, but I do read them all.
The order of this handbook
This handbook has four main sections, ordered in a logical sequence for the
beginner. This order differs from the actual series of steps as they would be
executed in a typical predictive modeling project, however. Core concepts are
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introduced first, and they are followed by prior considerations that benefit from
having a certain level of knowledge of the core concepts.
I think it’s best for the beginner to start somewhere in the middle, with an
introduction to the core concepts, before delving into other matters – even if those
other matters involve decisions that have to be made very early in the predictive
modeling process. Therefore, I have ordered the book so that doing a regression
analysis actually comes before such things as defining what you want to predict in
the first place.
A brief summary of what each section is about:
The remainder of this Introduction
The section that follows this one, beginning with “Welcome to Data Desk,”
serves as a quick introduction to the software, including how to import and
work with the sample data set. At the same time, you will be introduced to
foundational concepts such as the different types of data variables and what
you can do with them.
Section 1: Extraction and preparation of data
A foundational knowledge of how data is stored and structured in a typical
database, and how it is pulled and prepared for analysis, is important for any
type of data analysis work. Data preparation accounts for the majority of
time spent on any analysis project, so although it is not mandatory that you
learn to write queries in SQL yourself, simply knowing which aspects of data
preparation can be dealt with at the database query level can speed your
work considerably. This section also deals with exploration of data variables:
Preparation, exploration, and discovery are presented as a single,
continuous, and inseparable process.
Section 2: Core concepts in correlation and regression
Using a provided sample data set, you will work in Data Desk to explore
relationships among variables, and learn about correlation, simple and
multiple regression, and how to output a predictive score.
Section 3: Additional concepts
Armed with the knowledge of how predictive modeling actually works, you
can turn to your own data and your own business needs, adapting the core
concepts to a real-world predictive modeling solution. This section fills in
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some of the missing preliminary stages, including defining the purpose of the
model and selecting just the right sample of data.
Section 4: Refinements and other thoughts
I close with a few warnings about regression pitfalls to avoid, along with
reassurances about other concerns that are less important to worry about.

Welcome to Data Desk
Data Desk is the software I learned modeling in, and I continue to use it almost
every day. It may not be as ubiquitous as other packages such as SPSS and it’s not
free and open source like R, but its drag-and-drop interface makes it very userfriendly and effective for exploring data. When you’re just starting out in learning
the concepts behind data mining, it helps to not be slowed down by also learning the
software. If you’re already comfortable using other software, then you might want to
keep using what you have, as any program’s treatment of regression will give you
the same outputs. If you are new to regression, however, consider trying Data Desk,
as its ease of use will significantly lower the barrier to making quick progress.
Why use stats software at all, you might ask. You may be aware that Excel
and similar programs offer to calculate correlations and can perform regression.
Probably the biggest reason for avoiding the use of spreadsheet software for
modeling is that columns of data in a spreadsheet are much more difficult to
manipulate than their stats equivalents, variables. In Data Desk, you have complete
freedom to move, transform, manipulate and combine variables as much as you like.
These operations are cumbersome when data is locked into columns. As you will see
shortly, variables are more like separate entities, even while the individual records
maintain their relationship across “rows.” Another concern is stability: A data file
built from the alumni data of a large university could contain half a million rows and
dozens of columns. Excel can open these files, but as the complexity of the file
increases as you work with it, errors will eventually creep in. File size is generally
not a concern with Data Desk, and you don’t need an especially powerful computer
to run it, either.
To purchase Data Desk, visit http://www.datadesk.com/ and follow the links
for Data Desk 7, then select your platform (Mac or PC). The software is delivered
online, and a full set of manuals are also available. Please note that this guide may
not be up to date with all the current capabilities of the software.
Working with the sample data file
When you first install and launch Data Desk, it presents you with a blank grey
canvas, a few mysterious-looking toolboxes, and no obvious way to begin interacting
12
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with it. This chapter will introduce you to some basic functions, including a few that
you’ll use nearly every time you look at data or build a model.
For this chapter and the entire section on core concepts, we’ll be using a
small data set of 5,000 records pulled at random from an alumni database at a
university somewhere in North America. For privacy reasons, the file contains no
personally-identifiable information. I wasn’t even told which university it came from
– let’s call it “Data University”. It is, however, typical of university databases in
general. (If you prefer to work with your own data file right away, that’s perfectly
OK, but this sample data has been specially prepared to be “model-ready.”)
First you will need to download the sample files from this page:
http://www.cooldata.org/cooldatabook
There are two main files, both called “Data University sample file.” They contain the
same data, just saved in different formats, so choose the one that you can open. One
is an Excel file (.xlsx), so if you have Excel on your computer, you can use this one.
The other is a type of text file called a .csv, which stands for comma separated values
(or character separated values), a very common format for storing data in files and
can be read by just about any program that works with data, even a plain text editor
such as Notepad. It can also be opened in Excel.
(The other two files, both called “Survey responders,” are for a specific
exercise later on in the book.)
Although I discourage the use of spreadsheets for modeling, I will make
reference to Excel from time to time, because the tool is familiar to so many of us
from our day-to-day work. If you don’t have spreadsheet software installed, don’t
worry about it – a look at the visual examples below will suffice.
Let’s start by opening one or the other file in your spreadsheet program, if
you have one. Otherwise, just keep reading and I’ll show you how to open the file
directly in Data Desk. The point of this exercise is to show you what the file looks
like in a form you’re probably already familiar with.
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This is what an analysis-ready file typically looks like. The data is ordered in
columns and rows. Each column contains a different type of data that offers
information about the individual in each row. Each row represents the data of one
person in the database, and there are no duplicates. We know this because every
person has a unique ID number, and each ID number appears in the data file only
once.
As a unique identifier, the ID number is an essential element of a data set.
Nothing else – not even people’s names and addresses – can be considered unique.
It’s possible that two John S. Smiths can live at 123 Data Lane, Data City. But John Sr.
will have one ID and John Jr. will have another.
The second column is the total dollars each person has given in gifts to Data
University in their lifetime. “HC” stands for hard credit. That means that this total
includes only gifts that they gave directly and for which they probably received a
charitable tax receipt. For predictive modeling, the distinction between hard credit
and soft credit giving totals is not all that important, but when extracting data from
your database it’s often easier to sum hard-credit giving only.
Some of the columns in this file will be self-explanatory to you. ‘Grad Year’,
for example. But what’s up with all those ones and zeroes? That doesn’t look like
real data that comes out of your database, and of course it isn’t. Someone has
worked on this file in advance, cleaning it up and getting it ready for analysis.
I’m not going to explain what the other columns mean just yet: It will all
become clear. Let’s move on and get this data into Data Desk.
There are two ways to get data into Data Desk. The easiest is copy-and-paste,
and the other is to use Import. If you have your data open in Excel or other program:
1. Select all the columns, and Copy them.
2. Open Data Desk.
14
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3. Go to the Edit menu and select Paste Variables. (Or press Ctrl-V on the
keyboard.)
4. A dialog box will open, and a portion of the first row of the data will be
displayed. The first row is the column labels.
5. Click on “Use these variable names.”
6. Save the file by going to the File menu and choosing “Save Datafile As …”
7. Give the file a name. Note that the file will be saved with the extension “.dsk”.

A box with the word “Clipboard” appears, containing a series of icons, each named
after the columns in the data set. Your data is now ready to work with.
The other way to get data into Data Desk is to use Import, and it’s almost as easy.
Use this if you don’t have Excel or some other way to have your data open and
visible.
1. From the File menu, choose “Import …”.
2. Browse to your saved .csv file, select it, and click Import.
3. A dialog box will open, and a portion of the first row of the data will be
displayed – the columns labels, separated by commas.
4. At the bottom of this box, click on “Set Delimiters.”
5. Select the “comma” radio button, and click OK.
6. Click on “Use these variable names.”
7. Save the file by going to the File menu and choosing “Save Datafile As …”
CoolData.org
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A window will open that has the file path name in the title bar, and a series of icons
named after the columns in the data.
If you’re wondering, a delimiter is a character that marks the end of one field
of data and the beginning of another. In our .csv file, that character is a comma. In
data that is copied and pasted from Excel, the character is a tab.
When I’m bringing my data in, I almost always use the first method – copyand-paste. Sometimes I’m copying from Excel, but I also frequently copy data
directly out of the result set of the database query tool I use – remembering to
express all numbers such as dollar values as pure numbers without any extra
characters.

Title bar

Variable icons

Folder icon

Expand folder
Close

Horizontal scroll controls
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Variables and cases
When you pasted your data, you were told to click on “Use these variable names.”
The word “variable” is the first bit of statistics terminology you’ll need to learn. If up
to now you’ve done most of your data-related work in Excel, you’ve referred to
different types of data (say, ‘Birth Date’ or ‘Grad Year’) as columns and column
labels. In stats, ‘Birth Date’, ‘Grad Year’, ‘ID’, ‘Lifetime HC’, etc. are all variables.
A variable is like a container … a variable contains data that describes a
single feature. The variable ‘Grad Year’ contains data that “describes” the year in
which alumni graduated from Data University – it’s a bunch of years, one for each
row. It is literally “variable” in that its value can vary from person to person, from
row to row.
Which leads to the other spreadsheet term that we will be using less and less:
“rows.” In Data Desk, and in statistics generally, each row or record of data is
referred to as a case. From now on, I will tend to refer to individual records (rows)
in a data file as cases, and the features of these cases as variables.
However, it’s still useful to think of the data as being in rows and columns,
and you can see how this translates to Data Desk by double-clicking on some of the
variables. Double-click on the variable ‘ID’. A window opens which displays the
values of the first dozen or so cases. You can scroll up or down through the values,
and even edit them or add new ones – although normally we don’t want to make
manual changes to the data.
Now double-click on any other variable, such as ‘Lifetime HC’. The variable
opens up into a window next to the first variable. Notice that there are small
numbers near the top right corners of each window – ‘ID’ is 1, ‘Lifetime HC’ is 2.
They are numbered in the order that they appear in the ClipBoard folder. If you
open them out of order, DataDesk will renumber the windows.

Try scrolling through the values for ‘Lifetime HC’, and you’ll see that the cases in
both windows move together. You can open all the variables like this, and they’ll all
CoolData.org
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move together in response to scrolling – which should remind you of scrolling
through data in Excel. This behaviour indicates that although the variables are
contained in their own separate icons, they are all part of the same relation.
It’s possible to paste multiple data sets into the same instance of Data Desk,
but if those sets are not the in the same relation, they can’t be analyzed together.
They’re like two completely different Excel files, or two separate tabs in the same
Excel file – unrelated across the rows (cases). We are working with just one
imported data file, so we have nothing to worry about at this stage. It’s just useful to
know that Data Desk keeps all the cases’ data in a strict order, even as you
manipulate the separate variables, and even when you create whole new variables.
Close any open variable windows to get them out of the way, by clicking on
the icon in the top right corner of each window.
Frequency tables
In practice, we won’t have much need for looking at the individual values of
variables. It is much more useful to see a summary of what a variable contains. For
that, we will use a frequency table.
Click once on the icon for ‘Marital Status’ to select it. Then click on Calc in the
menu bar, and choose Frequency Breakdowns. A small window will appear.

The Group column lists all the Marital Status codes that are present in the data. The
Count column displays the number of each type of code. There may also be other
columns, depending on your settings, such as Percent and Cumulative Percent, as
shown here.
We see that a large number of cases are “M”, for Married, quite a few are
Unknown (U), and almost a thousand are Single (S). “W” and “D” probably stand for
Widowed and Divorced. As for the others, your guess is as good as mine. Sometimes
you won’t know what a certain code means. In this case, we have no one to explain
18
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for us, but in your own work it’s a good idea to ask someone so that you understand
your data and prevent making errors in your model.
There are 35 cases that have no Marital Status code at all. When data is
missing for a particular variable, Data Desk automatically excludes those cases from
the view, and advises us of the number of missing cases in a notice near the top of
the table window.
The values in the Group column are sorted alphabetically. To sort them in
order by count, click on the little triangle in the top left corner of the frequency
window and choose Frequency Options, and click on Sort Table by Count, then ‘OK’.
Other options available for frequency breakdowns will prove useful in the
future, in particular cumulative count, percent, and cumulative percent.
Categorical variables
‘Marital Status’ is an example of a categorical variable. A categorical variable is one
in which the values are a set of categories, rather than numbers that measure a
quantity or amount of something on a continuous scale.
Married, Single, Unknown and so on are all categories of ‘Marital Status’. A
frequency table is the most basic, and the most useful, way to examine a categorical
variable. Examples of other categorical variables in any typical data set of
individuals include ‘First Name’, ‘Sex’, ‘Degree’, ‘Email Address’, and so on. When
you begin extracting your own data from the database, you’ll discover that most of
the variables you end up working with are categorical.
In our sample data, most examples of this type of variable have been
converted into numbers – ones and zeros. The explanation for this comes later on,
but let’s look at one example: ‘Email Present’. If an individual has an email address
present in the database, they’ve been assigned a value of ‘1’ for this variable. If there
is no email present for the individual, they are assigned a value of zero.
To quickly see the frequency table for ‘Email Present’, click and drag its icon
into the centre of the frequency table window that you created earlier, as shown
below. When the window border changes from thin to bold, let go of the button to
drop the icon on the window. Data Desk replaces one variable for the other.
This ability to re-use windows by dragging and dropping icons is one of the
features that makes Data Desk ideal for speedy exploration of data. (If you’ve
already closed the table, make a new one, and try dragging a few variables into it,
one after another.)
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If you have percentages enabled as one of the options for Frequency Breakdowns,
you will see immediately that 57.5% of cases have an email present.
You can think of categorical variables as made up of “names,” as opposed to
numbers – made up of text values, in other words. That’s often the case. However,
despite being made up of ones and zeros, the variable ‘Email Present’ is categorical.
It’s a special type of variable called a binary variable. A binary variable is any
variable with exactly two categories. Typically this will be 0 or 1, but it can also be
Yes/No or any other pair of values.
One after the other, drag each of these binary variables into the same
frequency table:
•
•
•
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‘BusPhone Present’: A business phone number is or is not present in the
database.
‘SpouseID Present’: The individual has a spouse who is also present in the
database. (Such as when two alumni are married to each other.)
‘JobTitle Present’: The individual has employment data in the database.
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There are more binary variables in the file; feel free to explore on your own. As you
do so, think about what facts are being conveyed by the numbers and percentages.
For example, a little less than half of cases have a ‘1’ for ‘JobTitle Present’ – if you
were able to create a similar variable for your own alumni data, how would it
compare with the sample?
Creating and using binary variables will be a central feature in the regression
models you will create. For now it will suffice to know they exist.
Quantitative variables
The variables we’ve looked at are easy to summarize at a glance, because they can
each be broken down into a small number of categories. What happens when we try
to make a frequency breakdown for the variable ‘Lifetime HC’? Remember, this
variable is the sum of all hard-credit giving for each person in the file, and therefore
consists of a bunch of numbers rather than neat categories. ‘Lifetime HC’ is not a
categorical variable; it’s a quantitative variable.
Earlier on we made a distinction between numbers and text. Variables made
up exclusively of numbers are called quantitative variables. Often they count up the
quantity of something. For example, ‘Age’ is a count of years. Or they may indicate a
level or stage of something; answers given on an attitudinal survey might range
from 1 to 6 to indicate agreement or disagreement with a statement. Whatever the
case, quantitative variables are numerical, which means they can be used in
mathematical calculations such as addition, subtraction, division, multiplication, and
other operations that work on numbers.
Although ‘Lifetime HC’ is not a categorical variable, we can still drag it into
the Frequency Breakdown window and see what it contains. Data Desk treats the
dollar totals as “categories” – more than 900 of them – and the result is a very long
table. You will have to scroll up and down in order to see all the values.
If you sort the results by count, you will learn that more than 50% of the
sample has lifetime giving of zero – they’ve never made a donation. This is typical of
alumni data sets. When you are able to do this analysis with your own data, the
percentage split between donors and never-givers will be one of the first statistics
you should be tempted to learn, if you don’t already know it.
You can also see that relatively large numbers of people have total giving of
$50 or $100. We might surmise that these donors made a one-time gift of that
amount and never gave again. After people who don’t give, the largest group will be
one-time donors who fail to renew. This is unfortunate, but normal.
If we check off the “Sort Table by Count” option for this window, Data Desk
will list the dollar totals in numerical order. Scrolling to the bottom, notice how
many alumni have given in six figures … and then count how many have given in
seven figures … and finally, note the single donor who has given more than $11
million.
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Aside from these interesting features, this table isn’t a very effective
summary; there are too many levels. Fortunately there are other ways to summarize
quantitative variables.
Summary Reports
Click once on the ‘Lifetime HC’ variable to select it. From the Calc menu, choose
Summaries, then choose Reports. The result might look something like this.

Click the small triangle in the top left corner of the report window and choose
“Select Summary Statistics …” Check the options on or off in order to keep only
Count, Mean, Median, Min, and Max.

Click OK, and result will look like this:
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What does this tell us?
Count: There are values present in the variable for 5,000 cases. (No cases are
missing.)
Mean: The mean (average) giving total is $4,095.82.
Median: If you remember your grade school math, you’ll know that the median is
the middle value in a range of values. The median giving total is $0. This is
because more than half of individuals in the file have no giving.
Min and Max: The minimum giving total is of course zero, and the maximum is the
amount given by Data University’s biggest benefactor: more than $11 million.
The mean and median statistics tell us roughly where the “centre” of the data is. The
minimum and maximum statistics tell us the range of the data. Range is one
measure of spread.
There are a number of ways to describe the centre and spread of a
quantitative variable, but we will leave it at that for now. Both concepts are
important when you need to understand the quantitative variable you’re working
with. Any measure involving money – philanthropic gifts, salaries of professional
athletes, gross revenue of movies – is going to have characteristics that are
completely different from, say, measures from “nature,” such as people’s height and
weight, or their age. The latter variables contain values that fall into a narrow range
of possibilities, and the most extreme values (tallest, heaviest, oldest) will barely
move the variable’s centre.
The opposite is true of “money variables,” such as movie grosses, baseball
player salaries, and philanthropic donations. There is no upper limit on how
extreme an outlier may be present in the data, and it exerts an enormous upward
pull on the mean.
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Hybrid variables
Some variables are hard to classify – are they quantitative or categorical? Some
variables are numerical, but that isn’t enough to classify them as quantitative.
Phone numbers can be expressed as all digits (eg. 9024947602), but they are
not quantitative. How so? Because a phone number isn’t a count of any quantity, and
it makes no sense to use a phone number in a mathematical calculation. There is no
such thing as an “average” phone number. You might be able to calculate it, but it
would be meaningless. ‘Phone number’ is a categorical variable, and so are ID
numbers and ZIP codes.
‘Grad Year’ is a bit different. You can perform some mathematical operations
on years, but not all. Subtraction makes sense: You can subtract ‘Birth Year’ from
‘Grad Year’ to get ‘age at graduation’. Multiplication doesn’t: the product of ‘Birth
Year’ and ‘Grad Year’ would be meaningless.
Because ‘Grad Year’ has characteristics of both categorical and quantitative
variables, we can call it a “hybrid” variable – terminology I am borrowing from Peter
Wylie’s book “Data Mining for Fundraisers.” Binary (0/1) variables could also be
called hybrid, because although they are categorical, they can be added and
multiplied together for various reasons (which we will see later).
In the end, some of the finer distinctions between categorical and
quantitative aren’t all that important. It’s more important that you understand when
it makes sense to perform mathematical operations on a numeric variable, and
when it doesn’t.
Other distinctions
Quantitative variables are not all alike – they may be continuous or discrete. A deep
understanding of this distinction is not essential now, but this is as good a time as
any to introduce a little extra terminology.
A continuous quantitative variable is one that may have any intermediate
value possible. An example from nature would be ‘Temperature’ – if we could
measure temperature with unlimited precision, there would be an infinite number
of temperature readings between zero and 20 degrees, say.
A discrete quantitative variable, on the other hand, can be thought of as a
count of something. ‘Number of Children’ is a count. A family can have two children,
or three children, but not 2.5 children. Number of events attended, number of gifts
given, number of degrees earned – these are all discrete.
There are grey areas between continuous and discrete. For example, we
normally regard ‘Giving’ or any other measure of currency as continuous. But
practically speaking there is not an infinite number of levels between $1 and $100 –
the most granular level of counting is in hundredths of a dollar. But even when all
the currency amounts in our data are rounded to the nearest dollar, we still think of
‘Giving’ as continuous. ‘Age’ is continuous, even if no one in our data is 23.6 years
old – although they could be.
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The practical difference is minimal, but it will come up again when we start
to study the relationship between variables, and when we start using regression.
Creating derived variables
You’re not limited to the variables you have now. You can create new ones in Data
Desk whenever you want, by manipulating or combining existing variables. New
variables based on existing variables are called derived variables.
If you haven’t done any predictive modeling yet, you may not know what
kinds of new variables you should create; this section is merely an introduction to
basic ways to get what you need.
Many derived variables result from mathematical operations.
From the Data menu, choose New, and then select Derived Variable. (Or use
the keyboard shortcut: Ctrl-E on a PC, Command-E on a Mac.) You are prompted to
give a name to the new variable.
For this example, call the variable “Example”. Click ‘OK’. A blank window
opens, with the name of the variable in the title bar. We are ready to enter an
expression, which defines the variable.
Click on the icon for ‘Lifetime HC’ and drag it into the expression window.
When you let it go, the variable name ‘Lifetime HC’ automatically appears. You
haven’t moved the ‘Lifetime HC’ variable itself – you have created a reference to it in
the expression. You could also have typed the name of the variable by hand, but
clicking and dragging is faster. Note that when a variable is referred to in an
expression window, its name is always enclosed in single quotes.
At this point, the new derived variable is populated with the same values as
‘Lifetime HC’ – it’s an exact duplicate of ‘Lifetime HC’. You can confirm this by
opening the variables side-by-side to see their contents. To peer inside ‘Lifetime
HC”, all you have to do is double-click on its icon. To do the same for ‘Example’,
locate the icon for that new variable (it should be in the same folder as your other
variables), and click on the little triangle to the left of the derived variable name,
‘Example’, and choose the option “Show Numbers”.
(Note that double-clicking on the icon for a regular variable shows the values,
while double-clicking on the icon for a derived variable opens the expression
window to enable editing.)
When you scroll through the values of one variable, the values of the other
will scroll in tandem, and you can see they’re all the same.
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You can edit the expression for ‘Example’ any way you like. To multiply by two, type
an asterisk and the number 2 after ‘Lifetime HC’:

If you haven’t closed the window that shows the underlying values for ‘Example’,
you will notice that it has a red exclamation mark in the top left corner. The
exclamation mark appears as soon as you start editing the expression for that
variable. Click on the mark, and choose “Update This Window.” The numbers change
to reflect the fact that you’ve multiplied them by two.
Derived variables can refer to any number of other variables, including other
derived variables.
Create a new derived variable and call it ‘Example 2’. Click and drag
‘Example’ into the expression window, type a plus sign (+), then drag any other
numerical variable into the expression as well. Add any you like and experiment
with different operators. (Tip: When you drag a variable into an expression window,
Data Desk will drop it wherever the blinking cursor is.)
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Notice what happens when you try to add ‘Marital Status’ into a mathematical
operation. … ‘Marital Status’ is made up of text, not numbers. When you look at the
result via “Show Numbers,” you will see a series of filled dots. This is the symbol
Data Desk uses to indicate missing cases. If Data Desk can’t perform a calculation for
a given case, it marks the case as missing.
However, look what happens when you change the second plus sign to an
ampersand (&).

Data Desk no longer regards the cases as missing. The ampersand is a string (i.e.
text) function that means ‘concatenate’, and the result is a string instead of a
number.
Variable expressions can also include conditional functions.
Create a new derived variable, naming it ‘Big donor’. Type the word “if” in the
expression window, and drag in ‘Lifetime HC’. Refer to the example below: The rest
of the first line of the expression is made up of a “greater than” sign (>), a dollar
amount (100,000, only without the comma), the word “then” and some text in
double-quotes.
In plain English, this line is saying: “If a value for the variable ‘Lifetime HC’ is
greater than $100,000, then the corresponding value for the new derived variable is
‘Big donor’.”
Press return or enter to jump to the next line in the expression. (This is not
essential, but helps to keep the expression neat and readable.) Data Desk evaluates
each line of the expression in order … if a case is NOT greater than 100,000, Data
Desk needs to be told what to do with it.
Type “else if”, and specify a new condition: If ‘Lifetime HC’ is greater than
zero, then assign the case a value of “Other donor”.
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Every conditional expression begins with “if”, and you can have as many “else if”
statements as you like – including none at all. But every expression of this type must
have a final “else” statement that captures any cases that are left over at the end.
In the example, the only donors left at the end have ‘Lifetime HC’ of zero. We
could have typed “else if ‘Lifetime HC’ = 0”, but we would still need a concluding
“else” – without it we would get a confusing “Illegal character” error, despite the fact
that we have classified all cases.
‘Big Donor’ is a categorical variable. A frequency table shows how our newlydefined categories (listed here in alphabetical order) break down.

Let’s try another example, this time using ‘Marital Status’. Let’s say we want to break
out the cases that are married or single, and lump all the rest into a single category
called “Other”, in a new variable called ‘Marital Status 2’. We use the same basic
structure for the expression as in the previous example, with one difference. Data
Desk assumes data is numerical unless we explicitly tell it to treat it as text. We do
this using the textof() function. Also note the use of double-quotes containing text
elements.
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Note that textof() is case-sensitive. Using a lowercase ‘m’ above (if textof(‘Marital
Status’) = “m” …) won't work to identify the cases when Marital Status is “M”.
This is a simple example of manipulating a variable – we will see more
examples later in the book and how they relate to exploring particular facets of your
data prior to building a predictive model.
Using operators and conditional functions, you can create very complex
expressions. This brief introduction is only a taste of what you can do … at any time,
dip into the Data Desk manuals for more details. Fortunately, most of the time the
expressions we need are not very complicated.
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Section 1
Extraction and Preparation of Data
It is said that the majority of time needed to build predictive models is spent
extracting and preparing the data. This is true, unfortunately. It is an unsexy, often
tedious, but crucially important stage in successful model-building. Most books
don’t bother with these topics.
You can learn to extract data yourself or work closely with someone who can
do it for you. Either approach is fine, but I have a preference for the former. I think
the ability to extract data on one’s own is a huge asset for any analyst. If you can’t
get access to the database, or learning to build queries will take more time than you
want to spend right now, you’ll still need know enough to outline your requirements
to the technical staff who will do it for you. Having analysis-ready data is
inseparable from the way the data is pulled from the database.
After data extraction comes data cleanup, prior to analysis. Someone in IT
may extract the data for you, but it will still be in a raw state. It’s up to you to
manipulate it to prepare variables for regression. Unless your office has reached the
stage at which analysis-ready data sets are generated automatically (through
advanced querying or scripting, perhaps), you will do this work in Data Desk. More
than just cleaning up messy data, which in itself isn’t much fun, this is also an
opportunity to explore your data and learn a great deal along the way.
Accessing the data you need
Every organization operates differently, but I am guessing that when you need data,
you submit a request that gets picked up by someone in IT or an analyst in your
department. Your request may sit in a queue for a while before being processed.
There are a number of reasons why this workflow is not ideal for predictive
modeling:
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•

Predictive modeling is a kind of data mining, meaning that it is exploratory in
nature. For that reason, you don’t necessarily know in advance what data will
prove most useful. The traditional IT way of doing things – defining all the
requirements in advance – is not easily reconciled with your need to examine
anything and everything in the database. Too often, a massive kitchen-sinktype data request turns into a data extraction project that lasts for weeks or
even months.

•

Data needs for modeling differ in many ways from the requests IT or
reporting staff are used to handling. You’re not requesting something wellknown, like a mailing list. The things you’re looking for are likely to seem
offbeat or wrong, including data that would normally be considered out of
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date or invalid. Even if your requests are turned around quickly, the chances
that the analyst or report developer has gotten it right the first time are slim.
You can expect a lot of back and forth on the details of requirements, and this
takes time.
In other words, if you learn how to get what you need yourself, you will be far more
agile in identifying patterns in your data than someone who is forced to rely on busy
staff who may not be eager to understand your nonstandard requests.
The very first step, then, is to submit a request to your IT department for
query access to the database or data warehouse. Depending on the system, this may
involve installing software on your desktop computer. In some cases you will be
allowed to connect directly to the tables in the database. (I will go into more detail
about tables later on.) In larger organizations with more advanced data resources,
you will be given access to a data warehouse – a sort of mirror copy of the database
– which may contain materialized views. Views are commonly-used groups of
database tables joined together to make them more user-friendly and convenient to
work with.
You will want the widest possible range of access. If you are asked what
exactly it is you want to query on, you can answer “everything.” For security, privacy
or other reasons, your access to the database or warehouse may be limited to just
the tables or groups of tables that you absolutely need. Having executive or senior
support for your work would clearly be helpful in breaking through this type of
resistance.
More enlightened organizations tend to favour open access to data for all
staff, within a well-understood data governance framework that determines what
can and cannot be done with different types of data. If you are not fortunate enough
to work for such an organization, or immediate access is blocked for whatever
reason, then by all means submit a data request. When you do make your first data
request, you might drop a hint that it’s the first of many such requests you’ll have,
and that it would be less painful for everyone involved if you could get your hands
on the tools to do the work yourself.
If that doesn’t work, then consider the fact that there are smart folks in IT or
Advancement Services who have just as much healthy curiosity about data as you
do, who would be excited at the prospect of collaborating on an interesting project.
The combination of your business need and your ideas about modeling, plus their
database know-how and potentially unfettered access to data could be the perfect
marriage.
However you end up going about it, the bottom line is this: If you want to
make any progress in a reasonable amount of time, you have got to keep your
project out of the regular queue.
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Database query basics
Throughout this book, I have tried to be as specific as possible in providing
directions for each step, as in a recipe. However, there are many types of databases
out there, and many different software applications for interacting with them. It is
not possible for me to address them all. The best I can do is outline the general
principles, and trust that you can find the resources (in your organization or via
searches online) to apply them to whatever system you have.
Almost everything I will say in this section can be thought of as aimed at a
single goal: “One ID, one case.” By this I mean:
1. Every individual or entity included in the model must be identifiable by a
unique ID.
2. Each ID must be present in the data only once: Only one case (row) per ID.
This goal is simple in principle. For example, anyone who’s worked with a data file
of addresses from the database for a mailing knows that there ought to be no
duplicate rows; each person gets mailed only once.
In fact, many queries are straightforward. If you query on ID, Sex and Birth
Date, you will probably end up with unique results. Why? Because most of the time,
a database will allow only one code for gender and one date for birth date.
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Patti
Mark

Sex
F
F
F

Birth_Date
April 1, 1900
May 1, 1900
June 1, 1900

First Name, Sex, and Birth Date are examples of attributes that an ID can have only
one of. But databases can store multiple values for most types of data. Some
examples:
•
•
•
•

One person can have multiple valid mailing addresses, email addresses, and
phone numbers.
Some alumni have earned multiple degrees.
A person can be an alum and a parent and a staff member, all at the same
time, and therefore have multiple category codes.
A donor can make multiple gifts – from none up to any number at all. Each
gift is a record in the database.

Let’s consider the last example in the list – giving history. If this is your first
introduction to how databases store information, you might expect the results of a
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query on giving history to look like the table below, with one ID per row, and gift
information extending outward to the right:
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

Gift 1

Gift 2
$250
$10
$25

Gift 3
$100
$25

Et cetera
$275 ….
….
….

But that’s not how it works. The actual result will look like what you see below. Each
ID is duplicated on a new row for each gift that donor has in the database: Three
rows for A0001, two for A0002, and so on.
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

Why is this?
Databases store data in tables. Structurally, a database table is no different
than a sheet of data in Excel. It has rows and columns, and the columns have names
(ID, First_Name, etc.). The key thing to know is that a database is made up of more
than one table. In fact it may have hundreds of tables. Each table has a name. Here is
the table we saw earlier – let’s pretend it’s a database table called PERSON. (The
actual tables in your own database will have their own names – no two databases
are alike.)
PERSON
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003
A0004
A0005

First_Name
Jenn
Patti
Mark
Kevin
Leslie

Sex
F
F
M
M
F

Birth_Date
April 1, 1963
May 1, 2000
June 1, 1984
July 1, 1930
August 1, 1965

The table PERSON stores information related to people, such as their first and last
names, genders, birth dates, and so on – all associated with the person’s ID. What
about their giving histories? Gift transactions are stored in a different table, which
we will call GIFT.
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GIFT
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

Gift_No
10001
10002
10003
10090
10091
10720

Gift_Date
January 1, 1990
February 1, 1991
March 1, 1992
July 15, 2012
August 17, 2013
December 3, 1967

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

Notice that I’ve added two columns – Gift_No and Gift_Date – to reflect the fact that
the GIFT table stores information related to individual gift transactions. Gift_Date is
the date on which the gift was entered in the database, and Gift_No is the unique
record number for each transaction. A typical GIFT table will also store the payment
method (credit card, cheque, etc.), the fund the gift is designated to, whether the
transaction is a payment on a pledge, and potentially many other attributes.
Take a moment to compare the PERSON table with the GIFT table, and
appreciate what makes a row of data “unique”:
•
•

The PERSON table has one unique row for each person – each value for ID
appears only once.
The GIFT table has one unique row for each gift transaction – each value for
Gift_No appears only once. However, any one donor ID will be repeated as
many times as that donor has given.

When students graduate and are added to the database as alumni, new rows are
added to the PERSON table. When new gifts come in and they are entered in the
database, new rows are added to the GIFT table. A table can be millions of rows long
– the size is limited only by the storage available.
On the other hand, the number of columns in a table never changes (unless
structural changes are made to the database itself). There is just one column for
each data element, and because it can be referred to by name, it is easy to locate,
access, and read via a query.
In other words, tables don’t get wider, they get longer. They have a rigid,
predictable structure, yet they allow for continuous growth. This is part of what
makes a database so powerful.
Now that you know that people’s identities are stored in one table and their
gifts are stored in another (and their degrees in another, and their mailing
addresses in another …), your next question should be, how does one bring these
separate pieces of information together? For example, in order to get first names of
donors plus the gifts that they made, as you see in the results below, data has to
come from both tables, PERSON and GIFT:
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ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Patti
Patti
Mark

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

The answer is that PERSON and GIFT are related to each other, via the one type of
data that they share in common: ID numbers. In a database query, records from each
table get matched up when the values contained in “ID” are the same. This can be
shown visually like so:

In this example, ID is the primary key. Every table in a database has a column
containing values that uniquely identify each row; ID is an example, and
Gift_Number is another. There is only one row in PERSON for each ID, and only one
row in GIFT for each Gift_Number. The line connecting ID in PERSON to ID in GIFT
indicates a join between the two tables. The two tables are said to be in a
relationship. A database made up of many tables that are related to each other is
called a relational database.
(Sometimes I hear people refer to an Excel file as a “database.” This is partly
correct, but only if we think of it as a database made up of a single table! Another
term for an Excel sheet would be flat file. It is “flat” in that it is two-dimensional, as
opposed to a relational database, which is multi-dimensional.)
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The PERSON table contains only one row for each person, but because of the
join with GIFT, some people are duplicated many times in the final results. The
donor named Jenn appears three times, because she has three transactions in GIFT.
This is an example of a one-to-many relationship. This is indicated in the diagram by
the three lines on the right side of the join. If you’ve ever puzzled over why there are
duplicates in a data file you’ve had to work with, this is the reason.
One-to-many relationships can cause a query to get out of hand very quickly.
Consider the following example in which we query the database for ID, First_Name,
Gift_Amount, and Degree.

Let’s say that on its own (not joined to anything), the Degree table contains the
following data:
DEGREE
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0003

Degree_Code
BSc
MED
PhD
BA
BSc

Grad_Year
1982
1988
1996
2001
1955

Jenn has earned three degrees, while Patti and Mark have each earned one. How
many rows will Jenn have in the final result?
If you said six (three gifts plus three degrees), you are incorrect,
unfortunately. The actual result will be three gifts multiplied by three degrees, or
nine rows.
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ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Patti
Patti
Mark

Gift_Amount
$250
$250
$250
$100
$100
$100
$275
$275
$275
$10
$25
$25

Degree_Code
BSc
MED
PhD
BSc
MED
PhD
BSc
MED
PhD
BA
BA
BSc

This is not an error. Each row in the data is unique, even if individual donors are not.
A few query strategies
Querying a relational database will almost inevitably result in multiple rows for
many of your IDs. If a query pulls data related to gift transactions, there will be a
new row in the data for every single transaction – if Joe Smith is a monthly donor for
ten years, he will appear in the results 10 x 12 times (120 rows). And as we have
shown, these rows will be multiplied when other dimensions are added to the
query. We need some strategies for dealing with this.
Our goal is twofold: First, we want to cut out the extra rows, so that a person
appears in our data file only once. Second, we want to do this while preserving as
much of the information in those rows as possible; in other words, we don’t want to
throw out potentially useful data if we don’t have to.
There are at least four ways to achieve this with the way we build queries. I will
describe each one. Later on, in the section on using SQL in queries, you will see
examples of how they work in practice.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pare down the results using limits
Pivot the data
Aggregate the data
Combine pivoting and aggregation
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1. Limits
For many types of commonly-used data, certain records will be coded “Preferred” or
“Primary.” An example: Any database that allows multiple mailing addresses will
almost certainly have the ability to identify one of those addresses as the one, single
address that ought to be the default choice for that person or entity. If we ask for
just the records coded Preferred (or Primary), we should get unique results.
This is only a partial solution, however. Although we get unique results, we
are throwing away a lot of data. The fact that Joe Smith has a preferred address in
Saskatchewan might be useful to know, but for predictive modeling it would
probably be better to know how many addresses he has had overall – a count of all
addresses, current and past, valid and invalid.
Other types of limits (where they are applicable) include limiting by date
range, by active/inactive, or by type. Note that not all of these will necessarily
produce unique results. Plus, you’re still excluding data.
2. Pivots
Pivoting data entails taking the data that is arranged in rows and redistributing it
into columns – making a “long” data format into a “wide” one. This process works by
identifying all the values of a particular variable, and creating a new column for each
value.
That’s hard to picture, so here is a concrete example: Many advancement
databases have a Category Code that classifies a constituent into a broad group that
describes the connection with the institution or nature of the constituent –
Alumnus/na, Parent, Friend, Faculty, Staff, Corporation, Foundation, and so on. A
constituent may fall into more than one classification, accumulating several codes
over time. One person can be an alum, a staff employee, and a parent of a student or
another alum: ALUM, STAF, PRNT. If you query on Category Code, that person will
appear three times.
There are two IDs in the table below, one with three category codes and the
other with only one:
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002

Category_Code
ALUM
STAF
PRNT
FCTY

When we pivot the data, we get the result below. The values for Category Code are
turned into column labels. A ‘1’ indicates that that code exists for that ID, and a ‘0’
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indicates that it does not. Eventually you’ll see that this result is perfect for using in
a regression analysis.
ID
A0001
A0002

ALUM
1
0

STAF
1
0

PRNT
1
0

FCTY
0
1

This is practical only when a variable has a small number of values, or at least a
manageable number. Pivoting a full alumni database on First Name would result in a
table thousands of columns wide. As you will see later, this is probably impossible to
do, but if we could do it, it would be too cumbersome to model with.
3. Aggregations
Aggregating data entails summarizing the multiple values of some variable using a
grouping of some other variable. Probably the most common example of this is
summing the total dollar amounts of individual gifts by ID, which we would need to
do if we wanted to calculate a donor’s total lifetime giving.
Returning to a sample table from earlier on, here is the un-aggregated data:
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Patti
Patti
Mark

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

After summing on Gift_Amount, grouped by ID, we get:
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Patti
Mark

SUM( Gift_Amount )
$625
$35
$25

For example, Jenn’s total giving is $250 + $100 + $275 = $625.
Summing is not the only aggregation available to us. We could also query for
the largest gift, i.e. maximum of Gift_Amount:
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ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Patti
Mark

MAX( Gift_Amount )
$275
$25
$25

For quantitative variables, we can use all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Sum
Mean (average)
Median
Minimum
Maximum

(We can also use Count and Distinct Count, which are not limited to use with
quantitative variables. We will encounter these shortly.)
What about non-quantitative variables? In computing parlance, values that
contain text characters instead of (or along with) numbers are called strings.
Aggregations on strings are not as common, and some are impossible – you can’t
calculate the “average” of Category_Code, for example. Depending on your database,
you might be able to ask for the MAX() or MIN() of these values, as text does have an
alphabetical order. However, I can’t recall having had a use for doing so that relates
to predictive modeling.
There is one type of string aggregation that might prove useful. This is
implemented differently in different database systems, and from version to version
within systems, but at least I can show you what it looks like.
Let’s say that you want to query on Category_Code, but pivoting is
impractical because there are too many unique codes, which would result in an
unreasonable number of columns. Returning to our simple example:
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002

Category_Code
ALUM
STAF
PRNT
FCTY

After string aggregation, we get the result below. Each ID gets one row only, and
we’ve lost none of the data – all the codes are merged into one column, and
separated by commas and/or spaces, or whatever characters we want. This data
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won’t be directly usable in a predictive model – we will need to do some further
work with it in Data Desk – but at least we will be working with unique cases.
ID
A0001
A0002

Category_Code
ALUM, STAF, PRNT
FCTY

And finally, there are some aggregations that work with any data type – numbers,
strings, dates, everything. Those are counts. A count is simply the number of values
present for a particular variable. Let’s say you have a group of numbers (2, 5, and
10); the sum is 17, but the count is 3.
There are two types of counts. The first is a simple count of all values for a particular
variable, grouped by another variable. For example, if we want to count the number
of Category Codes for each ID, instead of seeing the codes themselves, the result for
the example above would be this:
ID
A0001
A0002

COUNT( Category_Code )
3
1

This will be one of your go-to aggregations. Counts of certain data elements such as
degrees, phone numbers, addresses, events attended and activity codes are all
potentially predictive of behaviours such as making a gift.
A twist on the simple count is distinct count. Instead of counting every value,
we might want to count only unique values. If I showed you Distinct Count using the
example above with Category Codes, the result would be exactly the same – three
codes for A0001 and one for A0002. I will show you a more relevant scenario.
If your university’s Annual Fund enables donors to give to specific areas
rather than general, unrestricted giving, it might be interesting to count how many
individual funds each donor has given to. Perhaps you want to test whether a donor
who spreads her giving among many designations is more likely to consider making
a bequest than a donor who tends to concentrate his giving in just one or two
designations. Here’s the raw data. For clarity, I have excluded the dollar amounts, as
we are focusing on the designations only.
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001

Designation
XYZ Memorial Scholarship
XYZ Memorial Scholarship
XYZ Memorial Scholarship
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A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

Analytics School Building Fund
Analytics School Building Fund
XYZ Memorial Scholarship
XYZ Memorial Scholarship
President’s Fund

If we ask for a simple count of Designation, we will end up with this:
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

COUNT( Designation )
5
2
1

This might be useful, but it’s the same as a count of individual gifts, which isn’t what
we are looking for. If we count unique values instead, we get what we want. A0001
has given three gifts to XYZ Memorial Scholarship, but they are counted together as
one designation:
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

COUNTD( Designation )
2
1
1

4. Combination of pivoting and aggregation
You may have a need to pivot and aggregate at the same time. The table below
shows some raw, unpivoted gift records for three donors. If we want the years
(1991, 1992, etc.) to form the columns, we need to pivot them. And if we want their
total giving in each year to appear in the correct row and column, we need to sum on
Gift_Amount (by Year and ID).
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003
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Gift_Date
January 1, 1991
February 1, 1991
March 1, 1992
July 15, 1992
August 17, 1993
December 3, 1994

Gift_Amount
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$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

Here is the desired result. The dollar totals are sums, but again, we could have used
maximum gift, mean gift, count of gifts, or some other aggregation.
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

1991

1992
$350
$0
$0

1993
$275
$10
$0

1994
$0
$25
$0

$0
$0
$25

Building database queries
The common thread linking all the techniques I’ve just described – limits, pivots, and
aggregations – is the goal of taking multiple results (rows) and summarizing,
simplifying, counting, or grouping them together in order to end up with one row
(case) per ID.
Before we can do any fancy aggregations, though, we need to learn how to
build a basic query just to get any data in the first place. How you form a query will
depend on what type of database you have and what interface for querying has been
given to you.
You can create queries programmatically (i.e., with a written language – SQL,
for instance) or via a graphical user interface. In general, the user interface –
software for interacting with a database – will seem to be the more user-friendly
option for the beginner. Rather than suggest any particular tool, which would be
impossible for me to do, you should seek advice from someone in your IT group
about what’s available.
A user-friendly graphical interface will allow you to select database tables
from a list, drag them into a working area, and create joins between them. We saw
an example of joins earlier on:
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Whatever software you’re using will then let you choose which fields (i.e. columns)
to include in your result set. You can connect any number of tables this way to
create complex queries with result sets that are many columns wide.
When you run your query, your request is converted into a language that
your database will understand. No matter what software you’re using, in the
background your request is sent as some version of SQL – Structured Query
Language. Your software should also enable you to write your own custom SQL. In
fact, it may be necessary to write the code yourself in order to escape the limitations
of the graphical interface.
For years I worked with a program called Hyperion Brio to query our Oracle
database. However, to perform the aggregations that I needed, the software actually
got in my way, and I was forced to use more time-consuming (often manual) ways to
prepare my raw data for modeling after I got it out of Brio. Learning basic SQL
liberated me from the constraints of the software.
Am I saying that you need to learn SQL in order to do predictive modeling?
No, certainly not. I’m suggesting that you learn just enough. You don’t need to bring
everything to a halt by enrolling in a course or even reading a book. Learning how to
pull your own data will make you a better predictive modeler, and learning some
SQL will make you better at pulling your own data.
Not convinced? Well, I do understand. I suggest that you show these
examples of aggregations to someone knowledgeable and get their assistance and
advice.
Introduction to SQL
SQL stands for Structured Query Language. SQL is the standard language for
communicating with relational database management systems. SQL statements are
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used to perform tasks such as update data on a database, or retrieve data from a
database. It is not a programming language – it’s a query language – and the basics
are not difficult to learn.
In many organizations, only IT staff are permitted to update data (by
creating, deleting or changing data) on the database using SQL. All we need to do is
retrieve data, and permissions for that activity are often readily extended to staff
beyond IT (or should be!). If you are able to query the database using Microsoft
Access or other software, then you should be good to go for querying in other ways,
including using SQL.
All common relational database management systems use some version of
SQL. There are variations and proprietary extensions to SQL, depending on the
system, but the basic SQL statements should work the same regardless of the system
or software version.
The best I can do is provide an overview to get you started. Speak with
someone in your IT group about the nuts and bolts of actually connecting to your
database and executing queries. I suggest you supplement your learning with SQL
tutorials online, or a decent book.
SELECT and FROM
Every SQL statement must include a SELECT statement and a FROM clause. The
SELECT specifies what data we want, and FROM specifies where to get it.
A few pages ago, we looked at examples of two individual tables, PERSON
and GIFT. Here is PERSON again.
PERSON
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

First_Name
April
May
June

Sex
F
F
F

Birth_Date
April 1, 1900
May 1, 1900
June 1, 1900

If we want to retrieve every row of this table, this is the SQL we would use:
SELECT
ID,
FIRST_NAME,
SEX,
BIRTH_DATE
FROM
PERSON
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A few observations about this query:
•

The SELECT is followed by a list of column names we want to be retrieved. If
I didn’t need Birth_Date, I would leave it out of the list.

•

Each column name must be followed by a comma, except for the final column
name (Birth_Date in this example). Think of an SQL statement as a sentence
in English, with its own grammar and punctuation. The slightest error – one
missed comma, or a comma placed after the final column name, will prevent
your statement from executing.

•

Every statement that specifies some columns to retrieve must have a FROM
section that specifies which table or tables from which to retrieve the
columns.

•

Depending on the interface you’re using to issue SQL statements to the
database, you may need to end all your queries with a semicolon. I have
chosen not to include it in my examples.

What about the formatting? Notice that I have indented some lines and not others,
and there is a space between the SELECT and FROM sections. This is only for
readability. Spaces and indents are ignored in SQL, leaving you free to format your
code as you see fit, for better or worse. The single line of SQL below does exactly the
same thing as the statement above.
SELECT ID, FIRST_NAME, SEX, BIRTH_DATE FROM PERSON
This doesn’t look so bad, but it will be a different story when you start writing more
complex queries. It’s a good idea to write for neatness and clarity, in order to make
it easier for you (or someone after you) to find errors and make changes. The
software you use to write your code might help you by colour-coding special words
such as SELECT and FROM as you go along, which will help.
This query retrieves all columns from PERSON. A quicker way to do the same
thing is to use an asterisk in place of naming all the columns:
SELECT * FROM PERSON
This is a quick way to obtain the column names, if you don’t know them in advance.
However, I suggest that you not get into the habit of doing this all the time, unless a
situation calls for it. Your queries will run much faster and you will use fewer
resources on the database if you ask for only the columns you need.
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Joining tables
It’s pretty rare that everything you need will be found in only one table. Recall an
earlier example that required data from two tables, PERSON and GIFT:
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Patti
Patti
Mark

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

In introducing the theory behind table relationships earlier on, I said that PERSON
and GIFT are related to each other via the ID column. PERSON has a column named
ID, and so does GIFT. When we include more than one table in a query, we have to
tell the database system which table we are referring to. If we simply ask for “ID”,
the request is ambiguous – which table’s version of “ID” are we talking about?
We get around this by including the name of the table as a prefix to the
column name, using a period to separate them, like so: “PERSON.ID”.
•
•

PERSON.ID is called a primary key, and each value of PERSON.ID is unique.
GIFT.ID is called a foreign key, and there may be many duplicates of each
value – one for each gift.

In a query, records from each table get matched up when the values contained in the
ID fields of each table match up. When we specify that we want to match on this
primary/foreign key relationship, we are creating a join between the two tables.
The SQL to produce the results above looks like this:
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT
FROM
PERSON
INNER JOIN
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GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
Notice we are asking for the three columns that are in the desired output: ID,
FIRST_NAME, and GIFT_AMOUNT. However, each column name is prefixed with the
name of the table that it comes from, plus a period. This is not always a requirement,
but sometimes we need to specify we want ID from this table, and not that table –
otherwise an error will result. It is good practice to specify the source table even
when it’s not strictly required.
Other things to notice, following the FROM:
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•

I have listed only one table after FROM, not both of the tables involved in the
query. PERSON is the primary table, the one on the left-hand side, if we were
to picture this query join graphically.

•

The other table, GIFT, is named in a join operation. INNER JOIN simply
means, “Give me all the rows in PERSON for which there is a matching row in
GIFT – and only those rows.” The Venn diagram below illustrates this.

•

The word ON signals that the join condition is about to follow. You must
always specify a join condition. In this case, the condition is that the ID field
in PERSON be equal to the ID field in GIFT.
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Other types of joins
An inner join is only one way to join two tables. The other essential join type you
need to know is LEFT OUTER JOIN. The only difference in terms of the SQL
statement above is that you replace INNER JOIN with LEFT OUTER JOIN. Very
simple – but it makes a big difference.
In the previous example, the result set is comprised of all the records in
PERSON that had a matching record in GIFT. In other words, the result set was made
up entirely of donors. If your database is an alumni database, as opposed to strictly a
donor database, then it is highly likely that more than half of your “person table”
records have no corresponding records in the “gifts table”.
These non-donors are all present in PERSON, but how are they represented
in GIFT? The answer is, they aren’t represented at all. It is not the case that they are
in GIFT, but with a giving total of zero – they simply do not exist in GIFT in any way.
The implication for our query is that all non-donors are excluded from the
result set. The join condition cannot be met for a non-donor, because the PERSON
record cannot match to any record in GIFT.
This would be a problem for predictive modeling. Even if we are building a
model to predict who is most likely to donate, our data set must include donors and
non-donors. We’ll get deeper into the reasons later on, but for now it’s enough to
know that a model often has to distinguish the difference between a donor and a
non-donor, and in order to do that we need plenty of examples of both types of
constituent in our data.
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003
A0004
A0005

First_Name
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Patti
Patti
Mark
Kevin
Leslie

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

The result set above shows the output of a left outer join. Note that Kevin and Leslie
have no giving, but they still appear. Also note that Gift_Amount is not “zero dollars”.
The gift values for Kevin and Leslie are NULL. The distinction between zero and null
is very important in working with data. A zero is a real value – there is data present,
even if it’s a count of zero. Null, on the other hand, implies an absence of data – the
data is missing.
So, a big difference in practical terms, but only a minor alteration in our code:
Instead of INNER JOIN, we use LEFT OUTER JOIN.
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SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT
FROM
PERSON
LEFT OUTER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
Illustrated as a Venn diagram, a left outer join looks like this:

There are other types of joins – right outer joins, full outer joins, and some others
that your database system might make available – but inner joins and left outer joins
will cover the vast majority of needs for predictive modeling.
To review:
•
•
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INNER JOIN: Retrieve only those rows from table 1 and table 2 where there is
a match on ‘ID’.
LEFT OUTER JOIN: Retrieve ALL rows from table 1, and those rows from
table 2 where there is a match on ‘ID’.
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Joining multiple tables
Bringing in additional tables is simply a matter of adding more joins, and specifying
the additional columns in the SELECT. The statement below uses two inner joins, so
the result set will be limited to constituents who
1. have at least one gift in GIFT, and
2. have at least one degree.
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT,
DEGREE.DEGREE_CODE
FROM
PERSON
INNER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
INNER JOIN
DEGREE
ON PERSON.ID = DEGREE.ID
A graphical representation of this query is below. Note that inner joins are indicated
by simple lines connecting the primary key field to the secondary keys (ID), rather
than ending with three lines. Unlike a left outer join, an inner join will exclude any
records in PERSON that have no corresponding records in GIFT or DEGREE.
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Duplicate IDs again
Remember Jenn, our “problem alumna”? She has three gifts in GIFT, and three
degree codes in DEGREE. If we run the query above, Jenn will appear in the data
nine times: three gift records multiplied by three degree records. Nine unique rows
of data, nine different “versions” of Jenn – not ready for analysis.

ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003
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First_Name
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Patti
Patti
Mark

Gift_Amount
$250
$250
$250
$100
$100
$100
$275
$275
$275
$10
$25
$25
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Degree_Code
BSc
MED
PhD
BSc
MED
PhD
BSc
MED
PhD
BA
BA
BSc

It’s time to go back to our discussion about the three main ways to deal with this
behaviour:
1. Pare down the results using limits
2. Pivot the data
3. Aggregate the data
1. Limits in SQL
When a constituent has more than one value for a given attribute, occasionally one
of those values will be marked as primary or preferred. The database software
should impose restrictions on the person doing data entry so that only one such
record per constituent may be marked primary/preferred – logically, only one
record can be “primary.”
Looking at the data contained in our example DEGREE table, we see the
following. Jenn (ID number A0001) has three degree codes, but only the highest
degree (PhD) is coded Primary. The other two people have one degree each, and
they are Primary by default.
DEGREE
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0003

Degree_Code
BSc
MED
PhD
BA
BSc

Primary_Ind
Y
Y
Y

Grad_Year
1982
1988
1996
2001
1955

We can use the uniqueness imposed by the Primary attribute to help pare down our
query. Below is the same query we used last time, only with the addition of
something new: WHERE.
In a WHERE clause, we add certain conditions that limit the data. In this
example, PRIMARY_IND can have a value of either “Y” or Null – we want to keep only
the records where the value is equal to “Y”.
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT,
DEGREE.DEGREE_CODE
FROM
PERSON
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INNER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
INNER JOIN
DEGREE
ON PERSON.ID = DEGREE.ID
WHERE
DEGREE.PRIMARY_IND = ‘Y’
Some things to note:
•

All the rows retrieved by the top part of the query must satisfy the condition
specified in the WHERE clause: The primary indicator is equal to “Y”. All
other rows are excluded.

•

“Y” is a text value, which is written in single quotes in SQL.

•

The column PRIMARY_IND doesn’t have to be included in the SELECT section
of the query, unless of course we wanted to include it in our result set.

•

The order of operators is important: SELECT first, then FROM, then the join
operators, and finally, WHERE. Any other ordering will result in an error.

When we run this query, we get this result:
ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

First_Name
Jenn
Jenn
Jenn
Patti
Patti
Mark

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

Degree_Code
PhD
PhD
PhD
BA
BA
BSc

Jenn still appears three times, but only because she has three gifts – we haven’t done
anything about that issue yet.
Addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, constituent category codes –
there are a handful of common data elements that might conceivably have primary
indicators. However, don’t count on finding a handy primary or preferred indicator
for everything; there is no such thing as a “primary gift,” for example. As well, we
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know that PhD is the preferred (or highest) degree that Jenn has earned, but the fact
she has two previous degrees is often something we can use in our model.
Narrowing your data down by a primary indicator is a necessary thing to know, and
very useful, but it is hardly the only or best way to pull a data file for modeling.
This example shows only one use of the WHERE clause. WHERE is an
optional part of an SQL statement, but in practice almost all of your queries will
impose limits of one kind or another, and WHERE is the tool for that. As an aside,
here’s an example of a query to produce a list of the last names of all constituents
who are alumni AND who are living. (Again, you will need to rename all your
identifiers to match your own database. This simple example also assumes that each
constituent has only one Category Code.)
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.LAST_NAME
FROM
PERSON
WHERE
PERSON.DEAD_IND IS NULL
AND PERSON.CATG_CODE = ‘ALUM’
2. Pivoting data in SQL
To recap what I said earlier about pivoting data: Pivots are most useful when there
is a one-to-many relationship in your data caused by some categorical variable, and
there are relatively few values for the category being pivoted.
The example we used was Category Code, which may go by a different name
in your database. This code indicates whether a constituent is an alumnus/na,
parent, friend, corporation, foundation, or whatever. A single person in the database
can be an alum, a staff employee, and a parent of a student or alum, all at the same
time – with the codes ALUM, STAF and PRNT, say. One of these codes might have a
Primary Indicator, or Category Code might have a set hierarchy of values (ALUM is
always “highest,” for example). Either of these conditions would allow us to limit the
data in a WHERE clause.
However, let’s assume we want to pull all the codes from the database, and
display them on one line per ID. Alas, our query will give us something like the
result below. There are two IDs in the table below, one with three category codes
and the other with only one:
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ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002

Catg_Code
ALUM
STAF
PRNT
FCTY

The SQL used to produce the result above looks like this.
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.CATG_CODE
FROM
PERSON
Each ID appears once for every Category Code that the person has attached to his or
her record. We instead want to pivot the data, so that the rows become columns. To
do this, we can use the PIVOT operator in SQL.
(Note: PIVOT may not be available for all DBMSs or in all implementations of
SQL. I know that this technique works in Oracle 11g. You’ll have to try it and see.)
The statement below is a bit more involved than the basic stuff we’ve looked
at so far. Among other things it features two SELECTs (one nested inside the other),
and an aggregation, COUNT, and finally a PIVOT operation.

SELECT *
FROM (
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.CATG_CODE
FROM
PERSON
WHERE
PERSON.CATG_CODE IN ('ALUM', 'STAF', 'PRNT', ‘FCTY’)
)
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PIVOT (
COUNT ( CATG_CODE ) AS FLAG FOR ( CATG_CODE )
IN ( ‘ALUM' AS ALUM, 'STAF' AS STAF, 'PRNT' AS PRNT, ‘FCTY’ AS
FCTY )
)
There is quite a bit going on here. Don’t worry if this is gobbledygook to you. When
working with a piece of code that is unfamiliar, it is not important that you
understand right away how it works. The key thing is to keep tweaking and adapting
it until it works – replacing identifiers and value names to match your data and
database, dealing with the inevitable errors, hunting down missing or extra commas,
and so on. It can take hours, but once you’ve got it working, you’ve got a powerful
new tool that you will use again and again. Trust me, it’s worth the time and
frustration.
Before we take a closer look at the SQL, here’s the output. Compare this with
the previous result set. Do you see what’s going on?
ID
A0001
A0002

ALUM_FLAG
1
0

STAF_FLAG
1
0

PRNT_FLAG
1
0

FCTY_FLAG
0
1

The values for Category Code are turned into column labels. A ‘1’ indicates that that
code exists for that ID, and a zero indicates that it does not. A summary:
1. The inner SELECT retrieves all category codes that exist in a specified list, as
defined in the WHERE clause, for each ID in the table PERSON.
2. The PIVOT takes each value in CATG_CODE, adds the word “FLAG” to the end
of it, and creates a new column with that name.
3. Inside the PIVOT, a COUNT operator adds up the number of values of
CATG_CODE, and that number becomes the value for each new column.
Because each ID has only one of each type of code (ALUM, STAF, etc.), the
count will always be either a 1 or a 0.
4. The outer SELECT acts as a kind of wrapper for the inner SELECT. The
wildcard character (an asterisk) is saying, “give me all the columns that the
PIVOT has created.”
Reading this summary is probably less helpful than simply diving in and trying to
replicate the code. Some notes that might guide you:
Notice this is one of those occasions when it’s handy to use the wildcard
character * in a SELECT. We could have done the following instead. (The four
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identifiers ending with _FLAG are column names that don’t exist in the
database; we create them via the inner, nested SELECT.)
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
ALUM_FLAG,
STAF_FLAG,
PRNT_FLAG,
FCTY_FLAG
We have to specify all the categories in the pivot (category codes, in this
case). Unfortunately, PIVOT is not capable of dynamically pivoting whatever
data it happens to find. This is just the way SQL works.
You can use any aggregation you like in the PIVOT — COUNT, SUM, MAX, etc.
Don’t include the table names in the identifiers named in PIVOT, or you will
get an error (i.e. CATG_CODE and not PERSON.CATG_CODE).
I chose the word “FLAG” as a suffix for the new columns. You can use
anything you like.
Note the parentheses … one of the challenges in writing error-free SQL is
ensuring that for every opening left parenthesis there is a closing right
parenthesis. As mentioned earlier, the spacing and indentation I’ve used is
completely arbitrary – extra spaces and carriage returns are ignored – they
are used for readability only.
In this section – ‘ALUM' AS ALUM, 'STAF' AS STAF, 'PRNT' AS PRNT, ‘FCTY’ AS
FCTY – the AS is there merely to rename the string value as a column name. If
we did not rename ‘ALUM’, it would appear literally, including the single
quotes: ‘ALUM’_FLAG. This is not a big concern, but Data Desk does not
tolerate apostrophes or single quotes in variable names. When renaming
columns, you can use any “legal” identifier you want.
3. Aggregating in SQL
If you’ve done any querying of a donor database before, you’ve probably already
encountered aggregations. A classic example: summing up the total dollar amounts
of individual gifts by ID, in order to calculate each donor’s total lifetime giving.
Aggregating data entails summarizing the multiple values of some variable
(eg. Gift_Amount) using a grouping of some other variable (eg., ID). Returning to a
sample table from earlier on, here is the un-aggregated data:
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ID
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0002
A0002
A0003

Gift_Amount
$250
$100
$275
$10
$25
$25

The SQL that produces this result looks like this:
SELECT
GIFT.ID,
GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT
FROM
GIFT
Instead, we want a result that looks like the table below. After summing on
Gift_Amount, grouped by ID, we get:
ID
A0001
A0002
A0003

SUM( Gift_Amount )
$625
$35
$25

We have to make a couple of minor additions to our query. See below.
SELECT
GIFT.ID,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT )
FROM
GIFT
GROUP BY
GIFT.ID
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The two elements we’ve added are:
1. The aggregation operation itself (SUM), and
2. The GROUP BY expression.
Every time we add any kind of aggregation to our SELECT, we must follow it with
GROUP BY. Every element named in the SELECT must also be listed in the GROUP BY
section – except for the element being aggregated. For example, if we asked for
LAST_NAME in the SELECT list, we have to include LAST_NAME as an item in the
GROUP BY list. (Remember to use commas in the list.)
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT )
FROM
PERSON
INNER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
GROUP BY
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.LAST_NAME

SUM is probably the most common aggregate function you’ll use, but there are
others:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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AVG( ) – returns the mean of the values in a column; rows with null values
are ignored by this function
MEDIAN( ) - returns the median of the values in a column; rows with null
values are ignored by this function
COUNT( ) – returns the number of rows in a column; this function also
ignores null values in whatever column you give to the function
COUNTD( ) – returns a distinct count of the unique values in a column
MIN( ) – returns the lowest value in a column
MAX( ) – returns the highest value in a column
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MIN( ) and MAX( ) are most often used with numbers and dates, but depending on
your database system, they also work with text, using alphabetical order to
determine the minimum and maximum values.
In the SQL example above, if you wanted to obtain a count of the number of
gift transactions instead of the sum of giving, you could use
COUNT(GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT) instead of SUM(GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT).
You can combine aggregations in a single SELECT, like so:
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT ) AS ‘TOTAL_GIVING’
COUNT ( GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT ) AS ‘GIFT_COUNT’
AVG ( GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT ) AS ‘AVG_GIFT’
When you need to limit your results using a WHERE clause and are aggregating
something in the same query, GROUP BY always follows WHERE:
SELECT
GIFT.ID,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT )
FROM
GIFT
WHERE
GIFT_FISC_YEAR = ‘2013’
GROUP BY
GIFT.ID
Using aliases
In place of typing out the table name as a prefix to every single identifier, you may
instead use a shorter alias. Below, PERSON is shortened to “p” in the FROM clause,
and GIFT is shortened to “g” in the JOIN clause. This can save time when writing long
queries.
SELECT
p. ID,
p.LAST_NAME,
SUM ( g.GIFT_AMOUNT )
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FROM
PERSON p
INNER JOIN
GIFT g
ON p.ID = g.ID
GROUP BY
p. ID,
p.LAST_NAME
If you are querying a system other than Oracle, you may need to use the word AS to
define the alias. (FROM GIFT AS g.) Using AS this way will generate an error in
Oracle.
This is merely a convenience; there are other times when aliases are actually
required. For example, if you need to join a table to itself, you have to refer to each
instance of the table separately. This is called a self-join. Refer to other resources for
more information about self-joins.
An aside: Getting data into Data Desk
It’s time to interrupt this section on SQL to briefly mention Data Desk. If you’ve been
successful in executing a few queries against your database, now is a good time to
throw the results into Data Desk to begin exploring and learning about your data
using frequency and summary tables. This is also a good way to audit your data for
anything unexpected, which might point to an error in your query.
How you get the data into your stats package depends on the software you’re
using to query the database. You may be using an application that produces a result
set that you can simply cut and paste directly into Data Desk. Alternately, you might
be able to export the result set as a .csv or Excel file, which can then be imported
into Data Desk.
The sample queries you’ve seen so far pull data from just one or two tables at
a time. The data sets used in predictive modeling, however, may be dozens of
columns wide. In the next section, I will describe a few ways we can build these
large data sets. As you progress, I encourage you to move back and forth between
querying and exploring in Data Desk.
Building complex data sets
The SELECT statements used so far involve a limited number of tables, and so the
result sets will provide only a handful of the variables you need to build a predictive
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model. Getting your hands on a wide range of variables means combining the results
of many SELECTs. The need to summarize and aggregate data in different ways can
quickly lead to mind-boggling complexity.
There are various ways to build a data file for modeling, but they can be boiled
down to three. The first method is done entirely in SQL, and the second is partly SQL
and partly Data Desk. The third method is somewhat advanced, and offered only as a
suggestion for dealing with more complex SQL queries that cannot be executed as a
single SELECT.
1. Create long SELECT statements with multiple LEFT OUTER JOINs
2. Create relationships between imported data sets in Data Desk
3. Use WITH clauses in SQL
A note of caution: It’s easy to get bogged down in the technical details of extracting
data, especially if you’re new to SQL. Don’t wait to be an expert in building large data
files before moving on to start doing predictive modeling. You don’t need dozens
and dozens of variables to build a good model. Start with relatively simple data sets
and learn over time which variables perform the best.
1. SELECTs with multiple joins
There is no practical limit to the number of columns you can name in a SELECT, or
the number of tables you can join. A query to extract a broad range of data for
modeling will typically resemble the structure shown below. I have added arrows to
the ends of the joins to make them clearer – typically these would all be left outer
joins.
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The table on the farthest left is the primary table, which defines and limits the rows
desired for the final result. For example, if you want only alumni who are not
deceased and who are older than 35, you would specify that in the primary table –
assuming all the columns you need are in that one table. (Later on I will talk about
what you want in your sample – here I am talking about how to actually do it.)
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERSON.AGE
FROM
PERSON
WHERE
PERSON.CATG_CODE = ‘ALUM’
AND PERSON.DEAD_IND IS NULL
AND PERSON.AGE > 35
What if everything you need to define your population isn’t in one table? No
problem … you can assemble the tables you need using INNER JOIN. An inner join
will limit your results to just the rows you want. Let’s say the code for “ALUM” is in a
table called CATEGORY, and the deceased indicator and age are in a table called
PERS_INFO (i.e., personal information).
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SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE
FROM
PERSON
INNER JOIN
CATEGORY
ON PERSON.ID = CATEGORY.ID
INNER JOIN
PERS_INFO
ON PERSON.ID = PERS_INFO.ID
WHERE
CATEGORY.CATG_CODE = ‘ALUM’
AND PERS_INFO.DEAD_IND IS NULL
AND PERS_INFO.AGE > 35
Once you have narrowed down the rows to just the population you want – using
either one table or an assembly of tables using inner joins – you can then pull in
other attributes. These other attributes are added using multiple LEFT OUTER
JOINs.
For example, let’s say you want to add a column that shows a code for the
type of mailing address a constituent has (home, business, etc.), plus a column that
sums all gifts the alum has made for all time. You would add them to the query
above like so:
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE,
ADDRESS.ADDRESS_TYPE_CODE,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMT ) AS GIVING_TOTAL
FROM
PERSON
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INNER JOIN
CATEGORY
ON PERSON.ID = CATEGORY.ID
INNER JOIN
PERS_INFO
ON PERSON.ID = PERS_INFO.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
ADDRESS
ON PERSON.ID = ADDRESS.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
WHERE
CATEGORY.CATG_CODE = ‘ALUM’
CATEGORY.PRIMARY_IND = ‘Y’
AND PERS_INFO.DEAD_IND IS NULL
AND PERS_INFO.AGE > 35
AND ADDRESS.ACTIVE_IND = ‘Y’
GROUP BY
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE,
ADDRESS. ADDRESS_TYPE_CODE
This example contains only one aggregation, the sum of all gifts. (For the sake of this
example I am assuming that every alum has only one address that is Active.) If we
wanted to add other aggregations from the GIFT table to the SELECT, such as
maximum gift or a count of gifts, we could do so without causing any issues.
Where we get into trouble is when we want to left-join more tables that
contain rows we want to aggregate. The reason is that the joins are performed
before the group-by and aggregation operations. If there are multiple one-to-many
relationships resulting from joins, the number of rows will be multiplied before the
aggregation is performed, and the results will be way off. For example, if John Smith
has lifetime giving of $500, and he has three active addresses (instead of the
expected one), the SQL statement above will produce just one row for John Smith
(which is what we want), but it will calculate his lifetime giving as $500 x 3 = $1,500,
which is incorrect.
An example of an SQL statement that will not work is shown below. In this
example, we are trying to get a count of events attended (NUM_EVENTS) and total
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lifetime giving (GIVING_TOTAL). Because the Events table and Gifts table may each
contain multiple rows for each row in Person (two one-to-many relationships), the
query will produce an intermediate result that contains duplicates. The count of
events and sum of gifts will be incorrect whenever an alum has more than one event
or more than one gift.
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE,
COUNT ( EVENTS.EVENT_NAME ) AS NUM_EVENTS,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMT ) AS GIVING_TOTAL
FROM
PERSON
INNER JOIN
CATEGORY
ON PERSON.ID = CATEGORY.ID
INNER JOIN
PERS_INFO
ON PERSON.ID = PERS_INFO.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
EVENTS
ON PERSON.ID = EVENTS.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
WHERE
CATEGORY.CATG_CODE = ‘ALUM’
CATEGORY.PRIMARY_IND = ‘Y’
AND PERS_INFO.DEAD_IND IS NULL
AND PERS_INFO.AGE > 35
GROUP BY
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE
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There are various ways one can write SQL queries to get around this issue. The
example below works by performing the aggregation on count of events before the
result is left-joined to the main part of the query.
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE,
NVL ( e.NUM_EVENTS, 0 ) AS NUM_EVENTS,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMT ) AS GIVING_TOTAL
FROM
PERSON
INNER JOIN
CATEGORY
ON PERSON.ID = CATEGORY.ID
INNER JOIN
PERS_INFO
ON PERSON.ID = PERS_INFO.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
( SELECT
EVENTS.ID,
COUNT (EVENTS.EVENT_NAME ) AS NUM_EVENTS
FROM
EVENTS
GROUP BY
EVENTS.ID ) e
ON PERSON.ID = e.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
WHERE
CATEGORY.CATG_CODE = ‘ALUM’
CATEGORY.PRIMARY_IND = ‘Y’
AND PERS_INFO.DEAD_IND IS NULL
AND PERS_INFO.AGE > 35
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GROUP BY
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE,
e.NUM_EVENTS
The key part I’ve modified is in boldface. Instead of joining PERSON to EVENTS
directly, I have joined PERSON to a result set that is produced by another SELECT
statement. The database performs the “inner” SELECT statement first, so that the
number of events is aggregated (using COUNT) before the join is made.
Note that the inner SELECT is enclosed in parentheses, and given an alias ‘e’.
This alias is referred to in three places: In the ON statement that completes the join,
in the outer SELECT, and in the GROUP BY statement at the end.
Note also that I could have done the same with the sum of giving. I could have
pushed that aggregation into a join, which would remove the need to have a GROUP
BY section at the end for the entire query.
You may have noticed the function NVL( ) in the outer SELECT. The inner
SELECT counts the number of events only for the IDs that are actually present in the
EVENTS table. Not every ID in PERSON has a record in EVENTS. Therefore, when
you left-join the results of the inner SELECT to PERSON, many IDs will have a null
value for NUM_EVENTS. The function NVL( ) tells the database to populate any null
value for e.NUM_EVENTS with some provided value that follows the comma – in this
case, a zero. This way, we avoid having any missing data in our result.
Are you thoroughly confused now? The downside to trying to do complex
things entirely in SQL is that your queries can get complicated and difficult to read
and debug. (If you’re determined to do as much as you can with SQL, I encourage
you to learn about WITH clauses as well, which I will discuss a little further on.)
Fortunately, there is no immediate need to become proficient at writing
monster SQL queries. You may choose to write a series of smaller, more manageable
queries, and then use Data Desk to stitch the results together – which is what I’ll
show you next.
2. Joining results from multiple queries in Data Desk
Pulling a lot of variables from the database all at once can be challenging. The longer
and more complicated your query, the harder it becomes to find the inevitable
errors that will creep into your code. It may also be difficult or impossible to
combine different types of aggregations into a single, huge query. And third, you
may want to include data from another source, outside your database.
Fortunately, you don’t have to bring your data into Data Desk all at once. You
can build up your data file in stages, one variable (or set of variables) at a time.
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Let’s say you’ve just acquired some new data: The alumni office has
conducted an online poll of all alumni, and you want to bring some of the results
into your predictive model file for analysis.
The data consists of a simple Excel file of IDs of people who responded to the
poll, and their response to the poll question, a number ranging from 1 to 5. (Let’s say
the question was, “How likely are you to recommend Data University to a high
school graduate?” … A question that should be very revealing of affinity.)
Under certain circumstances, you can add new variables to any data file in
Data Desk using a simple Paste operation, as long as:
•
•

The number of variables in the new data contains the same number of cases
as your data file, AND
The order of the cases is exactly the same.

This is rarely the situation you will encounter in practice; usually your new data is
not a perfect match to your existing data. When you paste new data into Data Desk
next to your original data file, the software will regard them as two unrelated data
sets. You will need to explicitly tell Data Desk how the data sets are related.
To learn how to do this, we will use an example data file you can download,
called “Survey responders”. Follow these steps to paste the new data into Data Desk:
1. Open your main data file in Data Desk.
2. Outside of Data Desk, locate and open the Excel file called “Sample for
merging,” which contains our new data. Open it in Excel. (Alternately, use the
.csv file if you prefer, importing it from within Data Desk. It contains the same
data as the Excel file.)
3. Select and copy the two columns of data from the Excel file: ID Number and
Survey Response.

4. In Data Desk, go to the Data menu, then to New, and click on “Relation”. Give
a name for the new relation (i.e. data set) – You can call it “Survey data”.
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5. A new window will open. Paste your data from the Excel sample file into this
window – keyboard shortcut Ctrl-v (PC) or Command-v (Mac). The dialog
box will open, as you’ve seen before. Choose ‘Use these variable names’.
6. Data Desk will create a folder called Clipboard inside the new relation
window, and this contains the pasted variables.
7. Drag the variables from Clipboard into the window “Survey data,” and drag
the empty Clipboard folder into the trash. This isn’t an essential step; it just
clears some clutter out of the way.
Now we’ve got our additional data from the survey, but the new variables are still
separate and distinct from your existing data set for Data University. You need to
create a link between the two relations. This is done using a new derived variable
and the Data Desk function lookup( ).
Before we do this, note that one of the new variables happens to have the
same name as one in your existing data set: “ID Number”. It’s a good idea to rename
it. Having unique names for variables prevents Data Desk from getting confused
about which variable is being referred to in an expression. To rename, click once on
the name of the variable icon to select it, then click a second time to see a cursor –
you can cursor over to the end of the variable name and add a suffix to it. In this
example, I’ve renamed the variable “ID Number NEW”.
Using LOOKUP( )
Follow these steps to link the relations:
1. Click on the window of the newer relation (Survey data) to make it active,
and create a new derived variable in that window. You can name it
something like “ID mapped” – we are using it to “map” one set of IDs to
another, creating a link between the cases of the two data sets wherever a set
of IDs matches. (Note: The variable window for the main dataset may be
located behind the survey data window. Click and drag on the title bar of any
window to move it out of the way.)
2. Enter this expression for “ID mapped” – remember to drag the variable icons
for ‘ID Number NEW’ and ‘ID Number’ into the expression window, instead of
typing them manually:
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That’s our link. The expression is saying, “For every value in the variable ‘ID Number
NEW’, look up which case in ‘ID Number’ corresponds to it.” If you click on the
context menu (sideways triangle in upper left corner of the expression window),
and select “Show Numbers,” you will get a long list of numbers – these are index
numbers that are references to individual cases. The numbers themselves are not
important, except for this: If the number is greater than zero, there is a match
between the two ID variables. If the number is zero, then there is no match.
If you call up a frequency table of Survey Response, you’ll see that there are
only 1,263 cases in the relation. There are 5,000 cases in our Data University data
set, so only some cases have survey data available. This makes sense: Not everyone
was invited to take the survey (because not everyone has contact information), and
not everyone who was invited chose to participate.
Choosing to answer a survey is a sign of engagement or affinity, so you will
definitely want to create a 0/1 (binary) variable that indicates “participated in
survey.” A survey responder will be coded “1”, and everyone else will get “0”.
This is easily accomplished with a new derived variable (which we can call
‘Responded’) that checks to see if ‘ID mapped’ is non-zero:

Data Desk evaluates this simple statement (“ID mapped is greater than zero”) as
either “true” or “false”. The result for true is a 1, and false is zero. A frequency table
for ‘Responded’ should look like the image below. The “group” made up of cases that
evaluated to “1” has a count of 1,263, which is about one-quarter of the entire data
file.
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The icon for the new variable ‘Responded’ can be dragged into the same folder that
holds the original data, because it belongs in the same relation. It’s now part of your
original data set and ready for analysis. Notice what happens when you try to drag
the icon for ‘Survey Response’ into the original relation – you get an error. (Click
‘OK’ to dismiss the error message.)

Here is a useful shortcut … You had to create two variables – ‘ID mapped’ and
‘Responded’ – in order to get your result, but you can do the same thing in a single
expression. This derived variable (‘Responded 2’) combines the lookup on ID with
the test of whether it is non-zero:

Using GETCASE( )
The previous example tells you whether or not a value exists for ‘Survey Response’
for each case in your Data University. But recall that the values for ‘Survey
Response’ ranged from 1 to 5, and the nature of the question should tell us that the
level of response should be very revealing of the individual’s affinity. Therefore, in
addition to the binary variable ‘Responded’, we will be interested to have the scale
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variable ‘Survey Response’ available for our predictive modeling. In order to get
what that response actually consisted of, you have to use another function –
getcase().
Create a new derived variable (eg., ‘Survey Response mapped’), and use
getcase( ) with two arguments: the first is the variable that you want to bring in to
your original relation (‘Survey Response’) and the second is the mapping of IDs that
resulted from using lookup( ) earlier on. Just re-use the derived variable you created
earlier (‘ID mapped’) by dragging it into the window for the new variable.
This statement means, “Get the corresponding value for ‘Survey Response’
for each case identified in ‘ID mapped’.”

Alternately, you can combine getcase( ) with lookup( ) and skip the initial step of
creating ‘ID mapped’. The lookup simply replaces ‘ID mapped’ as the second
argument of the getcase( ) statement:

A first look at “missing data”
Whenever you use getcase( ), it is good practice to call up a frequency table for the
new variable you’ve created, to ensure that you’re getting the result you expect. The
frequency table of ‘Survey Response mapped’ looks like this:
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From this, it appears that the operation has worked. However, notice that near the
top of the frequency table, where the number of cases is mentioned, Data Desk
informs you that 3,737 cases are missing. Those are all the people who didn’t
complete the survey, either because they ignored the invitation or weren’t invited in
the first place. Data Desk doesn’t give them a score of zero – they just have no data
at all – and therefore they are excluded from the total count.
Missing data is a common situation that needs to be dealt with in order to
build predictive models. There are all sorts of ways to deal with missing data. For
this example, let’s set the value of ‘Survey Response’ to zero for each case that is
missing. We can do this with a new derived variable which in this example is called
‘Survey Response final’:

In Data Desk, a null value is denoted by the filled-dot character, which you can type
by pressing Option-8 on a Mac, or Alt-8 on a PC. This character is not numerical,
therefore it’s text. We don’t actually need to enclose the character in double quotes,
but we do need to use the function textof( ) in our expression. In plain English, this
expression says, “If the non-numerical character found in ‘Survey Response mapped’
is equal to a null value, then set the value of ‘Survey Response final’ to zero.
Otherwise, make the value of ‘Survey Response final’ equal to whatever the value of
‘Survey Response mapped’ is.” To check your work, call up a frequency table for
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‘Survey Response final’ and confirm that the missing cases are now included in the
count of cases, with a value of zero.
If you’re familiar with Excel functions, using lookup( ) and getcase( ) to
merge data should remind you of how VLOOKUP works. As well, notice how this
process resembles doing left joins in SQL; there are more steps involved, but the
result is the same. (With one exception: If there are multiple values for each ID in
the variable you are joining, i.e. “one-to-many”, Data Desk will not create duplicate
rows in your data file. The first value for each ID will be selected as the value for that
variable, and all other values that follow will be ignored.)
This seems like a lot of steps to go through, but after you’ve done it a few
times it will become familiar to you. On the down side, if you have a lot of variables
to merge, this can be tedious work. In time you may want to pursue more automated
methods for preparing a data file.
3. Building complex queries using WITH clauses
A lot of manual effort can be avoided by pushing the work of aggregating and
merging data to the database. This brings us back to SQL. Earlier in this book, you
saw examples for aggregating data in the database query itself. These were simple
examples – things get a lot more complicated when you need your results to include
various different aggregations from multiple tables all at once.
Let’s return to an earlier example. The following query, which you’ve seen
already, will give us a result set with the columns ID, First Name, Last Name, Age,
Number of Events, and Total Giving. I had moved the aggregation for Number of
Events to a subquery, contained in the join clause for the Events table. I did this in
order to aggregate the multiple rows per ID in the Events table to one row per ID,
before the result was joined to the main table, PERSON.
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE,
NVL ( e.NUM_EVENTS, 0 ) AS NUM_EVENTS,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMT ) AS GIVING_TOTAL
FROM
PERSON
INNER JOIN
CATEGORY
ON PERSON.ID = CATEGORY.ID
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INNER JOIN
PERS_INFO
ON PERSON.ID = PERS_INFO.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
( SELECT
EVENTS.ID,
COUNT (EVENTS.EVENT_NAME ) AS NUM_EVENTS
FROM
EVENTS
GROUP BY
EVENTS.ID ) e
ON PERSON.ID = e.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
GIFT
ON PERSON.ID = GIFT.ID
WHERE
CATEGORY.CATG_CODE = ‘ALUM’
CATEGORY.PRIMARY_IND = ‘Y’
AND PERS_INFO.DEAD_IND IS NULL
AND PERS_INFO.AGE > 35
GROUP BY
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERS_INFO.AGE,
e.NUM_EVENTS
The left outer join that contains the SELECT subquery produces an intermediate
result set, consisting of ID and NUM_EVENTS. If we could visualize it, it would look
like this:
e.ID
A0004
A0018
A0072
Etc.

e.NUM_EVENTS
3
1
4
Etc.

It’s similar to a simple database table, containing only the IDs of people who
attended events, and a count of the events they attended. I defined this “temporary
table” with an inner SELECT that was part of a database join. There is another way
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to create this intermediate data set, which might be superior for building very
complex queries: the WITH clause.
It works like this. Each WITH clause contains a SELECT statement that
returns a result set that behaves like a temporary table, and which can be
referenced in other SELECT statements. This example uses two clauses, one to get
total lifetime giving, the other to get number of events attended. The results of each
SELECT in the WITH clause can be named anything you like, as long as you don’t use
a word reserved by SQL for commands (such as “SELECT”, etc.) I have named the
two “tables” lifetime_giving and events. A final SELECT statement joins the two to the
main query as if they were real tables.
WITH lifetime_giving AS
(
SELECT
GIFT.ID,
SUM ( GIFT.GIFT_AMOUNT) AS GIVING_TOT
FROM
GIFT
GROUP BY
GIFT.ID
),
events AS
(
SELECT
EVENTS.ID,
COUNT ( EVENTS.EVENT_NAME) AS NUM_EVENTS
FROM
EVENTS
GROUP BY
EVENTS.ID
)
SELECT
PERSON.ID,
PERSON.LAST_NAME,
PERSON.FIRST_NAME,
NVL ( lifetime_giving.GIVING_TOT, 0 ) AS LT_GIVING,
NVL ( events.NUM_EVENTS, 0 ) AS NUM_EVENTS
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FROM
PERSON
LEFT OUTER JOIN
lifetime_giving
on PERSON.ID = lifetime_giving.ID
LEFT OUTER JOIN
events
on PERSON.ID = events.ID
This query will produce the same results as the earlier example. It may, however, be
a little easier to read and write queries using WITH instead of subqueries, especially
if you are using more complicated features such as pivots. Each intermediate result
set is defined with its own block of code, which aids in organizing your work as you
go along.
I encourage you to research and play with WITH on your own, but here are a few
pointers:
•
•
•

•

Type ‘WITH’ only once. Multiple SELECTS in a WITH clause are separated by
a comma. Remember to enclose each SELECT statement in parentheses.
Do not use a comma after the last SELECT.
You can use as many sets of SELECT statements in a WITH clause as you like,
allowing you to build complex queries while preserving the neat organization
and therefore readability of the SQL statement.
A WITH clause can reference any previously-defined WITH clause as if it
were an already-existing table. This gives you enormous ability to massage
your data in a series of steps, if you have to.

If using WITH is not an option, your database and permissions might allow you to
perform the same operation by actually creating new temporary tables in the
database or data warehouse. Instead of storing a result set in memory to be
accessed again by another section of SQL, you can write the result set to the data
warehouse itself as a real table that you create and name, and which you can then
refer to with subsequent SQL operations. Talk to your IT department about that.
Pros and cons of these methods
In summary, here are the advantages and disadvantages to each method for building
your data file:
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Method
Creating one huge SELECT

Pro
It's automated rather than
manual. You get
consistent results every
time.
You can save time by reusing the same query over
and over.

Joining data in Data Desk

Handling most of the work
in Data Desk allows you to
keep your queries short
and basic.
New variables can be
added any time – you
don’t need to start over
again.

Using WITH clauses

You can create queries of
unlimited complexity that
are logically structured
and easy to read.
You can combine the
results of any kind of
aggregation without
worrying about creating
duplicate rows.
The code is reusable again
and again.
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Con
Combining aggregations
that are of different types
or work at different levels
requires the use of nested
SELECT statements.
As the query grows in
length, it gets harder to
read and debug. This is a
problem for anyone
needing to modify your
code later on – and harder
for you if you haven’t
looked at the code in a
long time.
Stitching data together in
Data Desk is a manual
process that takes time,
can be tedious, and carries
the possibility of error.
Extra steps are required
to deal with missing data.
Queries can get very long,
so even though the code is
readable, its sheer length
can hinder the ability to
modify the code.

The best advice is this: If you’re just getting started, keep it simple. Don’t try to
analyze all your data at once. Pull what you can, use whatever data file-building
method works for you (including working in Excel, if that’s what you know best),
and expand your reach over time as you iterate through increasingly sophisticated
predictive models.
Case selection for predictive modeling
An early stage in building a model is deciding which cases to include in it, and by
extension, which cases to exclude. There are a lot of subtle points I could make, but
for now I will boil it down to two rules:
1. Stick to having just one type of constituent per model.
2. Ensure you’ve got a lot of examples of cases that have exhibited the
behaviour you’re looking to predict, as well as a lot of examples that haven’t.
The first rule is simple. Your database probably contains many varieties of
constituents, including alumni, non-alumni friends, parents, students, corporations,
foundations, and so on. Your models, however, should focus on just one type of
constituent at a time. Don’t lump people with corporations, don’t lump alumni with
non-alumni friends. If you want to create a parents model, include parent
constituents only – and likewise for any other truly distinct group.
In the same vein, you will normally want to exclude deceased people from
your sample. This is a good rule for reasons both practical and technical. Practically
speaking, there is no point in including deceased people in your model and having
them scored (for, say, propensity to participate in the Annual Fund), because they
aren’t going to be solicited. On the technical side, inconsistencies in the type,
quantity and quality of data available between living and non-living constituents
could weaken your model.
There are exceptions to every rule, of course. Within the alumni umbrella you
could define distinct sub-populations based on age, campus of study, or other
criteria, and sometimes groups of constituents with similar data types can be
combined in one model. As well, certain specialized models such as those for
planned giving will sometimes include deceased donors in order to increase the
amount of data available for modeling.
Let’s not get ahead of ourselves, though. All the examples in this book focus
exclusively on living alumni only, and for good reasons. Alumni data is almost
certain to provide you with far more cases and far more depth than any other
constituency in your database. In general, the more cases available for modeling, the
more robust your model. It’s far trickier to build useable models with the sparser
and unrepresentative data available for other types of constituents. As well, models
for predicting alumni behaviours are probably the most obviously useful to your
colleagues right now.
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The second rule lies at the heart of predictive modeling, and data analysis in
general. Allow me to illustrate.
While dressing for work in the morning, I have a hard time picking out socks
that go with my pants. In the dim light of morning, black is difficult to distinguish
from navy blue. If I impulsively pick one pair over the other, thinking it is probably
blue, it’s even odds that the socks will turn out to be black when I arrive at work.
The only safe way to choose a pair of socks is to take out a certain pair that I know is
black, and hold it up next to another, candidate pair. The truth is evident in the
degree of contrast or similarity.
It’s the same for hunting for certain types of people in your data. You may
discover that all alumni who have attended at least one class reunion have average
lifetime giving of $750. That’s wonderful, but what does that tell you? It’s an isolated
fact. If you further discover that all the alumni who have never attended an event
have average lifetime giving of $50, then you can say you’ve really found something
informative. By placing the two groups side by side, the difference between them in
terms of giving becomes clear.
For a model, if you want to predict which alumni are most likely to become
donors (for example), your sample must include a lot of donors and a lot of nondonors. They might look very much alike in some ways, but in others they will differ,
and it’s those characteristics on which they differ that you will use to calculate your
propensity score. We’ll see examples of how to isolate these special characteristics
later on when we get into analyzing potential predictor variables. For now you just
need to know the rule: To find blue socks, you need to have on hand some socks that
aren’t blue.
I said you need a lot of examples of each. I don’t plan to explain what “a lot”
means right now, only to say that the number of cases in your sample that display
the behaviour you’re looking for should make up at least 20% of the total number of
cases. That is only my own rule of thumb for building a robust model, so you can
take the exact number with a grain of salt. The bottom line is, as a beginning
modeler you will have a lot more early success if you avoid trying to predict
behaviours that are relatively rare. Planned giving propensity is fairly tricky to
predict, for example. The most fertile areas to begin your work are in Annual Fund
and general alumni relations activities.
There are more complicated points to make about including and excluding
certain cases, including models that do predict relatively rare behaviours, but we
will cover those later on when we discuss troubleshooting specific types of models.
I am sometimes asked, what is the smallest sample of data you can build a
model with? This question more often comes from fundraisers who work for small
nonprofits, rather than universities. I say that technically there is no lower limit.
Data Desk or any other program will let you build a model with 500 cases just as
readily as with 500,000. It will be a very poor model, though. The rule of thumb is
that you want to have a large number of cases relative to the number of predictor
variables in the model. If you have 5,000 cases and six predictor variables, you’ll be
fine.
But there is a purely practical answer to this question that I think makes
more sense. What do you need the model to do? If you have a prospect list of only
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500 names, do you really need a predictive model to help you slim down the size of
an appeal? Probably not. If your constituency is small enough that you can mail or
visit them all within your budget and time constraints, then there isn’t much point in
building a model. If you need to exclude some people, you can probably use your
own criteria to do so and don’t require something as sophisticated as a model.
It comes down to having a need to focus limited time and resources.
Regardless of how much data you have, if you don’t have the need, you don’t have
the need for a model.
Exploring and cleaning data in Data Desk
Assume that we have decided that we want to score all living alumni for propensity
to give. Therefore, we have pulled data on all living alumni – total lifetime giving,
plus a number of potential predictor variables. In accordance with the discussion
above, the file contains only living alumni, and includes many non-donors as well as
donors.
Exploring your data and cleaning your data are two different processes, but
in practice they can profitably be intertwined into a single activity. I will therefore
discuss them together.
Exploration consists of examining each variable to learn about its
composition with the use of frequency tables, histograms and other views or plots.
Once each variable is looked at in isolation, you may then look at how variables
relate to each other. Such exploring gets you familiar with the shape of your data.
After years of working with the same data building familiar models, such
exploration may taper off but never cease entirely – there are always new things to
be curious about.
Cleaning consists of spotting missing data and obvious errors in data entry,
problems that need to be dealt with using a variety of techniques before analysis can
proceed. These issues naturally arise while examining variables one by one, which
explains why exploration and cleaning can go hand-in-hand. Beyond handling null
values and basic errors, cleaning may also include modifying variables to make them
more useful – variables may be re-expressed, transformed, and combined in an
endless variety of ways. No discussion can cover all possible scenarios you may
encounter with messy data – but this section will deal with some of the biggies.
As you build more and more models over months and years, you will get
better at standardizing the way you clean and transform particular variables, and
therefore closer to automating their preparation at the query stage using SQL or
some other tool. But in the early days, doing the manual work in Data Desk will be
necessary and instructive.
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How Data Desk handles various data types
Data Desk works very flexibly with data of any type – numeric or text. Variables may
contain a mixture of numbers and characters. What Data Desk does with them
depends on what you tell it to do. As an example, if ‘Lifetime Giving’ contains nonnumeric values such as dollar signs and commas (thousands separators), these will
be stripped out if you write an expression such as the one below, and the result will
be numeric:
‘Lifetime Giving’ + 1
On the other hand, if you write a string expression such as the one below, you’re
implying to Data Desk that the variable is text, and it will concatenate it as a string,
including the dollar signs and commas:
‘Lifetime Giving’ & “ as a string”
Similarly, a frequency table of ‘Lifetime Giving’ will display the variable values as
text, but if you call up a histogram of ‘Lifetime Giving’, Data Desk will use the
numerical representation of the variable instead. Variables can contain dollar signs,
commas and percent signs. These are stripped out when the variable is used for
numeric computations, and not stripped out for text uses (such as a frequency
table). When necessary, Data Desk keeps both forms of the variable in the file.
Also: variable names can contain special characters including spaces and
punctuation. These variable names need to be enclosed in single quotes when used
in a derived variable expression. Throughout this book I have enclosed all variable
names in single quotes, but note that it isn’t always necessary.
Check for uniqueness of cases (in Excel)
The entire section on querying a database focused on the requirement that you end
up with one case per individual in your data, so if all went well at the query stage,
your data should be fine. However, it doesn’t hurt to confirm this.
If you’ve got your data open in Excel, you can quickly check for duplicate IDs
by going to the Data menu and selecting Remove Duplicates, choosing only the ID
column for duplicate checking. (This action cannot be undone, so be careful – do not
save changes!) If any rows are removed, then there’s a problem with your data. Note
that removing the duplicate IDs doesn’t really make the problem go away. The rows
themselves must be unique on one or more variables, so deleting rows is the same
as throwing out potentially useful data.
To diagnose which variable might be causing duplicates, reopen the file in
Excel (to get your deleted cases back), and use Conditional Formatting to highlight
the duplicate IDs:
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1. First sort on the ID column to ensure that duplicate IDs will appear
consecutively.
2. Select the ID of the first row of data. If ‘ID’ is the first column, this will be cell
A2.
3. Find the Conditional Formatting menu, and select Highlight Cells Rules.
4. Choose “Duplicate Values …”. A dialog box will appear – the default
formatting option is fine, so click OK.
5. Nothing happens. You have to apply this formatting to the entire column. To
do so quickly, locate the tiny square “handle” in the lower right corner of the
selected cell. Double-click this handle.

Double-click here

When you double-click, the formatting is applied to all the cells in the column. Any
IDs that appear more than once will be highlighted in the default colour. To find
them easily, click on the column label for ID, select the Filter menu, and choose to
see only the rows that are highlighted. Identify any duplicate set of IDs, and scroll
sideways to see where the two rows might differ. For example, they might be
perfectly identical except for “Degree” – for example, one row might have “B.Sc.” for
degree, and the next might have “Ph.D.” Then you know that the query for degree
information needs to be fixed before you can proceed.
Check for uniqueness of cases (in Data Desk)
The quickest way to confirm uniqueness of IDs is to ask for a frequency table of the
ID variable. If your file is large, you may receive a warning about the number of
categories – just click OK. (If your file is very large and your computer is not up to
the task, Data Desk might crash, so save your work first.) Take a look at the top of
the frequency window: If Total Cases is equal to Number of Categories, then all your
IDs are unique.
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If not – if the number of categories is less than the number of cases – then there are
duplicates. To identify the duplicate IDs, click on the window’s context menu (the
little right-pointing arrow at the top left corner), choose Frequency Options, then
select “Sort Table by Count”. IDs that are duplicates will have a count greater than 1.
This won’t show you where the error is, but at least you can diagnose the extent of
the problem and perhaps find the offending rows in your query results or, again, in
Excel.
Examining giving totals
Click once on ‘Giving’ (or whatever variable in your data resembles ‘Giving’), and ask
for a frequency table. If your variable contains dollar signs and commas (thousands
separators), the values of the variable will display in text form. That’s ok – Data Desk
can still use the variable in numeric calculations, ignoring the non-numeric
characters. If you’re working with the sample data from Data University, you would
click on ‘Lifetime HC’, and the top part of the table will look like this:
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Although there are 5,000 cases, there are only 911 “categories,” or distinct amounts
for total hard-credit giving. That’s because many people have given the same
amount – as you can see, 76 people have given exactly $10.
If you scroll through the table, or sort it via the frequency table options, you
can quickly see which dollar value is the most common. (Go ahead and do this for
yourself.)
Actually, the most common value in this data isn’t a dollar amount at all: It’s
zero. More than 2,500 constituents have no giving. To view the percentage of the
total file with no giving (as you see in the image above), return to the frequency
table options box, and check the “Percent” box.
More than half of this data file (about 51.1%) is made up of non-donors.
That’s not a data quality issue – that’s just typical. What about your institution?
Missing values for total giving
The ratio of alumni donors to non-donors is a key metric for any institution, and it’s
easy to determine in Data Desk. If you’re working with your own data, though, nondonors aren’t represented as having zero dollars in giving – there’s probably
nothing there at all – just an empty space – a null.
To statistics software, a null is not the same as zero – it’s a missing value.
Missing values can’t be directly counted or used in calculations. If you produce a
frequency table for ‘Giving’ in your own data, Data Desk will tell you near the top of
the window that these cases are “missing”. Not only is the value of total giving
missing, but the entire case (the row of data) is excluded from the data set.

I’ll have more to say about “missing data” and what to do about it, because it’s not
always clear what we ought to do. Here, though, a couple of things are clear:
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•

•

We want to keep the non-donors in our calculations, not throw them away.
Regression is one type of calculation that will ignore cases that have missing
data, which is undesirable.
If an individual has no giving, then their total giving must be equal to zero.
There is the possibility that some donors are missing giving data due to an
error or some peculiarity in the way gifts are entered at your institution, but
barring those scenarios, it follows logically that if a giving amount is missing,
it’s the same as “zero dollars”.

We need to create a derived variable, based on ‘Lifetime HC’, that substitutes zeroes
for the null values. This is already taken care of for you in the nice and clean sample
data set. For real data, though, you’ll need to create a new variable.
1. In the menu bar, click on Data, then New, and select Derived Variable. (Or
faster: Press Command-E on the keyboard.)
2. Give the new variable a name. “Giving revised,” for example. Click OK. A new
icon will appear next to those for the other variables in your data, and an
expression window will open.
3. Begin typing the expression you see below, but when you get to the first open
parenthesis, instead of typing ‘Giving’, click on your giving total variable with
your mouse and drag it into the expression window.
4. When you release the mouse button, the name of the variable will appear in
the expression. Here it’s called ‘Giving’, but it could be anything.
5. Type the close parenthesis, and continue typing. You may add a carriage
return at the end of the first line, or let the expression run all on one line (it’s
up to you).
6. After the word “else”, once again drag your giving variable into the
expression, to complete it.

The function len() is short for length. The expression is telling Data Desk that if any
value of the ‘Giving’ variable has a length of zero (i.e., is zero characters long), then
make ‘Giving Revised’ equal to zero. Otherwise, make it equal to ‘Giving’.
Close the expression window. Now if you drag ‘Giving Revised’ into a
frequency table, the line about missing cases will disappear, and the proper count
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for the zero-dollar donors will be added to the list. You can use ‘Giving Revised’ in
place of ‘Giving’ for all future calculations, including (eventually) regression.
Another way to fill in missing zeroes
If you’ve got your data in Excel prior to copying and pasting into Data Desk, one
quick method for filling in missing values with zeros is to select the column with
missing values, then go to Replace in the Edit menu. Leave the Find What section
empty (to represent null values), enter 0 in the Replace With section, then click on
Replace All. You can do this with multiple columns simultaneously.
Of course, it is more elegant for your SQL query to convert nulls to zeroes at
the time of querying the database using NVL(), so you don’t have to do it manually
every time.
As well, note that this find-and-replace method is fine for when you know
that a missing value should be zero. In many instances where data is missing, it’s not
obvious what to do. A derived variable and a little manual work in Data Desk will
still be necessary.
A summary look at total giving
Scrolling through a frequency table can be interesting, but not so much when the
variable is quantitative and the number of “categories” is numerous, which is the
case with ‘Lifetime Giving’. There are a number of ways to concisely summarize this
variable in a way that is easier to understand.
In the sample data, click once on ‘Lifetime HC’ to select it. In the top menu
bar, click on Calc, then on Summaries ! Reports.
A report window opens, displaying a few statistics for ‘Lifetime HC’. We can
select which statistics we want to see by clicking on the options button (the rightpointing triangle in the top left corner of the window), and choosing “Select
Summary Statistics.” Feel free to play with the options, but for the report below, I
have narrowed them down to Mean, Median, Counts, Sum, Min and Max.
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Count is simply the number of cases, Sum is all the dollar amounts from all the cases
added together ($20,479,094), and Min and Max are what you might guess – Min is
the minimum value for the variable ($0) and Max is the maximum ($11,187,225).
Mean is the average giving per case ($4,095.82). The mean is calculated by
adding all the values and dividing by the number of cases. It’s one measure of the
“centre” of a variable.
Median is another way to describe the centre. If you sorted all the values of a
variable in order from lowest to highest, the median would be the value at the
“halfway point” of all the values in the variable: Half of the values are above it, and
the other half are below it. In this case, because more than half of all values are zero,
then the middle value can be nothing other than zero.
Means and medians will be hugely important when we start to look at how
variables relate to each other. At this stage, we are simply taking the measure of our
data, getting familiar with its “shape” while keeping an eye out for any possible
errors or features that raise questions about the data.
Summary stats for a sub-group
Average and median lifetime giving are statistics your department’s leadership is
probably interested in. However, they would dispute the summary stats we’ve just
arrived at. When a vice-president or director of the Annual Fund thinks about
“average giving,” he or she is almost always referring exclusively to donors. To those
folks, a “zero-dollar donor” is an absurd concept. Our statistics are computed across
the entire population, whereas in this particular case we want to narrow down on
alumni with at least some giving during their lifetimes.
We can do this in Data Desk using a selector variable. To define the selector
we need, create a new derived variable expression, and name it “Donors.” Drag the
icon for ‘Lifetime HC’ into the expression window, then type “> 0” (greater than
zero), as shown:

This expression creates a new binary variable for every case. It evaluates to True if
the condition is true (Lifetime Giving is greater than zero), and False if it is not. True
and False are actually represented by the numbers 1 and 0 – one for True and zero
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for False. If you produce a frequency table of the values of your new variable, the
groups are listed as zero and 1. That is, non-donors and donors.

Any 0/1 binary variable can be used as a selector variable. Here’s what you do:
1. Locate the Summary Report for ‘Lifetime HC’, (or create a new one).
2. Click on the ‘Donors’ variable, and drag it onto the words “No selector,” near
the top of the window (or just to the right of those words).
3. A small zone will turn dark – release the mouse button to drop ‘Donors’ into
the zone.
The report will change to report different information:

Now the report tells us that only certain cases are included in this summary – the
ones for which ‘Donors’ contains a ‘1’. All the others (the non-donors) are labeled as
“missing.” They aren’t really missing – they are just set aside for now.
The Count has been reduced from 5,000 to 2,447, but the Sum (total dollars
given overall) is the same, and so is the Max. That is as we would expect, since we
didn’t exclude any giving.
But notice what has happened to the mean and median. Without all those
“zero dollar donors,” the mean has doubled, and the median is no longer zero. You
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can confidently report to your boss that among living alumni (or whatever your
population is), the mean level of lifetime giving is about $8,370, and the median
level of giving is $250.
More on means and medians
Earlier we said that means and medians are ways to describe the “centre” of a
variable. If that is so, why are the mean and the median so far apart?
The reason is that the mean of a variable is highly sensitive to extreme
values, whereas the median is not.
A quick exercise to demonstrate: If you double-click on the ‘Lifetime HC’
variable, you can insert your cursor, hit Enter or Return, and manually add in a new
value. Put in something like $100 million (100000000).
Now go back to your summary report window. You will notice a fat little
exclamation mark in the top left corner. This is to indicate that the data underlying
this report has changed. Click on the exclamation mark and select either “Update
This Window” or “Redo in New Window”.
What has happened to the mean? It has made a dramatic leap upward. Just
one donor has dragged the average for the entire population way, way up, via the
power of her massive lifetime giving total.
And what about the median? It hasn’t budged from $250 – that amount is still
the “middle value.”
Sometimes the mean and median aren’t that far apart. If you tracked the daily
high temperature reading for the months of July and August and then calculated the
mean and median, they would probably be close together. The same would be true
of the mean and median heights of all students attending a university.
Why? Because for those variables, there is limited variance. The range of
possible values is somewhat constrained within “reasonable” values. For most
places on Earth, it can get only so hot or so cold. And even if you include the
basketball team in your student height data, the distance between the shortest and
the tallest student is constrained by limits.
Furthermore, in both examples, most values will tend to cluster around the
centre of the data. There will be a handful of rare cold or hot temperature readings,
or a few very short or very tall students, but the number of readings or students will
tend to be greatest in a relatively narrow range of values in the centre of the
distribution. The result is that the means and medians will be fairly close in value.
Not so with certain strange quantitative variables such as “dollars donated”.
Relatively large numbers of people will have given $10 or $50 in their lifetimes,
fewer will have given $250 or $500, and then there might be a string of others with
total giving in the four- to six-figure range. And then … a very tiny minority of
donors might have each given millions of dollars. These people will make up a tiny
fraction of 1% of all donors, yet account for 90% or more of the total dollar value of
all gifts.
In general, variables having to do with money are unlike variables
encountered in, say, the physical sciences (temperature, body size, IQ, and so on).
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Most of the cases are crowded in the lower dollar amounts, therefore the median is
low. At the same time, there is no natural upper limit; a handful of extreme outliers
are so influential that they cause the mean to be high.
The lesson here is that summaries of quantitative variables depend not just
on measures of the centre, but on the characteristics of the spread as well. This can
get quite sophisticated in the field of statistics. For our purposes, looking at
frequency distributions and summarizing variables using both means and medians
will help us understand the true shape of our data.
Checking or deriving ‘Age’
Unlike other fields that work with data, the worlds of alumni engagement and
fundraising do not provide us with very many quantitative variables. (By far, most
are categorical.) The ones we do have are very important, however. Aside from
lifetime giving, and variations thereof, there is ‘Age’.
I will begin with the assumption that your database in fact has ‘Age’ or ‘Birth
Date’ available, and then move on to other scenarios:
•
•
•

‘Age’ is not present but ‘Class Year’ is.
Neither age nor class is present (as in a typical nonprofit database).
Age or Class Year is present, but not for everyone in the database – i.e., there
is missing data.

You might be fortunate enough to have ‘Age’ available for everyone in the database.
If so, it is probably a calculated field set up to update regularly in a data warehouse –
the difference between today’s date and birth date.
More likely, you have a field for Birth Date and have to perform your own
calculation. Data Desk has date and time functions which provide some ability to
extract years and other time elements from dates, depending on the format of the
variable as it comes out of your database. However, it is just as easy to extract
numbers from date strings. For example, if all your dates are formatted like so …
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… then this derived variable expression will extract just the year:

This works the same way as a similar string function in Excel, instructing Data Desk
to extract characters from the “right side” of the string named in the first argument
in parentheses (‘birth date’), up to the number of characters specified in the second
argument (4).
Incidentally, if we wanted just the two-digit month from the same variable,
we would use:
left(‘birth_date’, 2)
And finally, if we wanted to extract the day, we would use MID(), where the first
argument is the variable name, the second argument is the number of the character
for the starting point of the extracted string (counting from the left), and the third
argument is the number of characters to extract. Note that this only works
consistently if the day is represented by exactly two characters (eg., ‘01’ for the first
day, etc.):
mid(‘birth_date’, 4, 2)
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Interestingly, ‘birth_date’ above is clearly a string, because it contains text elements
such as slashes, and you can’t use mathematical operators with it. However, you can
do math with ‘Birth Year’, without explicitly telling Data Desk that the new variable
is a number. Data Desk will allow you to use any variable in a math calculation – it
will add, subtract, etc. any numbers it finds in the variable, and ignore the text
values, without triggering an error.
Once you have created ‘Birth Year’, it’s a good idea to verify that you’ve
gotten the result you wanted. You can do this a couple of ways. Double-click on the
icon for the new variable to open the expression window again, and click on the
right-pointing arrow in the top-left corner. Select ‘Show numbers’ to reveal the
actual calculated values.
Perhaps the better way is to simply ask for a frequency breakdown for ‘Birth
Year’. That way, you can easily scroll through the values, checking for errors and
anomalies. In some databases, you will see nonsense figures such as ‘9999’ used as
placeholders where data is missing, and these will be easy to spot. Other anomalies
are more subtle. In the example below (from a different data set), there are a sizable
number of missing cases, and some individuals are probably too elderly to be still
living:

(A frequency table is just that – a table. Long tables of figures are often not as
effective at revealing the patterns in your data as a picture would be. Later on, I will
show you how to produce bar charts and histograms.)
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Back to ‘Birth Year’ …
If you have ‘Birth Year’, it’s a simple step to derive ‘Age’. A new derived variable that
subtracts ‘Birth Year’ from the current year will give a good-enough estimate of age:
2015 – ‘Birth Year’
I say “good enough” because obviously the exact date is not being used to calculate
each person’s true age as of today. You could do this, of course, but the added degree
of accuracy is unlikely to make a difference in the predictive model you go on to
build, and therefore not worth the trouble.
I will show you some interesting things you can learn from ‘Age’, but first I
will deal with scenarios in which ‘Birth Date’ is not available.
In university alumni databases, it’s not uncommon for ‘Birth Date’ to be
absent, or for it to be present only for more recent graduates. An excellent proxy (or
stand-in) for age is ‘Grad Year’. In order to estimate ‘Age’, subtract ‘Grad Year’ from
the current year, and then add the typical age for a student at graduation:
2015 – ‘Grad Year’ + 21
This is an approximation, but one that is perfectly valid for use in a predictive
model. If you were preparing detailed reports on alumni demographics, you could
certainly add some conditional logic to check whether the class year is tied to an
advanced degree (and therefore the person was probably older than 21 at
graduation). However, for generating descriptive statistics in a report, you’re
probably better off reporting facts (class year ranges, for example) than
approximations. For our purposes – approximating age as an input in a predictive
model – this additional step is probably just nit-picking.
On the other hand, if you do have birth dates for some alumni, then by all
means use them, and then default to age derived from Class Year for everyone else:
if len(‘Birth Year’) > 0 then 2015 – ‘Birth Year’
else (2015 – ‘Class Year’) + 21
(Note that in this expression, if ‘Birth Year’ and ‘Class Year’ are both missing for a
particular case, the result will be ‘•’, and the case will be excluded from calculations.
An extra step will be required to plug in some plausible value so the case can still be
analyzed – this will be described in a later section.)
What if your database lacks any age-related data? If your aim is to predict
giving potential, then you should be willing to try anything to determine how long
someone’s been alive. Charitable giving and age go hand-in-hand.
Your donor database might not yield any direct indication of age, but there
are clues to relative age. For example, the order in which donors and other
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constituents have been added to the database can provide a rough idea of who’s
been around longer. You may have a “record creation date” available, or you can do
as my friend Peter Wylie does: use the constituent’s ID number (if it is numeric) as
an indication of relative tenure. This assumes that constituents have been numbered
sequentially as they’ve been added, and that the picture has not been muddied by
the merging of previously separate databases. This won’t give you ages – it will only
tell you that one constituent might be older than another. This is not very useful on
an individual level, but when you split your data set into quartiles or quintiles (or
some other number of equal groups) by order of record creation, the group that an
individual falls into might be useful. (More on quartiles, etc. later on.)
As you can see, we are now dealing with very rough approximations rather
than facts. This is okay, as long as the approximation is useful. In the case of ‘Age’, it
probably is. The same might not be true for most other demographic facts we might
try to infer.
Errors and missing data in quantitative variables
Earlier on, I mentioned that you might find some unusual values in such variables as
Class Year. It’s a good guess that none of your living alumni graduated in 1012, and
certainly none in the year 9999.
You can create a new derived variable to deal with obvious errors, if you
know what the value ought to be (make sure you notify your Records team if you
happen to find an error).
if ‘Class Year’ = 1012 then 2012
else ‘Class Year’
As for the placeholder ‘9999’, this really is the same as having no data – a dummy
value taking the place of a null value. When we looked at ‘Lifetime Giving’ earlier, it
wasn’t hard to decide what to do about missing data. If a person had a null value for
‘Giving’, then we could interpret that as being equal to zero dollars. We can’t do that
with ‘Class Year’ or ‘Age’. A null value here does not mean that a person graduated in
Year Zero or is zero years old.
Let’s back up a bit … Why do we need to fill in missing data?
When we get around to creating a regression analysis, we will see that by
default, Data Desk will exclude from the analysis any case that has missing values
for any of the variables included in the model. It doesn’t just ignore the missing
value – it ignores the entire case. We don’t want this to happen. For trivial amounts
of missing data, it’s probably not a big deal. But missing values here and there can
add up quickly, potentially weakening your model. As well, it’s likely that the data is
not missing randomly. Excluding the cases that are missing on some particular data
element can introduce a bias that you’re unaware of.
The bottom line is, every variable must be fully populated for every case –
somehow, and to the extent possible.
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Earlier we filled in null values in Lifetime Giving by assuming they should be
zero dollars. We can’t do this for every type of missing value, however. Usually if
data is missing, we don’t know what the value ought to be. Picking any constant
value to put in place of the null values will save the case from exclusion, but may
skew your analysis in subtle ways. For example, if your institution has done a more
thorough job of tracking participation in campus activities in the database in recent
years than in the past, younger alumni are more likely than older alumni to have
data in the binary variable ‘Activities Present’. Because older alumni are better
donors than younger alumni, this situation will mislead you regarding the true
relationship between ‘Student Activities’ and giving. You might end up finding that
having been an engaged student is a negative predictor of giving, which is almost
certainly wrong.
The problem is that the data is not missing at random – there is a built-in,
systemic reason for the data being missing, and it’s biased against older alumni.
The answer is to replace missing data with values that are likely. For
example, if you have no class year for some records, you can get around this
inconvenience by substituting the mean or median of all class years in your data.
The function mean() gives you a single number: The mean of all the values in the
quantitative variable you give to the function. Median() returns the median.
Therefore, the following example expression (which we might call ‘Class Year
Revised’) will replace any placeholder ‘9999’ with the average class year, then
replace any missing class year with the average class year, and leave all other class
years as they are:
if ‘Class Year’ = 9999 then mean(‘Class Year’)
else if len(‘Class Year’) = 0 then mean(‘Class Year’)
else ‘Class Year’
You can use a frequency breakdown for your new derived variable to see where the
‘missing’ group ended up. If you compute the mean, you might see a value for year
that looks nonsensical, like 1983.48902 instead of just 1983. Obviously the digits
after the decimal are meaningless, but they’re harmless. There is no particular need
to round to the nearest year.
For quantitative variables like ‘Class Year’ or ‘Age’ that do not contain
extreme values, it probably doesn’t make a difference if you use mean() or median(),
because the numbers will be fairly close. You can, of course, create a new variable of
each kind. Later on you will be able to test which one works better.
Filling in missing values with means or medians might feel like “making up
data,” and indeed it is. In many cases, the approximation will be way off, but it’s for a
good cause: You’ve saved the case from deletion, and the year will be as reasonable
an assumption as you can make. As long as you are not relying on using made-up
data for descriptive reports, the potential harm is actually quite limited: If a variable
happens to be missing many or most of its cases, the variable will probably not have
a strong association with what you are trying to predict, and you won’t be using it
anyway. It will all come out in the testing phase, before you build your model.
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When ‘missing’ is meaningful
A little earlier I noted that often, missing values are not missing at random. There
might be an underlying pattern or reason for why data is missing – and that reason
might itself be related to what you are trying to predict. So there is another thing
you can do with missing values: Capture the status of being missing as a new
variable.
Let’s say you’re missing ‘Birth Date’ for some portion of the population. You
can create a new variable called ‘Birth Date Missing’:
if len(‘Birth Date’) = 0 then 1
else 0
Note that this can be shortened to an expression that evaluates to True/False (1 or
0):
len(‘Birth Date’) = 0
As you get to know your data, a clear reason for the missing data might emerge. For
example, maybe ‘Birth Date’ was recorded in the database starting in a certain year,
so young alumni have birth dates and older alumni don’t. This would have
implications for what value you decide to plug in for missing ages … just going with
the population average will underestimate the ages of those older alumni.
That’s only one scenario. It’s not possible for me to dream up all the possible
situations you might encounter – that’s all part of exploring your data. I’ll just add
that often, it’s not at all obvious why data is missing, nor it is essential that you
discover why. ‘Birth Date Missing’ might be unexplained, yet it could prove useful in
analysis or as a predictor of behaviour.
Another side note. We expressed this variable as ‘Birth Date Missing’, but we
could just as easily have expressed it positively, as ‘Birth Date Present’, so that a ‘1’
means “we’ve got a birth date” instead of “no birth date available.” It doesn’t matter
which variable you create – one for absence or one for presence. They mean
essentially the same thing, so to create both would be redundant. When you get to
do regression, Data Desk will prevent you from trying to add redundant variables to
a model, so don’t worry.
Derived variables that stand for the absence or presence of data are
extremely useful in predictive models. The absence or presence of contact and
employment information, for example, is sometimes an indicator of a level of affinity
or engagement.
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A gotcha: LEN( ) vs. TEXTOF( )
In certain situations when you need to identify missing values via an expression that
defines a derived variable, you will find that using len( ) doesn’t work. This is
probably because the values are not null, but are represented by the character “•”.
Try using textof( ) and see if that works.
if textof(‘Birth Date’) = “•” then 1
else 0

A note about “clean” data
Looking at your data in various ways using frequency breakdowns and other
reports will turn up all kinds of data quality issues that you might not have been
aware of. By this point, you might be getting the idea that our goal is to craft a “pure”
data file, devoid of any type of error. That is not the case. Real-world data is messy,
and it doesn't have to be whipped into perfect shape in order to yield valuable
insights. Data quality is important, of course – and as you discover errors and
anomalies, it is good to bring them to someone’s attention – but don’t assume you
need to overhaul your database before you can do predictive modeling. For one,
you’ll never get the job done, and two, it’s not necessary.
In the earlier section on querying your database, all the SQL and other details
were aimed at a simple goal: One constituent, one record, one case. Our current goal
can similarly be boiled down to one statement: Deal with missing data in order to
prevent cases from being excluded from analysis, in such a way as not to introduce
bias.
More techniques for exploring quantitative variables
I’ve spent a lot of time discussing ‘Age’ because it’s such an important factor in
fundraising, but also to introduce you to a variety of techniques you will need to use
with any quantitative variable as you go about exploring them for suitability as
predictors.
Bar charts and histograms
So far, we’ve used frequency breakdowns and summary reports to get a better
understanding of quantitative variables such as ‘Giving’ and ‘Age’. These describe
our variables in terms of numbers. Sometimes a picture is what we need – a
graphical representation of the shape of our data.
You may be familiar with bar charts, perhaps from making them in Excel.
Each bar represents a single category of the variable, and the height of the bar
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represents the number (frequency) of each category. Bar charts are supposed to be
used for categorical variables, not quantitative variables, but Data Desk will let you
do it. In fact, they can be useful for quantitative variables because the “categories”
are in a meaningful order (eg., $0 to $1,000,000), whereas the order of categories in
a categorical variable may not be (eg. “married”, “single”, “widowed”.)
Bar charts are easy to create in Data Desk. Click on the icon of a variable to
select it, click on Plot in the top menu bar, and select Bar Charts.
(You can also create a bar chart from within a frequency table. Just click on
the boldface name of the variable to the left of the top line, “Frequency breakdown
of,” and select the bar chart option from the context menu.)
If you’re using the sample data set, try making a bar chart of ‘Grad Year’.
Notice that there are so many categories in this variable, Data Desk cannot display
the grad years along the x-axis. You can expand the window to make it wider. Hover
the mouse pointer over the little box symbol in the lower right corner of the chart
window, and click and drag it to the right to resize the window. Even doing so,
however, might not create enough room for more than the first digit of the grad year
to be displayed.

There are 83 categories (individual grad years) in the variable ‘Grad Year’. From the
general shape, you can readily see that younger alumni predominate.
Bar charts show the counts of cases in predefined groups. An alternative
display to try is a histogram, which looks similar to a bar chart but displays a
continuous variable by ranges of the variable instead. A histogram is a good way to
visualize the distribution of a continuous variable. At a glance you can see where
values are clustered, whether there is more than one cluster of values, and in which
direction the data is skewed.
Select the variable(s) to display (eg. ‘Grad Year’), and choose Histograms
from the Plot menu.
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Now we can see a few grad years along the x-axis. From the relative area of the bars,
we can tell that a substantial portion of the population graduated since 1986. In fact,
if you compute summary statistics for ‘Grad Year’, you’ll find that the median grad
year is 1990.
Quantiles
As we’ve seen, continuous, quantitative variables may have many “categories”.
Sometimes our analysis requires us to break these variables up into “chunks,” called
quantiles. Quantiles are equal-sized (or roughly equal-sized) groups of cases.
For example, we can chop our sample data file up into five equal-sized
groups of 1,000 cases each, based on ‘Grad Year’. The first group of 1,000 would be
the oldest graduation years, the second would be the next oldest, and so on.
Why would we want to do this? Well, let’s say we wanted to compare total
giving across all graduation years. Recall that ‘Grad Year’ has 83 categories. That’s a
lot of comparisons to have to make. With giving totals spread over so many
categories, it’s likely that we wouldn’t be able to detect any pattern. Combining the
categories (grad years) into a smaller number of categories makes them more
manageable.
Create a new derived variable and call it ‘Grad Year 5 Groups’. In the
expression window, type this string exactly as you see it below. The variable ‘Grad
Year’ is referred to twice in this expression; simply drag the ‘Grad Year’ icon into the
expression window each time:
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This is probably the most complicated expression you’ll ever encounter while using
Data Desk. It is not important that you understand how it works. Just keep this guide
handy for whenever you need to compute quantiles – which will be often. This is a
very handy tool to have available.
For future reference, the formula is as follows, where ‘Variable’ is the
continuous, quantitative variable that you want to break into equal-sized groups,
and q is the number of groups you want to create:
floor(rank0('Variable')/numnum('Variable')*q)+1
Call up a frequency breakdown of your new variable, ‘Grad Year 5 Groups’. Our
5,000 cases have been split into groups, numbered 1 to 5. You’ll notice that the
groups aren’t quite equally-sized; some are just under 1,000 cases, some are just
over. But they’re all roughly 20% of the total sample.

What has actually happened here? You have created a new numeric variable,
populated with discrete values ranging from 1 to 5, one value for every single case
in your data file. In order to see which graduation years ended up in which of the
five groups, you need to call up a new report: Summary Report by Groups.
Click once on the ‘Grad Year’ icon so that it has a “Y” superimposed over it.
Then, hold down the Shift key (the pointer will change into an ‘x’ shape) while
clicking on the ‘Grad Year 5 Groups’ icon, which will have an “X” superimposed over
it. Now that both variables are selected, go to Calc in the top menu bar, click on
Summaries, and select Reports by Groups.
(“Reports by Groups” differs from just “Reports” in that it requires two
variables as inputs instead of one. The ‘Y’ variable is the continuous, quantitative
variable that will be used to calculate statistics. The ‘X’ variable is the list of groups –
the categories – that ‘Y’ will be split into. Don’t worry – this will all become clearer
over time.)
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A new window will open, probably containing more information than we
need to see. Click on the little right-pointing arrow at the top left of this window, and
select Summary by Groups Options from the drop-down menu. Here we can choose
which statistics we want to see.

The key boxes to check are Group Names, Counts, Min, and Max. Ensure everything
else is unchecked. Click OK.
The Report by Groups window will shrink down to just the elements we want
to see. The Group names and Counts match what we saw in the frequency
breakdown, but now we can also see the ranges of graduation years for each group.

In Group 1, the minimum graduation year is 1911, and the maximum is 1971. Group
2 ranges from 1972 to 1984. And so on.
Notice that the groups are roughly equal in size (Count), but the range of
years in each group differs by quite a lot. Group 1 spans 60 years, while Group 2
spans only 12 years!
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There is no particular reason why I chose to split into five equal groups,
other than this is a common choice. Some quantile splits are so common that they
have their own special names:
•
•
•
•

Four equal groups = quartiles (each group is 25% of the sample)
Five equal groups = quintiles (each group is 20% of the sample)
Ten equal groups = deciles (each group is 10% of the sample)
100 equal groups = percentiles (each group is 1% of the sample)

There are other named quantiles, but they are relatively obscure in comparison with
these. You may choose any number of groups, of course. Go ahead and play with the
value of ‘q’ in the expression, then update the Report by Groups window to see how
it affects the result. As well, try other quantitative variables in place of ‘Grad Year’.
Categorical variables
Variables that consist of text strings may also be re-expressed, although in ways
different from numeric values. This section explores a few things you can do, using
the ‘Marital Status’ variable, from our Data University sample, as an example. (If you
have your own data file, use that – these exercises will work just as well as with the
sample.)
Call up a frequency table of ‘Marital Status’. The unsorted table looks like
this:

The first thing to be aware of are the 35 cases that are missing. We will need to
ensure we capture these in any derived variable we create. First, let’s sort the values
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by frequency so that we can see at a glance which categories make up the majority
of cases. (Frequency Options menu ! Sort Table by Count)

More than 95% of cases are coded with one of only three codes, which appear to
stand for Married, Unknown, and Single. The remainder of codes apply to only a
fraction of cases. One common re-expression of a categorical variable with many
categories is to simplify it by reducing the number of categories to a handful that are
easier to analyze. This is done by grouping similar categories together, and
collecting very small groups into a general category called “Other”.
‘Marital Status’ doesn’t have an unmanageable number of categories, but
some of the categories are so insignificant that a re-expression will still be useful.
Here is one possible expression, which we can call ‘Marital Revised’:

Note what is happening on each line:
• The big category, “M”, is simply renamed “Married”.
• The category “U” is renamed “Unknown”, and on the next line, any case with
no value for ‘Marital Status’ is also called “Unknown”.
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•
•
•

“S” is renamed “Single”.
“D” and “W” are lumped into a single category, “Divorced/Widowed”.
Everything else is captured in the final “else” statement – if a case isn’t
already addressed by any of the previous conditions, it is lumped together as
“Other”.

A frequency table for ‘Marital Revised’:

There is no requirement to rename “M” to Married, “S” to Single, and so on – this is
done here for the sake of clarity, and to demonstrate that it can be done. You might
use such a derived variable to deal with data entry errors. Let’s say one of your
variables is ‘City’ and a bunch of your alumni live in Toronto. You can create a new
variable (‘City Corrected’) to group the misspelling “Tronto” and the uppercase
“TORONTO” together with the correct and standard “Toronto” so that all cases for
that city are counted together. (Unlike in Excel, text strings are case sensitive in Data
Desk: NEW YORK is not the same as New York.)
These groupings for ‘Marital Status’ are somewhat arbitrary. In practice,
deciding how to collapse multiple categories will depend on how important they
seem to be in relation to what you’re trying to predict. For example, the state of
being widowed might be highly significant in connection with Planned Giving, even
though relatively few cases in your data set have this code, and you might choose
not to group it with Divorced. For now, we are still looking at variables in isolation,
and it is enough to know how to re-express variables when appropriate.
The key thing to remember is the “if … else if … else” structure, and to ensure
that the expression captures all cases.
You can also use more complex logic to create new classifications that didn’t
exist in the data before. This example expression draws on data from ‘City’,
‘Province’, and ‘Country’ to group alumni living in the metropolitan area of our
university’s city (Halifax) into one group, followed by alumni living in the rest of the
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province (Nova Scotia), followed by everyone living in Canada outside the province
of Nova Scotia, and finally, everyone else.

Other string functions
Predictive modeling of the sort covered in this book does not require a lot of
manipulation of strings. However, here are a few other tricks if you need them.
Concatenation: If you want to create a sort of hybrid variable that sorts cases by
marital status AND gender, the following expression will join the text of ‘Marital
Status’ with that of ‘Sex’:
textof('Marital Status') & textof('Sex')
‘Sex’ is not a variable in the test data set (experiment with what’s available), but the
resulting categories would be MM, MF, UM, UF, SM, SF, and so on through all the
possible combinations, if there are cases for every combination. If you want the text
strings separated by a space, use:
textof('Marital Status') & “ “ & textof(‘Sex’)
Extraction: The functions LEFT, RIGHT, and MID operate exactly as they do in Excel
formulas. (An earlier example in this book showed how to extract the year from a
date string.) Note that similar functions exist in SQL, too.
LEFT(y, k) returns the k leftmost characters from the variable y. Eg.: If the
variable ‘Last Name’ contains the string “Wylie”, the function LEFT(‘Last
Name’, 3) returns “Wyl”.
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RIGHT(y, k) returns the k rightmost characters from the variable y. Eg.: If the
variable ‘Last Name’ contains the string “Wylie”, the function RIGHT(‘Last
Name’, 2) returns “ie”.
MID(y, start position, k) searches the variable y starting at the character
position defined by the second argument, start position, and returns the k
characters from that starting position. Eg.: if the variable ‘Last Name’
contains the string “Wylie”, the function MID(‘Last Name’, 2, 3) returns “yli”.
From names to numbers
Manipulating categorical variables and making new ones through splitting or joining
them together is useful, but if we want to make use of categorical variables in a
regression model, we need to convert them into some kind of numeric or
quantitative variable. Regression is calculation, and calculation requires numbers.
By far the most common way to do this is to create an indicator for the
presence or absence of categorical data. For example, ‘Middle Name’ is a categorical
variable, which may not be populated for all people in the database. The presence or
absence of this information may or may not be associated with what you are trying
to predict, but creating the indicator variable will help you find out.
This expression (which might be called ‘Middle Name Present’) will create a
binary variable for this or any other type of 0/1 indicator. It evaluates to True (1) if
data is present or False (0) if the value is null.
len(‘Middle Name’) > 0
If you have joined data in Data Desk from another relation, as described in a
previous chapter, the null values in ‘Middle Name’ will be represented by the
“missing” character (a filled dot), and will no longer be null. In that case you’ll need
to use a slightly different expression.
textof(‘Middle Name’) <> “•”
Note that this is equivalent to the expression below – only requiring less typing:
if textof(‘Middle Name’) = “•” then 0
else 1
Indicator variables (also known as dummy variables) are very important in
predictive modeling. Higher education advancement databases don’t offer many
continuous quantitative variables, so we rely on indicator variables all the time. On
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their own, each indicator provides a single, specific piece of information – is this
type of data available, or is it not? Is this condition true, or is it false? And so on.
Being numbers, indicator variables may be combined using arithmetic
functions – most frequently, addition – but you can get as creative as you like.
Addition makes sense when two or more variables are related or potentially
overlapping in terms of the information they represent. For example, you might
have one field in your database for Position (job title), and another one for Employer
Name. For any individual in your database, it’s possible that neither or both of these
fields are populated – or either one of Position or Employer is populated but not the
other.
If you’ve created two binary variables, one for ‘Position Present’ and another
for ‘Employer Present’, you can create a third variable that adds another interesting
dimension: The relative completeness of employment data. This expression will give
a result from 0 to 2 for every case: 0 if no data present, 1 if either type of data
present, and 2 if both present.
‘Position Present’ + ‘Employer Present’
Another good example is contact information: The sum of valid email, mail, and
phone contacts that are present – a number from 0 to 3. If the usefulness of such a
scale is not apparent to you right now, it will become so later on.
A single categorical variable can be the source of multiple indicator variables.
To return to our frequency table of ‘Marital Status’, sorted in descending order by
frequency:
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There are eight categories, therefore one could create eight new indicator variables:
‘Status is Married’, ‘Status is Unknown’, ‘Status is Single’ – and so on. For example,
‘Status is Married’ would have the expression:
textof(‘Marital Status’) = “M”
In practice, one would not create a new variable for every single category. (Imagine
doing so for a variable such as ‘City’.) Usually it makes sense to focus on only the
categories that comprise a significant chunk of the data set. For ‘Marital Status’ in
this data set, that might be only M,U, and S.
Often, simplifying a variable with many categories into larger groupings of
related categories, as we did earlier with ‘Marital Status’, is a good first step before
creating an indicator variable. One could, for instance, create an indicator variable
for “Marital Status is ‘Other’.”
Drawing from another example used earlier, we could create an indicator
variable for “Halifax and Area.” Note that Data Desk allows you to create a derived
variable based on the values in any other variable, including other derived variables.
A shortcut for indicator variables
There’s a quicker way to create an indicator variable on the fly. From any frequency
table, you can click on one of the categories and make it the basis of a new 0/1
variable. In the Data University sample data set, call up a frequency table for ‘Marital
Status’, click on any one of the category names in the Group list, and select “Record
as 0/1 Var”. You will be prompted to name the new variable.
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Once you’ve created such a variable (‘Status is Married’, for example), take a look at
its frequency breakdown to confirm that the same number of cases coded “M” are
coded as ‘1’ in the new indicator variable.
This is quick and handy, but there is a downside: Data Desk does not record
the source of a variable created this way, which can present a problem if you forget
how you did it. With a regular derived variable, on the other hand, you can always
open the expression to examine the inputs. Therefore, it’s best to use this shortcut
for quick, one-off analyses and explorations, and use the better-documented derived
variables for any file you will need to revisit over time.
Other possibilities – but not available here
The following examples of “count” variables are also conversions of categorical
variables:
•
•
•
•

Number of current and past telephone numbers (or mailing addresses, etc.)
Number of employment records, past and present
Number of unique fund designations given to
Number of student or alumni activities

However, these types of counts should be calculated at the time the data is extracted
from the database – not during data exploration and cleaning in Data Desk. The
reason is that at the time the data is brought into Data Desk, there should be only
one case per individual. The multiple rows that result from a person having had
multiple addresses in the database over the years (for example) has to be captured
in a single row at the query stage, through aggregation. An exception would be if a
query produced separate variables for Address 1, Address 2, Address 3, and so on,
but this is not typically how data is pulled, and would be inefficient and
cumbersome.
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Section 2
Core Concepts in Correlation and Multiple Regression
Exploring associations between variables
Up to this point, I have mostly been talking about individual variables in isolation.
All variables that are part of the same data set are in a relation with each other.
Special patterns may be detected between pairs of variables. Some variables are
strongly associated with each other, others have weaker associations, and some are
hardly related to each other at all despite being part of the same data set.
What is meant by “association”? A classic example is a data set of children’s
weights, heights, and ages. Older children tend to weigh more and be taller than
younger children. Heavier children tend to be older and taller than younger
children. We say that there is an association between age and weight, between
height and weight, and between age and height.
Another example: Alumni who are generous donors tend to attend more
reunion events than alumni who give more modestly or don't give at all. Or put the
other way, alumni who attend more events tend to give more than alumni who
attend fewer or no events. There is an association between giving and attending
events.
This sounds simple enough – even obvious. The powerful consequence of
these truths is that if we know the value of one variable, we can make a guess at the
value of another – as long as the association is valid. So if we know a child’s weight
and height, we can make a good guess of his or her age. If we know a child’s height,
we can guess weight. If we know how many reunions an alumna has attended, we
can make a guess about her level of giving. If we know how much she has given, we
can guess whether she’s attended more or fewer reunions than other alumni.
We are guessing an unknown value (say, giving) based on a known value
(number of events attended). But note that “giving” is not really an unknown. We’ve
got everyone’s giving recorded in the database. What is really unknown is an alum’s
or a donor’s potential for future giving. With predictive modeling, we are making a
guess at what the value of a variable will be in the future, based on the current value
of other variables, and the type and degree of association they have had historically.
These guesses will be far from perfect. We aren’t going to be bang-on in our
guesses of children’s ages based on weight and height, and we certainly aren’t going
to be very accurate with our estimates of giving based on event attendance. Even
trickier, projecting into the near future – estimating potential – is going to be very
approximate.
Still, our guesses will be informed guesses, as long as the associations we
detect are real and not due to random variation in our data. Can we predict exactly
how much each donor is going to give over this coming year? No, that would be
putting too much confidence in our powers. But we can expect to have plenty of
success in ranking our constituents in order by how likely they are to engage in
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whatever behaviour we are interested in, and that knowledge will be of high value
to the business.
Looking for potentially useful associations is part of data exploration, and
certainly more fun than looking for errors and cleaning up the data. Any two
variables may be associated with each other. Usually we are mainly concerned with
the strength of association between a predictor variable (such as ‘Events Attended’)
and an outcome variable representing what we want to predict (such as ‘Giving’).
But the following examples use whatever variables we have at hand to demonstrate
how you can analyze associations.
Associations between two categorical variables
In your data file for Data University, you’ve got a variable for “Business phone
present” and “Job title present”. You’d like to know if these two factors are related to
each other. If they are completely unrelated, they are said to be independent of each
other. We can analyze this in Data Desk using contingency tables. If you’ve used
other stats packages, you might know contingency tables by other names – crosstabs or R x C (row by column) tables.
Click once on the icon for ‘BusPhone Present’ to select it as the first variable,
then Shift-click on ‘JobTitle Present’ to select it as the second variable. Under the
Calc menu at the top of the screen, select Contingency Tables. The displayed result
will depend on what default settings are in effect, but it might look like the table
below. (Just as with frequency tables, you can play with display options from a menu
available by clicking on the little triangle in the top left corner of the window.)

A contingency table gives us counts of how many cases fall into the categories that
result from the intersection of two categorical variables. In this example, we have
two binary variables, therefore there are four possibilities, arranged in a two-by-
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two matrix. The two “levels” of ‘BusPhone Present’ are labeled vertically (down the
rows), and the two ‘levels’ of ‘Job Title Present’ are labeled horizontally (across the
columns).
The labeling of rows and columns in contingency tables can be a bit confusing
when the category names are just ones and zeroes, so here’s the same table with
more descriptive labels.

Job$Title$not$
present

Job$Title$present

Total

Business$Phone$not$
present

2,240

931

3,171

Business$Phone$
present

386

1,443

1,829

Total

2,626

2,374

5,000

If these variables are properly coded, with no missing values, each and every case in
our data falls into one of the four cells of the matrix. We see for example that 2,240
cases are ‘0’ for ‘BusPhone Present’ and ‘0’ for ‘JobTitle Present’ – a large number of
cases have neither piece of information coded in the database.
Looking at counts of cases in a contingency table can sometimes show cells
with unusually many or unusually few cases. In this example, it seems to be fairly
common that whenever Data University has a business phone number, it tends to
have a job title as well, and it’s also common for both to be missing. It’s much less
common for one to be present and the other not. This suggests there’s a
relationship.
We’ve made a judgment call by just looking at the numbers. Fortunately the
field of statistics provides some tests for making decisions more consistently and
easily. If you have some training in stats you will readily grasp how we can apply
these tests. For our purposes, we will rely on rules of thumb and simplified
explanations rather than delve into a deep understanding of the tests themselves.
Click on the options menu for the contingency table, and add “Expected
value” to the table, then click OK. This adds a new set of numbers to the table. The
section at the bottom of the table, “table contents,” lists these elements in the order
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they appear in each cell. The first element is the count of cases that we’ve already
seen. The other element is Expected Values.

“Expected values” are the counts of cases that would be expected to result if
‘BusPhone Present’ and ‘JobTltle Present’ were statistically independent of each
other. In other words, if the two variables were completely unrelated, the
probability that any one case would end up in a particular cell depends only on the
probability that the case falls in a specified row and the probability that it falls in a
specified column. In other words, we would expect the number of people with a
business phone number AND who have a job title in the database to depend solely
on the number of each in the sample – one doesn’t depend on the other. By this
logic, the probability of a person having a business phone in the database is the
same whether or not they have a job title in the database, if it is true that one is not
related to the other.
Have a quick look to compare each pair of numbers. You’ll notice that two
actual counts are higher than the expected value, and two counts are lower than the
expected value. If the variables were not associated with each other (independent),
the actual counts would be a lot closer to the expected counts. It appears that if one
variable is a zero or one, the other variable is more likely than not to have the same
value – that is, we are likely to have either both or neither. Therefore, the variables
do seem to be related.
Being able to compare the expected values to the observed values is helpful
in identifying a pattern or relationship. But again, we are still just eyeballing the
numbers and making a guess. Let’s take another step forward.
An assertion that two variables are not related is based on a concept in
statistics called the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis in this case would state,
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“There is no relationship between Business Phone Present and Job Title Present.” In
a test for independence between Business Phone and Job Title, if there is no
relationship, then the null hypothesis is true. The alternative hypothesis is that the
variables are in fact related – they are dependent, rather than independent.
(Hypothesis testing is not easy to explain; I am skimming over the topic, as it is not
an essential consideration in predictive modeling.)
The test for determining whether the null hypothesis is true in this case is
called the chi-square test for independence. For our purposes, it is not necessary to
formally state any kind of hypothesis, nor is it necessary to understand how chisquare is calculated. (Chi is pronounced “kai”.) Data Desk takes care of the
calculations, and a rule of thumb for interpreting the result will suffice.1
Go back to the options for the contingency table. Deselect “Expected value”,
and choose “Chi-square value” instead. Data Desk will then calculate the chi-square
statistic. If it’s large, that is enough to reject the null hypothesis. This number is not
interpreted on its own. Rather, the important statistic to watch for appears directly
underneath it: p. The p-value in the table below is less than or equal to 0.0001 – a
very small value.

The lowercase p stands for “probability.” A p-value of 0.0001 is the same as a 0.01%
chance of something happening. We ask this question: “If there were no relationship
between ‘BusPhone Present’ and “JobTitle Present’, what is the probability that you
would get a result for chi-square at least as high as 1,141?” That probability is your
p-value.
By convention, you need a p-value of 0.05 (i.e. 5 percent) or less to consider
the probability low enough to conclude that there must, in fact, be a relationship
between ‘BusPhone Present’ and ‘JobTitle Present’. (In other words, you can reject
the null hypothesis.) The probability of obtaining a value of chi-square this large if
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the variables were independent is extremely low: less than 0.01%. The p-value in
this case being very small, we can conclude that the variables are strongly related.
We will encounter p-values again when we do regression.2
Given the foregoing discussion, you might be thinking that exploring
relationships among variables is a complicated and subtle business. Not really. You
don’t have to study expected values or formulate a null hypothesis – I introduced
those things to help you understand where chi-square comes from. You need only
these steps to test for presence of a relationship:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the icons of the two variables.
Create a contingency table from the Calc menu.
In the table options menu, select “Chi-square value.”
Regardless of the chi-square value, if the p-value is less than 0.05, the
variables are not independent – they are related somehow.

You can create a new contingency table whenever you want to test two new
variables, or you can simply drag a new categorical variable into an existing table.
Just drag a new variable icon on top of the name of the variable you want to replace.
These names are in bold face text near the top of the table window, and will
highlight when touched by the cursor during the drag. You can replace both factors
at once by selecting two new variables and dragging them both into the centre of the
table.
Before we move on, try dragging other binary variables into the contingency
table to quickly see which combinations yield some interesting associations.
A more relevant example
Dragging variables one by one into a contingency table is a useful exploration step
while evaluating potential predictors for use in a model. This implies that one of the
variables must be the target (outcome) variable.
Let’s say you plan to build a predictive model to identify which alumni are
more likely to make a donation at a high level, and you want to make a preliminary
assessment of potential predictors so you can toss out any that don’t look promising,
while keeping the others for use in the regression analysis. You can create a target
variable using a lifetime giving variable that will allow you to do this analysis using
contingency tables.
Working with the Data University file, create a new derived variable called
‘Big donor’ with the expression
'Lifetime HC' > 999
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You can use whatever dollar value you like, but $1,000 and up will work here.
According to a frequency table of ‘Big donor’, 602 people have lifetime giving of
$1,000 or more.
Click on the icon for ‘Big donor’ to select it and create a contingency table
from the Calc menu, and change the table options to include chi-square. Now the
window is ready for testing variables one by one, by dragging variables into the
space that is initially labeled “Drag Variable Here.”
Chi-square is great for indicating that two variables are related, but a little
more information will help you understand the nature of the relationship. When you
drag in “BusPhone Present,” for example, it seems apparent that the relationship is
significant, to judge from the chi-square value. One tweak will tell you something
more concrete: Go back to the table options, deselect “Count” and select “Percent of
column total.”

This replaces cell counts with percent values – the percent breakdown for each
column. The circled values in the table above are the ones to pay attention to – they
are the cases that have a ‘1’ for ‘Big donor’. Here is what we can read from this:
•

•

The first column of figures includes all cases for which there is no business
phone in the database (0). Only 8.39% of people with no business phone are
also top donors.
The second column includes all cases with a business phone (1) – 18.4% of
people with a business phone are top donors.
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People with a business phone are more than twice as likely to be top donors, and the
chi-square value indicates that the relationship is significant. It might be hasty to
conclude that ‘BusPhone Present’ is truly a “predictor” of high-level giving, but the
association is clearly there in the data.
(These percentages total on the columns. If ‘Big donor’ were your second
variable instead of your first, the matrix would be ordered in the other direction,
and you would choose “Percent of row total” from the table options instead.)
Try dragging other binary variables from the Data University set into the
table, replacing ‘BusPhone Present’, and observe how the percent breakdowns differ
from group to group, and whether that difference is significant.
Categorical variables with multiple levels
As you were experimenting with dragging variables into the table, you may have
noticed that non-binary variables seem to work just as well. ‘Marital Status’ works,
and so does ‘Grad Year.’ In both cases, Data Desk tells you there’s a relationship with
‘Big donor’ and that it’s not due to random chance – the p-values are very low.
There are a couple of minor problems with these variables that make it
harder to understand the nature of the relationship:
•

•

•

A variable may contain categories that have too few cases to yield valid
results, a problem also known as sparse data. For example, ‘Marital Status’
has a few categories with less than a handful of cases each.
A variable may have too many categories, which makes it hard to interpret a
contingency table. For example, ‘Grad Year’ has 83 categories, which is way
too many to make sense of.
A variable can present both problems at once.

For variables that have categories with sparse data, it is usually helpful to combine
the smaller categories in some way. Earlier in this book, we looked at creating a new
derived variable to do just that for ‘Marital Status’:
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A contingency table using the new expression of ‘Marital Status’ (which I’ve called
‘Marital Stat revised’) is below. The table contents section tells us that each cell
shows the count of cases as the top number, and the percentage of column total as
the bottom number. For example, the top leftmost cell (Divorced/Widowed and “not
a big donor”) contains 161 cases, which is 74.5% of the cases in the
Divorced/Widowed column.
Displaying the count along with the percent of column total tells you whether
you’re looking at a relatively large or small number of cases. If the number is small,
it probably makes sense to lump the category in with something else.

Looking at these numbers, I would get rid of “Other” right away. Yes, looking across
the percentages of “Big donor,” it does appear that a relatively large proportion
(28.6%) fall into the “big donor” category, but note that there are only seven cases in
all. Very small groups (sparse data) are much more likely to display extreme results
purely by chance, so there is no reason to think that there is anything special about
the “Other” category.
What you choose to do is up to you – it might take some playing around with
it to finally decide on something that makes sense. However, I would be tempted to
group “Other” with the next-smallest category, “Divorced/Widowed,” and call them
all “Other”.
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Being coded Married or Other seems to be associated with stronger likelihood of
falling into the “big donor” category (20% and 26% of those groups are big donors),
while having no code for marital status is a negative (less than 2% are big donors),
and being single in the database is somewhere in between.
We didn’t necessarily have to combine categories to find these facts out, but
the picture is at least a little less cluttered, and each category is of a healthy size. The
next step would be to turn each of these text categories into four new binary
indicator variables: One each for ‘Married’, ‘Other’, ‘Single’, and ‘Unknown’. If you do
this, try testing each of your new variables in a contingency table with ‘Big donor’.
Our other example is ‘Grad Year’, a categorical variable with 83 categories.
Although the variable is categorical, it’s also numerical – we can do math with it.
Earlier in this book, I showed you a formula to compute quantiles for any
continuous quantitative variable, using ‘Grad Year’ from Data University as an
example.
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Here is the expression again, where ‘Variable’ is the continuous, quantitative
variable that you want to break into equal-sized groups, and q is the number of
groups you want to create:
floor(rank0('Variable')/numnum('Variable')*q)+1
Experiment with grouping ‘Grad Year’ into various quantiles (as few or as many as
you like). Each time you make a change, try testing your new variable in a
contingency table with ‘Big donor’. Keep in mind that the group named “1” is the
oldest cohort of alumni and the group with the highest number is the youngest.
What pattern do you notice across the quantiles?
Note that any individual quantile can be turned into its own indicator
variable. If you discover that the oldest decile is significantly different from all the
rest, you may wish to create a 0/1 variable to indicate just that.
Chopping up a variable into quantiles is a form of binning. At this stage, when
we are exploring our data, we bin a variable in order to reduce the number of
categories and thus make it easy to test for the presence of a relationship using a
contingency table. (We also use binning to change a continuous, quantitative
variable such as ‘Lifetime Giving’ into a variable with discrete categories, when we
need to do so.) Binning variables will also prove useful when we transform
predictor variables to make them perform better in a regression analysis. Some
continuous quantitative variables are more highly correlated with the target
variable, and therefore more powerful, when they are expressed as quantiles.
Quantiles are by definition equal-sized bins (or as close to equal size as Data
Desk can manage). There will be situations in which you will want to create unequal
bins. For example, a variable may exhibit a differing degree of relationship with the
target variable at different ranges of its values. For ‘Grad Year’, you might want to
try grouping cases by decade. One possible way to do this with an expression is this:
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You can specify any years you like as ranges for each category. When you use this
approach instead of splitting into quantiles, there will be an uneven number of cases
in each category, which you can verify by calling up a frequency table for your new
“decades” variable. (Note the last line in the expression – of course, by this point in
the expression, all cases should be accounted for, but it is good practice to have a
way to detect errors in your expression. A ridiculous placeholder figure like
9999999 will get your attention when you look at the frequency table.)
Now that ‘Grad Year’ has been re-expressed as a variable with just eight
categories, you can use a contingency table to see how it relates to ‘Big donor’. Eight
categories will still make a relatively wide table (you may have to resize the window
for a full view), but the relationship is unmistakable. Scan across the percent values!

These examples show how quantitative variables or variables with numerous
categories can be chunked into a small number of categories. You can also do sort of
a reverse maneuver: Add two variables with a small number of values together to
obtain a variable containing more information. Earlier on, we discovered that
‘JobTitle Present’ and ‘BusPhone Present’ were strongly related. Each variable is
binary, and therefore numerical. We can add them together to create a sort of hybrid
variable:
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As already noted, a variable may be numerical, but if it consists of relatively few
possible values, it may be considered categorical. ‘JobTitle + BusPhone’ has just
three categories (0, 1, and 2), making it suitable for analysis in a contingency table
with another variable such as ‘Big donor’. (Try it!)
Binning and other similar re-expressions of variables will be useful again and
again, so play with this a bit to get familiar with it. There is a lot of creative potential
for exploring.
Exploring associations visually with lineplots
Scanning tables of numbers is one way to detect associations and how strong they
are, but it isn’t the only way, nor is it always the best way. Data analysts frequently
rely on charts and graphs to provide visual evidence of associations between
variables.
Visual displays are most effective for exploring relationships involving
continuous, quantitative variables such as age, dollars given, and the like. Consider
the relationship between ‘Grad Year’ and ‘Big donor’ that we’ve been exploring. A
lineplot can be a very useful way to visualize this relationship that gets around one
of the limitations of a contingency table. While too many categories makes a
contingency table too wide to be interpretable, a lineplot allows us to see a trend
across many categories.
If you still have the derived variable ‘Big donor’ available in your data set,
click on it to select it as the Y variable, then click on ‘Grad Year’ while holding down
the shift key to select it as the X variable. Under the Calc menu, select Summaries,
then Reports by Groups. One of your columns should be Mean. (If you don’t see it,
access the Options menu for the window and ensure that Mean is selected as one of
the viewable statistics.)
Keep in mind that the mean is the sum of the value of all observations,
divided by the number of observations. Because ‘Big donor’ is a binary variable
(entirely ones and zeros), the sum of ‘Big donor’ divided by the number of cases is
the same as the percentage of cases that are “big donors.” If you read down the
Mean column, the figures you see – 0.00, 0.500, 0.67, etc. – can all be thought of as
percentages – 0%, 50%, 67%, etc.
These percentages can be easily charted:
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1. Hover your pointer over the boldface word “Mean” at the top of the column
(the pointer changes into a hand), and click on Mean to get a context menu.
2. Select “Locate Mean.” A folder called Derived opens, and a HotResult variable
with a name that starts with the word “mean” appears. This is a variable that
contains the values of “Mean” exactly as they appear in the Summary table.
3. Make sure the HotResult variable is selected, then click on the Plot menu and
select Lineplots.
The result should look like this:

The Mean values are plotted on the Y axis, with values ranging from 0% (0.0) to
100% (1.0). The row of the Summary table that the Mean value corresponds to are
plotted on the X axis, which is called “series”. There are 83 categories in the variable
‘Grad Year’, therefore there are 83 rows in the Summary table, and 83 values across
the X axis for “series”. The grad years, numbered 1 to 83, are in order from earliest
to most recent.
In terms of visible trends, this chart is not easy to interpret. There seems to
be a downward trend in percentage of big donors as alumni get younger, but the line
is very jagged, and the older grad years have extreme values (some 0%, some
100%) due to sparse data.
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Once again, the answer to the situation of “many categories and sparse data”
is binning using quantiles. Only this time, we don’t need to reduce the number of
categories to just a handful – we can experiment with as many or as few categories
as we like.
Try reducing the number of levels of ‘Grad Year’ by about half, from 83 to 40.
Define ‘Grad Yr quantiles’ with this expression:
floor(rank0('Grad Year')/numnum('Grad Year')*40)+1
Drag the icon for ‘Grad Yr quantiles’ on top of ‘Grad Year’ in the Summary table. The
series now consists of the numbers 1 to 40. The list of values for Mean have updated,
and therefore the HotResult variable is automatically updated with the values of
Mean.
If you still have the lineplot window open, you may see a red exclamation
mark in the top left corner of its window. Click on it and select “Update This
Window.” The result will be a line that makes a lot more sense. Extreme values due
to sparse data in certain categories have been smoothed out, and the trend is much
more obvious: The number of big donors as a percentage of living alumni increases
with age. (Or, to follow the direction of the chart, decreases with youth!)
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The plot is still a bit jagged – a further reduction of categories might produce a
smoother line, and potentially a more robust predictor variable to use in your
model. In the options for the lineplot window, select “Turn On Automatic Update,”
and play with the number of bins in the expression, reducing it slightly each time
until you get a relatively smooth line that still retains a large number of categories.
This relationship can be called linear – the relationship between ‘Grad Year’
and ‘Big donor’ follows a line, roughly. Linear relationships are key to regression, as
we will discover shortly.

What if binning fails to produce a smooth trend line? In that case, the variables may
not share a linear relationship. That does not mean they aren’t related. If (for some
strange reason) large numbers of alumni who graduated in the 1950s ended up
being big donors, and no one else did, then the line would peak for the 1950s and be
close to zero for the rest of the series. If that is the case, then you should create an
indicator variable that means “grad year in the 1950s”. Everyone in that special
bracket will get a ‘1’ and everyone else will get ‘0’.
This technique of plotting a list of mean values as a line is useful, but limited to
this scenario:
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1. The Y (target) variable is binary (0/1). Other values will not yield true
percent values.
2. The order of the categories of the X variable is meaningful as a series.
What is meant by the second point is that a line’s ups and downs are meaningful
only if the X-axis represents categories that have a meaningful order. For example,
‘Grad Year’ has an order (from longest ago to most recent), as does ‘Age’ (youngest
to oldest). In general, what is implied by the word “series” is a time series. However,
any quantity or rank, such as ‘Number of Events Attended’ would also be
appropriate.
The overlapping windows below display an example of a meaningless line
chart. The categories of ‘Marital Status’ are listed in the Summary table in
alphabetical order, and are represented in the X-axis series as numbers 1 to 8.
Although the line perhaps succeeds in highlighting certain categories, no meaningful
trend or direction is possible here.

One implication is that you can also derive an X-axis variable using unequal-sized
bins, but you have to take care that the categories are in the proper order (the 1950s
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are followed by the 1960s, which are followed by the 1970s, etc.), so that the series
and therefore the trend line makes sense. This can be done by numbering the
category labels, or prefixing each name with a number, instead of just naming them.
Exploring associations visually with scatterplots
The Y-variable (the target or outcome variable) isn’t always binary. Sometimes, you
want to chart the relationships between two continuous, quantitative variables. The
tool for this is the scatterplot.
A scatterplot is a chart in which x, y pairs of coordinates are each represented
by a dot. The x’s and y’s are the corresponding values of two variables. In our Data
University file, double-click on ‘Grad Year’ to show some of its values, then doubleclick on ‘Lifetime HC’. The first pair of coordinates below is 1960 and $159.50, the
second is 1978 and $0, and so on. There are 5,000 pairs in all.

To create a scatterplot from this data, click once on ‘Lifetime HC’ to select it, then
shift-click on ‘Grad Year’. Select “Scatterplots” from the Plots menu. The result is on
the next page.
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This is a terrible chart. Almost all 5,000 alumni are jammed down along the x-axis
because they either have no giving, or their giving is well below the first tick mark
($2.5 million!) The scale of the whole chart is distorted by the presence of a single
donor floating alone above the $10 million mark.
One approach would be to exclude all donors over a certain dollar level, but
that doesn't make a lot of sense when often the whole point is to learn more about
the characteristics of our major donors.
There’s an easy solution here, but first let's get another visual indication of
the problem. Click on ‘Lifetime HC’ to select it, and select Histograms under the Plot
menu. A histogram shows the distribution of the variable. We can see here that a
very few extreme values on the right are causing the vast majority of cases to be
clustered toward the left.
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What we want to do is transform this variable, by changing its scale. The most
common way to do so is to use a logarithmic transformation to the base 10. You
might have encountered this in grade school math. A logarithm is the power to
which a number must be raised in order to get some other number. It is the inverse
operation to exponentiation. That means the logarithm of a number is the exponent
to which another fixed value, the base, must be raised to produce that number. For
example, the base 10 logarithm of 1000 is 3. The base 10 logarithm of 1,000,000 is 6.
And so on.
An example from the everyday world is the Richter scale for measuring
earthquake intensity. An earthquake that measures 5 on the scale is ten times as
intense as an earthquake that measures a 4. Log transformations are useful for
working with any type of quantitative variable that features outliers that are
extremely large, including many measures involving currency such as household
income, movie grosses, and the like.
The new expression for the log transformation is very simple:

(LTG stands for “Lifetime Giving.”) When you drag the icon for ‘Log of LTG’ to the xaxis of the histogram, you can see that the centre of the distribution has shifted, and
that the cases are more spread out around this centre. The extreme values at the
high end range no higher than 6.75.
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Drag the icon for ‘Log of LTG’ over to the left edge of the scatterplot window, and
drop it when the bar containing the label “Lifetime HC” turns black. This will replace
the variable. The chart updates automatically.

This is a much more interesting display than what we had. Instead of clustering
toward the bottom, the points form a kind of cloud. As well, the cloud has a shape: It
appears to be more “fanned out” on the left end, and angled slightly downward on
the right end. The older grad years are on the left, and it is evident that more of the
significant donors are in that area. The younger donors are far more clustered
toward the lower end of the giving scale.
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It’s possible to draw a line through the cloud of points that will give us a
better idea of the “trend.” Click on the options menu for the scatterplot window (the
little sideways triangle in the upper left corner of the window). Select “Add
Regression Line.” Data Desk will add a straight line that goes through the centre of
the cloud.
Think of the regression line as the “best possible fit” through all the pairs of
points. It is gradually sloping downwards, which is a reflection of the fact that, in
general, older alumni have higher lifetime giving than younger alumni.

Not to get ahead of ourselves, but this line carries implications for making
predictions. Let’s say we were asked to estimate the lifetime giving of an alumna,
“Jane Smith,” and the only piece of information we were allowed to have was her
class year (say, 1961). The best possible guess we could make would be to locate the
point “1961” on the regression line, and read the corresponding value for ‘Lifetime
HC’. (It would be a log value, which we could then convert back into actual dollars.)
Naturally, we would probably be wrong in our guess. The difference between
our guess and Jane Smith’s actual giving is called the error. We might overestimate
the error, or we might underestimate it – the error can be positive or negative.
The key thing to know about the best-fit or regression line is that Data Desk
calculates the slope of the line to minimize the total error for all pairs of coordinates
in the data set.
We are not quite done. Note that many alumni in our data file have no giving
– zero dollars. You may remember from high school math that you can take the log
only of a number that is greater than zero. Log(0) is not defined. If you take the log
of ‘Lifetime HC’ and a bunch of your cases have zero dollars in giving, Data Desk will
exclude them from the scatterplot and any analyses.
The fix for this is easy; just add a dollar to everyone’s giving total. Change the
expression as indicated below. Adding this token amount will not have any
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appreciable effect on the integrity of the data. The main benefit is that because
log(1) = 0, all non-donors will have a valid value for lifetime giving that Data Desk
can include in a scatterplot.

When you update the scatterplot to reflect the change in ‘Log of LTG’, the picture
changes dramatically.

Suddenly there’s a string of points across the bottom – your non-donors. The scale
of the entire chart has changed to reflect the fact that some elderly alumni who are
non-donors are now included. Most significantly, the regression line is much steeper
than it was before. It no longer passes through the central “cloud,” but it is still the
best possible fit to the data, only this time the data includes people whose total
giving is zero dollars.
Using a logarithmic transformation will be useful when we build a predictive
model. I’ll have more to say about that later.
Scatterplots are useful for visualizing a relationship between two variables,
but only for continuous quantitative variables. If you try to drag ‘Marital Status’ onto
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the x-axis, Data Desk will give you an error message telling you that ‘Marital Status’
is not numerical.
Even when a variable is numerical, a scatterplot may not be informative. Try
dragging any of the binary variables onto the x-axis. Because there are no gradations
between 0 and 1, all 5,000 points are crammed along each side of the plot. It does
appear that the cases who have a ‘1’ for ‘Email Present’ reach into the higher levels
of giving, but this is something a contingency table would give a better insight into.

Even if we had a variable with five or ten values, we would still only be presented
with five or ten vertical lines made up of overlapping points. This overlapping
obscures the fact that some areas have thousands of cases and others have only one
or two. Given that the data you’re most likely to encounter does not offer very many
continuous, quantitative variables means that you will make somewhat limited use
of scatterplots.
However, note that you can still add a regression line to the ‘Email Present’
scatterplot. Here’s what it should look like:
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This line starts quite low, below the solid bar of points, and ends at a point slightly
higher. There must be many overlapping cases right at the coordinates 0, 0 that are
dragging down the left end of that line.
Compare the position and slope of this line with that of the line for ‘Grad
Year’:
• Notice how the ‘Email’ line slopes upward, instead of down. This means a
higher value for ‘Email Present’ is associated with a higher value for
‘Lifetime Giving’. A higher value for ‘Grad Year’, on the other hand, is
associated with a lower value for ‘Lifetime Giving’.
• Also notice that the ‘Email’ slope is not as steep – it’s a slight rise between
the values ‘0’ and ‘1’ for ‘Email Present’ – whereas the line for ‘Grad Year’
has a steep downward slope. This means that the association between
‘Email Present’ and ‘Lifetime Giving’ is not as strong as the association
between ‘Grad Year’ and ‘Lifetime Giving’.
These relative differences in the slopes of lines set the stage for the next big concept
in predictive modeling: Correlation.
Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient
To this point, we’ve been talking about “associations” and “relationships” between
variables, using the terms interchangeably to describe the same thing. But there is a
third term we could have used: correlation.
The word “correlation” is used in everyday conversation to refer to any kind
of relationship between two measured phenomena, but in statistics the word has a
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more precise meaning. The correlation coefficient is a single number we can
calculate that measures the tendency of two variables to change in value together –
either to decrease or increase – in a linear fashion. The full name of the formula used
to calculate this value is called Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient,
named after statistician Karl Pearson. It’s often shortened to “Pearson’s r” – the
lowercase letter r being the symbol for correlation. From now on in this book, when
we refer to “correlation” we specifically mean Pearson’s r.3
We’ve just seen that scatterplots can be a useful visual guide for exploring
the relationships between two variables, but are often difficult to interpret.
Pearson’s r comes to our rescue, providing a single quantitative measure to indicate
the strength and direction of relationship.
A few points to make before we dive in:
•

•

•

The more the relationship between two variables is similar to a straight line
in a scatterplot, and the closer the slope of that line approaches 1, the greater
the degree of linear dependence, and the more highly correlated the variables
are. That is, the x, y points are closely clustered around the values predicted
by a straight line that slopes up or down, with little deviation or error from
the predicted values. If the x, y points are widely scattered around the line,
and errors are greater, then the correlation is weaker.
The correlation can be either positive or negative. If the values of two
variables tend to increase or decrease together, the correlation is positive. If
one decreases as the other increases, or vice-versa, the correlation is
negative.
Pearson’s r can range in value from +1 to −1 inclusive, where 1 is total
positive correlation, 0 is no correlation, and −1 is total negative correlation.

Recall that earlier we created a scatterplot of Grad Year and the log of ‘lifetime
giving’, and added a “best fit” line to the plot that summarized the relationship
between the two variables graphically. Well, the value of r is nothing other than the
slope of that regression line!
Find (or re-create) the scatterplot for ‘Grad Year’ and ‘Log of LT Giving’. Click
on the options menu for the scatterplot (the little right-pointing triangle in the
window’s upper left corner) and select “Correlation of Log of LT Giving and Grad
Year.” You will get a new window that displays the value of Pearson’s r for the two
variables.
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The display is a matrix. The names of both variables are listed vertically and
horizontally. The value you’re looking for is at the intersection of the row for ‘Grad
Year’ and the column for ‘Log of LT Giving’. That value is -0.441.
•

•

The value is negative, which reflects the negative slope of the regression line
in the scatterplot. As the value of ‘Grad Year’ increases, the value of ‘Log of LT
Giving’ tends to decrease.
As well, the value for r reflects the steepness of the slope of the regression
line, and therefore the strength of the correlation. Later on, when you start
comparing numerous correlations, you’ll see that -0.441 is quite strong.

Look at the matrix again, and note the values at the intersection of ‘Grad Year’ and
‘Grad Year’, and at the intersection of ‘Log of LTG’ and ‘Log of LTG’. The value of each
is 1. That is because a variable is always perfectly positively correlated with itself. If
you create a scatterplot with ‘Grad Year’ on both axes, the result will be a perfectly
straight line, with a positive slope of 1.
Correlations for multiple variables
If you still have a Pearson matrix open that shows the correlation of ‘Grad Year’ and
‘Log of LTG’, try dragging another variable – ‘Email Present’ – into the window. The
variable name is added as a both a new column and new row.

The value at the intersection of ‘Email Present’ and ‘Log of LTG’ is 0.241. This tells us
two things: The correlation is positive, and it’s not quite as strong as the correlation
of ‘Grad Year’ with ‘Log of LTG’, because it is closer to zero. (A value of r = 0 being no
correlation.)
You can continue to add variables to the window one by one and see what
transpires, or simply throw them all in at once. To create a Pearson matrix for all
variables, click on the open Clipboard folder containing your variables (to make it
active), and press Command-A (on a Mac) or Ctrl-A (on a PC) to select all the
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variables at once. Then go to the menu bar and select Calc ! Correlations !
Pearson Product-Moment.
This matrix window is much larger, to accommodate all the variables. Here’s
a partial screen shot, leaving out many of the columns that extend out to the right.

The matrix resembles the table you may have seen on paper road maps that display
the distances between pairs of cities. It’s really half a matrix, showing values only for
the lower half. This is to avoid needless duplication: A correlation value is reciprocal.
The correlation of variable A to variable B is exactly the same as the correlation of
variable B to variable A, just as the distance from New York to Boston is the same as
the distance from Boston to New York. There’s no need to display the same value
twice in the matrix.
Look over the numbers for while. The first thing you’ll probably notice are
the dark circles indicating values that cannot be calculated. The offending variable is
‘Marital Status’, which can’t be used to calculate Pearson’s r because it is nonnumeric. To remove ‘Marital Status’ from the matrix, click on its boldface column or
row label, and select Remove Dimension from the pop-up menu.
Another potentially useless variable is ‘ID Number’. An ID is only a unique
identifier for a database record – not a variable that captures any useful information
about a case. As well, ‘ID’ often isn’t even a number, containing letters of the
alphabet. I did say “potentially useless,” however. In this data set, ID is a number and
can be used to calculate correlations. More importantly, if records in the database
are numbered in a strictly sequential order, ‘ID Number’ can sometimes behave like
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a rough proxy for age. This property can be useful when analyzing donor data from
a nonprofit that does not record birth dates for its constituents.
Correlations can range from -1 to 1, but you’ll note that very few values in
this table are less than -0.2 or higher than 0.2. This is not unusual. A value for r of 0.4 or 0.4 can be considered a strong correlation in the type of data you’ll find in an
alumni or donor database.
Correlations with the response variable
At this point, we are mainly interested in how variables are correlated with our
response (or “target”) variable: ‘Log of LTG’. You now have everything to need to
make a ranked list of the variables that are most highly correlated with the desired
outcome (giving), and therefore the most likely to be good predictor variables in a
model.
To make this list, it’s handy to have ‘Log of LTG’ as the first column in the
Pearson matrix table. There are two ways to do this. Select variables in either of
these two ways and then create a Pearson table from the Calc menu:
•
•

Click on the icon for ‘Log of LTC’ to select it as ‘Y’, and then hold down Shift
while clicking on each of the other variables (‘X’s), or
Drag the icon for ‘Log of LTC’ to the left side of the containing folder so that it
is first in line of all the variables to be used in the Pearson table. Then lasso
all the variables you want to include by clicking and dragging within the
folder space. The first variable selected will be labeled ‘Y’.

Now all the correlations we want to work with are lined up vertically in the first
column, as in this partial screen shot:
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Why do we focus on ‘Log of LTG’ instead of the original variable, ‘Lifetime HC’? The
reason goes back to why we use the log of LT giving in a scatterplot. Just as a logtransformed variable for giving makes the relationship more evident in a
scatterplot, it also makes correlations with other variables more evident. If you have
‘Lifetime HC’ in your Pearson matrix table, note how relatively low the values for r
are, compared with those for the log-transformed variable. Recall the steeper slope
of the regression line that resulted after we dropped ‘Log of LTG’ into the scatterplot
– it’s the same thing. This isn’t cheating; this is how we discover the true
relationship between the values of one variable (such as ‘Grad Year’) and the levels
of giving represented by ‘Lifetime HC’.
As I prepare to build a model, I find it helpful to create a ranked list of the
variables I might want to use. This is not an essential step. If you have only a handful
of variables, you can simply proceed to your regression analysis using all the
variables at once. My data files may contain a hundred or more variables, however,
so I work from a ranked list. I do this with a little help from Excel, copying and
pasting the table values into a spreadsheet and reordering the variables by strength
of correlation.
1. Click on the Correlation window to make it active, and press Command-C (or
Ctrl-C).
2. When you are prompted to choose the output (text only or an image), choose
the text only (the default), and click OK.
3. Switch to Excel, click in cell A1, and paste (Command-P or Ctrl-P).
If you wish, you can delete any data you don’t need: All the columns to the right of
‘Log of LTG’, leaving just the correlation of each variable with the response variable.
The closer a value for r gets to minus 1 or positive 1, the stronger the
correlation. We want to sort the list of variables from strongest correlation to
weakest, but since some variables have a negative correlation, Excel will sort them
to the bottom. Therefore, we need to sort by the absolute value of r – the value itself,
without its sign (positive or negative). The easiest way to convert them all is with a
formula, ABS(), as shown below. Copy this formula down the whole row of values.
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Then, sort the table in descending order by the absolute value of correlations. That’s
your list of correlated predictors. To make it even easier to visualize, use conditional
formatting to highlight the cells by their relative size (leaving out the 1, the
correlation of ‘Log of LTG’ with itself).

At a glance you can see that ‘Grad Year’ is the variable with the strongest correlation
with ‘Log of LTG’, followed by ‘SpouseID Present’. Languishing at the bottom is
‘OtherStudActs Present’ (other student activities present).
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A simple approach to scoring
The object of building a predictive model is to produce a score for each case that
allows you to rank them in order by propensity to engage in a behaviour of interest
(eg., giving). You know the measure of the target behaviour (‘Log of LT Giving’) and
you know which variables carry the most predictive weight (using correlation). It
would seem you’ve got all the materials you need to build a score.
Indeed, if you multiply each variable by its correlation with ‘Log of LTG’ and
add the products together, you can use the result as a score. You would start with
the variable at the top of the strength-of-correlation list (‘Grad Year’) and work your
way down.

But where should you stop? Every variable has a value for r, but not every variable
will add predictive value to your score. You should stop adding variables at the point
when they are no longer getting you closer to “explaining” the response variable,
‘Log of LTG’.
One way to determine a good stopping point is to calculate Pearson’s r for
‘Simple score’ and ‘Log of LTG’, and observe the change in r each time you add a new
variable to the expression for ‘Simple score’. When the next variable results in no
increase in correlation between score and result, or a decrease, then remove that
variable, and try the next one, until you run out of predictors or it doesn’t seem
worthwhile to continue.
This is not an invalid approach, but it has some limitations. If you’ve tried
building a score this way, you probably found that the correlation of score to
response variable quickly reached a maximum. You didn’t get to put very many of
your variables to work.
More subtly, each time you added a new variable, the weight was fixed on
one factor: its correlation with ‘Log of LTG’. A glance at the whole Pearson
correlation matrix will tell you that some predictor variables are highly correlated
with each other. In other words, they might be “overlapping,” explaining the same
phenomenon. Ideally, you would use a method that adjusts the weightings of
variables as you add them to the score, correcting for the influence of variables
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you’ve already added. This will become clearer as we start working with a method
that does just that: multiple linear regression.
A final word on correlation and relationships
In earlier pages we spent a long time looking at how to explore associations
between variables using contingency tables, scatterplots, etc. – and then we were
introduced to Pearson’s correlation. You might ask, if calculating correlation values
for every pair of variables is so quick and easy, why bother exploring each variable
manually? Why not just cut to the chase and rely exclusively on correlation?
The correlation coefficient is useful only when it’s valid, but there is no way
to ascertain validity from just looking at this abstract number.
•
•
•

There could be a single outlier value in a variable that is very influential on
the calculation of r. (Maybe even an erroneous value.)
A continuous, quantitative variable might have a different relationship with
the response variable at different parts of its range.
A variable with very low correlation with the target might still contain a
useful relationship.

In other words, because correlation is only the slope of a simple, straight line, it
can’t tell you anything about relationships that are not linear. It is only through
exploring distributions, summary tables, and plots that you can spot errors and
identify relationships that would otherwise be hidden. It’s during exploration that
you get to create new derived variables based on your discoveries.
Don’t sacrifice the manual, creative, and fun stage of data analysis in favour
of a mechanical approach that “lets the machine decide.”4
Simple Linear Regression
Simple regression is a regression analysis involving only two variables: a response
variable (y) and one predictor variable (x). The chapter on simple regression in the
Data Desk manuals opens with this introduction: “Scatterplots let us examine the
relationship between two variables, a response, y, and a predictor, x. A more formal
description of the way in which y is related to x – especially when we have some
reason to believe that the value of y might depend on the value of x – comes from
estimating an equation relating y and x. The simplest useful equation to try is a
straight line, and the method most often used to find a line to summarize the x-y
relationship is called regression.”
The equation referred to here is familiar to any grade school student
studying algebra:
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y = a + bx
What a, b, x, and y are will be clear from an example. Click once on ‘Log of LTG’ to
select it as y, and shift-click on ‘Grad Year’ to select it as x. Then choose Regression
from the Calc menu. A new window opens, featuring a variety of statistics, most of
which we haven’t encountered yet.
The response variable ‘Log of LTG’ – y, the thing we’re trying to predict – is
noted at the top of the window. At the bottom of the window, ‘Grad Year’ is listed as
a variable along with something called Intercept.

The intercept is the value of y when x (‘Grad Year’) is zero, and is calculated by Data
Desk automatically. It’s called the intercept because x = 0 is the point at which the
regression line crosses (or intercepts) the y-axis. The intercept value is the number
in the column Coefficient in the bottom part of the table above (70.9749). In the
equation y = a + bx, this number is the a term.
You can see this for yourself by calling up a scatterplot of ‘Log of LTG’ and
‘Grad Year’, adding a regression line, and changing the scale of the plot to see where
x = 0. (To change the scale, click on the window’s context menu, and select Plot
Scale. Change the lower bound of the x-axis to 0, and the upper bound of the y-axis
to 80. Drag the window corner to make it larger to get a better view.)
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All 5,000 points are now clustered down in the lower right-hand corner, and you can
see that the line crosses the y-axis at around 71 when x = 0.
You can ignore the intercept coefficient from now on. It is a base constant for
the equation, but otherwise it’s not usually meaningful. In our example, x = 0 is an
imaginary possibility, as no one in the database graduated 2,000 years ago. If it were
describing a real thing, our model would be predicting that the lifetime giving of
someone who graduated in Year Zero would be a number starting with 1 followed
by more than 70 zeroes. So think of it as merely a mathematical necessity – a
straight line has to cross the y-axis somewhere.
So much for a. What about b?
Two things determine a line: Where it crosses the y-axis (the intercept) and
the slope (its steepness and sign, positive or negative). The b term is the slope, also
called the slope coefficient, which measures the degree of linear relationship
between x and y.
The slope is measured in y-units per x-unit. For example, a regression of
lifetime giving (in log-transformed dollars) on ‘Grad Year’ has a slope measured in
log(LTG) per year, and the sign is negative. We’ll find the value for b in the column
labeled Coefficient in the bottom part of the regression table (-0.035116). In other
words, the slope coefficient says that lifetime giving decreases by about 0.035 units
for every one-year increase in grad year. I say “units” because we aren’t talking
about actual dollars – lifetime giving has been re-expressed as a logarithmic scale, so
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the dollar reduction depends on where on the line the reduction is occurring. The
predicted difference from one grad year to the next for alumni who graduated
before 1950 is about $80, while for younger alumni it’s only about $3.
Now that we know what a and b mean, we can write an equation for a
straight line that predicts y for any specific value of x. This equation …

ŷ = a + bx
becomes this:

ŷ = 70.97 + -0.035x
where ŷ denotes the predicted value of y for a specific value, x. As an example, if x is
equal to the grad year 1950 for a particular case, the equation predicts that alum’s
lifetime giving is 2.72. Converted to actual dollars, that’s about $525.
The symbol ŷ is pronounced “y-hat”. It stands for a predicted value of y, to
differentiate it from an observed value of y. To see the difference, take another look
at the scatterplot for 'Grad Year' and 'Log of LTG', including the regression line,
which is the best possible fit of a straight line to the data. The points that fall exactly
on the line are predicted values of y. All the points above and below the line are the
actual, observed values of y.

The difference between a predicted value and an observed (i.e., actual) value is the
error. Sometimes an observed value, y, falls above the line, and the error is positive
(ŷ is greater than y), and sometimes an observed value falls below the line, and the
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error is negative. The differences between the predicted values and the observed
values are also known as residuals, with a residual value calculated for every case.
The key thing to remember is that Data Desk tries to minimize the total
amount of error. More precisely, the coefficients are determined by satisfying the
condition that the sum of squared differences between each observed value of y and
its corresponding predicted value, ŷ be minimized. This criterion is called least
squares regression, or Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). It’s the most common
technique for minimizing error and obtaining closeness of fit – so common that
when we use the term regression it can be assumed that we’re talking about least
squares.
Why “squares”? Because some errors are negative and some are positive,
adding them together would partially cancel out the total error. A squared number
(a number multiplied by itself) is always positive.
Predicted values
Data Desk calculates a value of ŷ for every single case, and these predicted values
can be output as a new variable. Click on the right-pointing arrow in the upper lefthand corner of the regression window, and then select “Predicted” from the
Compute menu.

Data Desk saves a new HotResult variable to the clipboard, containing all the
predictions.
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You can double-click on it to scroll through some of the results, which are expressed
in the same units as ‘Log of LTG’, or call up a histogram to see how the predicted
values are distributed. The values in a HotResult variable change whenever the
underlying calculations change, so anything you do with the regression window will
immediately be reflected in the predicted values.
These values will be the basis of our model scores. We will return to scoring
later – our predicted values aren’t yet as robust as they need to be in order to create
final scores.
R squared
Let’s go back to the regression window we created earlier (copied below, for
convenience). I am not going to explain every statistic in the table, only the ones you
must know in order to build useful models. (For a more comprehensive overview,
feel free to delve into the Data Desk manuals and supplement with statistics texts or
some online research.)
The two key statistics to make note of are R squared and p-value.

Let’s start with R squared. This statistic is found close to the top of the regression
table, and it’s the value you’ll refer to over and over again to answer the question,
“how good is my model?”
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Quoting from the Data Desk manual: “The R2 statistic, sometimes called the
coefficient of determination, is an overall measure of the success of the regression in
predicting y from x.”
Understanding how R squared is calculated would require some explanation,
and is not necessary here. (Again, refer to the manuals.) The essential thing to know
is that R squared is a measure of how much of the variability of the response variable
(y) is accounted for by its least squares linear regression on x. In Data Desk, R squared
is expressed as a percentage. In other stats programs and texts, it is expressed as a
decimal number between 0 and 1.
The value of R squared in the example is 19.4%, or 0.194. So, we say that
about 19 percent of the variability in ‘Log of LTG’ is accounted for, or “explained by,”
the predictor ‘Grad Year’.
If R squared were zero, we would say that lifetime giving isn’t predicted in
any way by year of graduation. Conversely, if R squared were equal to 1 (i.e., 100%),
lifetime giving is linearly predicted perfectly by graduation year – the residual of
every case would be 0.
Simple regression is closely related to product-moment correlation. Quoting
from the Data Desk manuals: “The R squared statistic of the regression of y on x is
the square of the correlation of y and x.” You can prove this for yourself by going
back to look up the correlation of ‘Log of LTG’ and ‘Grad Year’ – multiply it by itself
and compare with the R squared statistic.
It’s not important that you understand the details of the relationship
between correlation and regression. The main thing is that you know they are
inextricably linked. If you are interested, here are a few facts about the relationship,
drawn from the Data Desk manuals:
“This relationship [i.e., between product-moment correlation and simple
regression] suggests another way to interpret the correlation coefficient: the
squared correlation coefficient is the fraction of the variability of y accounted
for by its least squares linear regression on x.
“The correlation of y and x is also the correlation of the regression’s
predicted values, ŷ, and the observed values, y. Thus correlation measures
the success of a regression. In this sense, behind every correlation coefficient
is a regression analysis that might provide additional information about the
relationship between y and x.”
Call up a Pearson correlation for the Predicted variable you output earlier and ‘Log
of LTG’. Look familiar?
P-value
“P-value” is a term you encountered earlier. “P” stands for probability, and in the
earlier context, we used p-value to tell us what the chances are that a particular
result is real or just due to random chance. Here it serves a similar function.
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In our regression table above, the p-value for ‘Grad Year’ is a very low
number, less than 0.0001. This is a good thing! A predictor with a very low p-value is
likely to be a meaningful addition to your model because changes in the predictor’s
value are related to changes in the response variable.
More technically, the p-value for a predictor tests the null hypothesis that the
coefficient is equal to zero (no relationship). A low p-value indicates that we can
reject the null hypothesis. By statistical convention, a p-value is considered “low” if
it is less than 0.05. There is nothing magical about 0.05, but it is a handy rule of
thumb despite being rather arbitrary.
If, conversely, the p-value for ‘Grad Year’ were larger (say, 0.105), that would
suggest that changes in ‘Grad Year’ are not associated with changes in the response,
and we would discard ‘Grad Year’ as a predictor.
In this example, it would be a quite a shock if ‘Grad Year’ wasn’t a good
predictor. We have already shown it is strongly correlated with the response
variable, ‘Log of LTG’. Whenever a predictor is strongly correlated with what we are
trying to predict, we can expect that it will be useful in a regression model, due to
the way correlation and regression are related.
However, everything changes when we move from simple regression to
multiple regression. Things are about to get interesting.
Multiple Linear Regression
Simple linear regression describes the relationship between a response variable and
a predictor variable. Multiple linear regression describes the relationship between a
response variable and any number of predictor variables.
In the previous example of simple regression, we said that about 19% of the
variability of ‘Log of LTG’ was explained by ‘Grad Year’. That means more than 80%
of the variability remains to be accounted for. We now turn to the other predictor
variables in our data set to see if we can do better.
Just as with simple regression, a linear equation describes the relationship
between the response variable and our predictor variables. The only difference is
that the equation is extended a bit. You won't need to deal with this equation as you
go about building models, but knowing the form of the equation will help you
understand what is going on under the hood.

ŷ = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + … + bp xp
… where b0 is the intercept coefficient, and p is the number of predictors. Regardless
of how many predictors you have in the model, each one is multiplied by a
coefficient (the b terms), and the products are all added together to arrive at a
prediction, ŷ.
If you have only one predictor (p = 1), then the equation is the same as for
simple regression, and the linear relationship can be plotted as a straight line. When
you add multiple predictors, however, you add multiple dimensions as well, and
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there is no practical way to directly visualize the relationship. We still call it “linear
regression,” but that doesn’t refer to a single straight line: Regression can handle
very complex relationships that may have any shape, or no real shape at all.
Moving from simple regression to multiple regression is very
straightforward: Just drag in another variable.
Let’s start again from the beginning … Click once on ‘Log of LTG’ to select it as
y, and shift-click on ‘Grad Year’ to select it as x. Then choose Regression from the
Calc menu. The regression table displays, just as it did before.
Now, do the exact same thing again, so that you create a second, identical
table. Drag the tables by their title bars so that you can view them side-by-side. The
reason for doing this is to observe what happens when we add a new variable to one
table but not the other.
Here’s the regression table with a single predictor, ‘Grad Year’, as we’ve
already seen:

Drag the icon for the variable ‘SpouseID Present’ onto this table. When you drop it
into the centre of the table, it is added to the variable list, underneath ‘Grad Year’, as
below:
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The p-value for ‘SpouseID Present’ is low (less than or equal to 0.0001), which is
good. But compare the two regression tables, with and without ‘SpouseID Present’.
What do you notice?
Overall, you should notice that almost every single statistic has changed.
Most significantly, R squared has increased from 19.4% to 26.5%. Two predictors
are better than one: Now we are able to explain more than 26% of the variation in
the response variable.
What else? Well, the coefficient for ‘Grad Year’ is slightly different. It’s gone
from about -0.0351 to -0.0314. This is a very important thing to note: Adding a new
predictor to a regression analysis changes the coefficients of all previously-added
predictors.
Multiple regression coefficients are interpreted differently from simple
regression coefficients, because they are all dependent on each other. As the Data
Desk manuals note: “One way to describe this relationship in words is to say that a
[multiple regression] coefficient measures the change in y for a one-unit change in
its associated x-variable after removing the linear effects of all the other x-variables.”
Let’s explore this. As we already know, ‘Grad Year’ explains 19.4% of the
variation in ‘Log of LTG’. If you do another simple regression, this time using
‘SpouseID Present’ instead of ‘Grad Year’, you’ll discover that ‘SpouseID Present’
explains 11.4% of the variation in ‘Log of LTG.’
You might think, then, that the two variables combined would explain 30.8%
of the variation in ‘Log of LTG’, since 19.4 plus 11.4 equals 30.8. But that’s not the
case. We’ve just seen that a regression with both variables explains only 26.5%.
The reason is that some of the variation explained by ‘SpouseID Present’ is
already explained by ‘Grad Year’. You could say that ‘Grad Year’ and ‘SpouseID
Present’ partially overlap in terms of their relationship with the response variable.
This observation might ring a bell, if you recall the section a few pages ago, “A
simple approach to scoring.” There you read that a look at the Pearson correlation
matrix for all variables will tell you that some predictor variables are highly
correlated with each other. In other words, they might be “overlapping,” explaining
the same phenomenon.
The power of multiple linear regression is that it adjusts the weightings of all
variables every time you add a new predictor, so that the coefficient reflects the
amount of variation in the response variable uniquely accounted for by each
variable.
Adding more predictor variables
Drag ‘BusPhone Present’ into the centre of the regression table.
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Observe the results:
•
•
•

The p-value for ‘BusPhone Present’ is very low, so we are reasonably sure
that its relationship with ‘Log of LTG’ is real and not due to random chance.
R squared has increased from 26.5% to 29.2%. Our model continues to
improve.
The coefficients for every predictor have changed again.

Regarding that last observation: Ordinarily it’s not necessary to monitor changes in
the coefficients as you add variables. The only thing you might want to watch for is a
change in sign, from plus to minus or vice-versa. Currently, the coefficient for ‘Grad
Year’ is negative and the coefficients for the other two are positive, but it could
happen that a coefficient will change sign, indicating a change in direction in the
relationship, when a new variable is added. This is an indication that the newlyadded predictor variable is interacting with another predictor. Sometimes we will
choose to remove the newly-added variable from the model, if it seems that it is
modifying the predictive power of an important variable in a way we don’t like. This
requires a sense of judgment about predictors that you will develop over time, and
is not something to worry about now.
So far we’ve added three predictors and it’s time to select a fourth. What
decides the order? Recall that earlier on, we ranked all the predictors in order by
their strength of correlation with the response variable – i.e., the absolute value of r.
You can use this list as a guide to select variables for your model. According to this
list, the next variable to add would be ‘Email Present’.
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Interestingly, in the end it doesn’t matter in what order variables are added to the
model. The result will be the same. You can confirm this by creating two separate
regressions – as long as they contain the same response variable and the same
predictors, it doesn’t matter what the order of predictors is. The coefficients and
other statistics will be identical.
The real reason for using the ranked guide is to decide which variables to
select, rather than to determine their exact order. At the start of a modeling project,
you might have dozens of potential predictor variables in your data file. Some are
going to be excellent predictors, most will be only so-so, and others will have little
or no association with the outcome variable. It makes sense to add the best
predictors first, and given the close relationship between correlation and
regression, the correlation ranking is your best guide. It is, however, only a rough
guide: Due to the complexity of interactions among variables, there is no telling in
advance what will actually happen as variables are added. What is certain is that if
you start with dozens of potential predictors, you will reach a stopping point long
before you run out of predictors. Fundraising predictive models rarely contain more
than 15 significant predictors.
Go ahead and add ‘Email Present’ to the regression, and make note of the pvalue and R squared. Everything good?
The plot thickens …
Now add the next variable, ‘JobTitle Present’. What’s happening here?
The p-value for ‘JobTitle Present’ is very large (0.114), well above the 0.05
threshold we use as the rule of thumb. One way to express this is that we cannot
rule out that the relationship with the response variable isn’t just due to random
chance. If we kept this predictor in the model, the risk is that our final score would
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include random noise as a result of this variable. Therefore, we should leave this
predictor out.
It might seem surprising that ‘JobTitle Present’ should be rejected. After all, it
is fairly highly correlated with ‘Log of LTG’. The answer is evident in the Pearson
correlation matrix we created some time ago. Yes, ‘JobTitle Present’ is correlated
with the response variable, but it is also strongly correlated with other variables
already added to the regression, in particular ‘BusPhone Present’ (r = 0.478).
As newcomers to this data set, we can surmise that business phone numbers
and job titles are commonly collected via the same method or source; someone
closer to the operation will know exactly what the relationship is, which can be very
helpful in overcoming some pitfalls in model-building. As a staff member of your
institution or nonprofit building models in-house, you have an advantage over an
external consultant or analytics vendor in understanding how these correlations
come about.
Whether you’re an “insider” or not, you can see that using multiple
regression keeps you out of trouble: It prevents you from “double-counting” the
influence of variables that measure the same phenomenon.
Adjusted R squared
An additional reason for rejecting ‘JobTitle Present’ as a predictor is that R squared
did not improve. But wait … R squared was 32.8% after we added ‘Email Present’,
and it went up a tiny notch when we added ‘JobTitle Present’, to 32.9%. Why do we
say that R squared has not improved?
You may have noticed that R squared is expressed in two different places in
the regression table. Next to R squared is a statistic called “R squared (adjusted)”. In
multiple regression, R squared can only increase with every new predictor you add,
even if the predictor is useless. Even a variable full of random numbers would
increase R squared.
Adjusted R squared accounts for the number of predictors in the regression
equation, and corrects accordingly. In simple regression, R squared and adjusted R
squared are one and the same. In multiple regression, however, the two statistics
may diverge as you continue adding more and more variables. From now on, we will
refer to adjusted R squared as the more appropriate diagnostic statistic to use when
using multiple regression.
Since adjusted R squared did not improve when we added ‘JobTitle Present’,
we will remove that predictor. Click on the name of the variable in the table, and
select ‘Remove Predictor” from the popup menu.
Turning interactions to your advantage
Sometimes you have to discard a variable when it fails to add sufficient explanatory
power to a model. Not every predictor that exhibits a strong interaction with
another predictor is worthless, however. Whenever two variables are strongly
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correlated (as with ‘BusPhone Present’ and ‘JobTitle Present’), they can sometimes
be combined in a way that is more powerful than either one of them used alone. For
example, you can try creating a new derived variable that is the sum of ‘BusPhone
Present’ and ‘JobTitle Present’. If this new variable is more strongly correlated with
the response variable, then use it in place of either single predictor.
Another common way to combine existing variables is to multiply them
together, especially if the variables are not binary. One variable can also be divided
by another, to create a ratio. (Eg.: ‘Number of Gifts’ divided by ‘Age’.)
Determining the best candidates for exploring interactions is a simple matter
of looking over the full Pearson correlation matrix of predictors and picking a few
interesting variable pairs with high correlations. Even with only a small number of
predictors, the number of possible interactions to analyze can keep an enthusiastic
modeler busy for some time.
Knowing when to stop
You might notice that each time adjusted R squared increases with the addition of a
new variable, the incremental increase is less and less each time. This is partly
because predictors farther down in the order are not as strongly correlated. But as
well, each new predictor explains a little more of the variability in the response
variable, leaving less and less variability for subsequent variables to explain. No
model will ever reach 100%. In fact, few models will approach 50%. The variables in
a typical dataset will be related to each other in a complex web of interrelationships,
and with this significant overlap comes a tendency to quickly converge on a
maximum value of adjusted R squared.
In a way, it’s not so much that adjusted R squared tells you how good your
model is in an absolute sense – rather, it tells you whether adding a new variable
made any difference in a relative sense. It tells you whether you should put on the
brakes or keep going.
The other indication that you’re probably done is that new variables have
very large p-values, or interfere with previously-added variables in a way that
causes them to have large p-values.
However, just because ‘JobTitle Present’ was rejected does not necessarily
mean that we are done. We can simply jump to the next predictor in our list and see
if that one works better.
Do that now. Working on your own, move down the list of variables, adding
each one while watching your p-values and changes to adjusted R squared. As well,
monitor the effect on variables that were added previously.
Final touches
Depending on the decisions you made about which variables to keep or throw out,
your final regression table might look like the one below.
Our final value for adjusted R squared is 33.4%, which is fairly typical.
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You might notice that not all variables made it into this version of the final model. In
some cases, that’s because they either had p-values that were unacceptably high or
they failed to improve adjusted R squared.
But there is one variable that we haven’t added which does contain predictive
power: ‘Marital Status’.
If you try to drag this variable into the table, Data Desk will balk, because this
variable isn’t numeric. You will need to create a derived variable (or several derived
variables) to re-express this information numerically in order to add them to the
model.
Go ahead and do this on your own. Using technique discussed earlier in this
book, see what variables you can create to improve this model as much as you can.
A word about stepwise regression
Adding and removing variables manually takes time. Because the method outlined
here follows a certain pattern and observes simple rules of thumb, you might
surmise that it lends itself to automation. Indeed, semi-automated methods are
available. One of these is called stepwise regression.
Available in most stats software, including Data Desk, stepwise regression
tosses all the predictor variables into the analysis at once and picks the best for you.
It’s a semi-automated process that can work forwards or backwards, adding or
deleting variables until it’s satisfied that the best model has been arrived at in terms
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of fit, using only the significant predictors. The software should give you some
control over the process, but mostly your computer is making all the big decisions.
I understand the allure. We’re all looking for ways to save time, and generally
anything that automates a repetitive process is a good thing. Given a hundred
variables to choose from, I wouldn’t be surprised if my software was able to get a
better-fitting model than I could produce on my own.
I caution you against it, however. Building a decent model isn’t just about
getting a good fit in terms of high R square. That statistic tells you how well the
model fits the data that the model was built on — not data the model hasn’t yet seen,
which is where the model does its work (or doesn’t). The true worth of the model is
revealed only over time, but you’re more likely to succeed if you’ve applied your
knowledge and judgment to variable selection. I tend to add variables one by one in
order of their Pearson correlation with the target variable, but I am also aware of
groups of variables that are highly correlated with each other and likely to cause
issues. The process is not so repetitive that it can always be automated. Stepwise
regression is more apt to select a lot of trivial variables with overlapping effects and
ignore a significant predictor that I know will do the job better.
Automated variable selection divorces the modeler from the process so that
he or she is less likely to learn things about their data. It’s just not as much fun when
you’re not making the selections yourself, and you’re not getting a feel for the
relationships in your data.
Stepwise regression may appeal if you’re looking for push-button results. I
can’t deny that software for predictive analysis is getting better and better at
automating some of the most tedious aspects of model-building, particularly in
preparing and cleaning the data. But for any modeler, especially one working with
unfamiliar data, nothing beats adding and removing variables one at a time, by hand.
The final score: Output of predicted values
The regression table offers to compute predicted values for all cases, using the
Compute command located in the global HyperView menu of the regression
summary table. As I explained a few pages back, Data Desk saves these values as a
new variable called a HotResult variable and places its icon at the end of the current
relation. The values in a HotResult variable update automatically whenever any
changes are made to the underlying data or to the model. If you still have the
variable you created earlier, it will be up to date with all the changes you've made. If
not, call it up again from the Compute menu.
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One clarification: I said the variable holds a predicted value for every case. It holds a
value for every case that is not missing on any of the predictor variables. If you added
'BusPhone Present' as a predictor and that variable had a null value for John Smith,
then Mr. Smith will be excluded from the regression and he will have no predicted
value.
To see what these values look like, double-click on the variable. The numbers
are a bit scary-looking, but it will take only one extra step to convert these raw
scores into a final product.
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How to interpret predicted values
Because the response variable is a logarithmic scale, the predicted values are also a
logarithmic scale. If we converted these values back to real dollars, the output would
show us predicted lifetime giving. Or, at least it would purport to show us predicted
lifetime giving.
Opinions on this matter may differ, but allow me to share mine: Don’t place a
great deal of faith in the ability of a model to predict an actual dollar value for
lifetime value or the value of the next gift. As anyone in fundraising knows, in order
for a prospect to make a major gift, he or she needs to have the financial capacity to
make that gift. A predictive model can discover the characteristics of people who
made large gifts in the past, and award a high score to other people in the database
who have the same characteristics. However, it’s only about potential: A person is
not a qualified prospect without proven capacity. Our example model is informative
about affinity and propensity, but not about wealth.
Is it impossible to predict capacity and size of potential gift? No, I would not
go that far. There are analysts and vendors who do it. But in my experience, it is best
to regard propensity and capacity as two different things. Predictive modeling using
your internal data is perfect for gauging propensity, while gauging capacity requires
external data, vendor screenings, research, and personal visits as part of a discovery
program aimed at qualifying prospects – all subjects that fall outside the scope of
this book. (Later on I will talk about using propensity and past giving as a goodenough way to get around needing external data on capacity.)
Another reason why a too-literal interpretation of predicted value is not
advisable is evident from a histogram of the ‘Predicted’ variable. Note that a number
of values are less than zero. Are we to understand that we actually owe money to
some people? Of course not – we would simply expect to have no giving from these
individuals – but this is a reminder that the result of our model is a product of an
abstract mathematical equation, with some properties that are nonsensical in the
real world.
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We can’t, or shouldn’t, interpret the scores literally, then, but we can use them to
rank our entire constituency from most likely to least likely to give (and give at a
higher level). It’s as simple as knowing that someone with a predicted value of
3.5038, say, is a better prospect (in terms of propensity) than someone with a value
of 0.0387. This is a perfectly valid interpretation.
Using raw scores for prospect identification
The values, which I will now refer to as “raw scores,” can be used immediately to
rank your file of prospects, without any additional steps. You can export your scores
to an Excel file and work with them there or share with your team.
1. Select the icons for ‘ID Number’, ‘Lifetime HC’, and ‘Predicted’.
2. Copy the variables (Cmd-C). When Data Desk asks, “Variable names in first
row?”, click on Yes.
3. Open Excel and paste the data into a blank spreadsheet.
Use Excel’s sort to arrange the rows in descending order by Predicted. Your result
may differ from the image below, depending on the composition of your final model.
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ID#Number Lifetime#HC Predicted
1011661
$8,173 3.7226683
1011319 $11,187,225 3.5671363
1011492
$2,667 3.5671363
1006676
$12,675 3.5583021
1004670
$130,268 3.4961447
1009558
$2,030 3.4744613
1029003
$3,645 3.4696939
1008771
$1,650 3.4259311
1007210
$21,342 3.4179905
1010429
$813 3.4136551
1010559
$2,460 3.3831375
1010819
$416 3.3829087
1009543
$1,100 3.3751969
1008544
$615 3.3569555
1008218
$47,025 3.2977424

The two essential columns in this export are ‘ID Number’ and the raw score, but we
included ‘Lifetime HC’ as well in order to get a sense for how donors at various
levels ended up being ranked.
A glance at the very highest-scored individuals turns up something
interesting: The top donor in this data file, with lifetime giving of more than $11
million, is ranked second. In top spot is a donor who has given “only” a total of
$8,000! In fact, donors who have given less than $10,000 take most of the top spots.
You don’t need to go down far in the ranking to find alumni who have given nothing
at all.
Does this mean our model is questionable? Not at all. Our model is telling us
that although giving to date has been relatively low for many high-scoring alumni,
these alumni have the potential to give much more, due to their degree of similarity
to generous donors. That any individual with a high score will follow through is far
from certain, but statistically speaking, he or she is more likely than lower-scoring
alumni to give big.
Mathematically speaking, any case with a large difference between actual and
predicted giving has a large “error.” The total accumulation of these errors means
that adjusted R squared will never be very high in a fundraising model. This is a
good thing, otherwise alumni with high potential but low giving would never get on
your radar. If your model were a very close fit to the data, having an adjusted R
squared of 50% or higher, the output would approximate a simple ranking of your
donors from high to low – not very interesting or useful for prospect identification.
Wealth screening on the cheap
Speaking of prospect identification … I’ve noted that a true major gift prospect has
to have both high affinity and high capacity, and capacity information tends to rely
on data external to your institution. But there is a simple way to bypass the need for
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expensive wealth screenings and data of questionable accuracy. This approach has
been best described by Peter Wylie and John Sammis, but the essential steps are as
follows:
1. Isolate the top 5% of cases by predictive score.
2. Rank this subset of cases from highest to lowest by actual lifetime giving.
3. Starting at the top of the list, eliminate any that are already identified
prospects, donors who are done giving, or anyone else already well-known to
the Prospect Research or Development team.
4. Develop a list of new names as you discover strong donors with high affinity
that have not previously been identified as prospects.
Isolating the top 5 percent of cases is easy to do if you chunk the data into 20
roughly equal-sized groups (see section below on quantiles). In our sample data file,
that will equal 250 cases. Below I’ve pasted ID Number, Lifetime HC, and Grad Year
for the top 5 percent into an Excel spreadsheet, and sorted in descending order by
‘Lifetime HC’.

I threw in ‘Grad Year’ to estimate the age of each alum, and added a Notes column
with fictitious comments to demonstrate how such a list might be evaluated. The
very top of the list – the cream of the crop – will be made up of donors already wellknown to the institution. However, as indicated by my made-up notes, the donors
will become less and less familiar as one works deeper into the list, until one
encounters donors who are flying under the radar – with high affinity and solid
(though not yet major-gift-level) giving history.
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In short, giving history is being used as a stand-in for capacity. Let’s say Jane
Smith is 42nd in the ranking, is aged about 55, and has about $5,000 in lifetime
giving so far. She has never looked to anyone like a major gift prospect before, but
the model suggests that perhaps a discovery call or a little research would be a good
next step.
Decile and percentile scores
The raw score output by multiple regression is great for very fine ranking, because
it will produce almost as many score levels as there are individuals in your sample.
But it doesn’t work as well for other purposes.
For example, you can’t use the raw score to observe how a person’s or a
group’s propensity to give changes from year to year. Your model changes over
time, and so will the output. What does it mean if Joe’s raw score goes from 1.309 to
2.098? Not much. The value of the score itself has little practical meaning.
Raw scores are hard to explain to end-users, and they don’t lend themselves
to uploading to your database. It helps to provide a more intuitive scoring system. If
you take everyone in the sample and divide them up into groups of roughly equal
numbers, by their raw score, you produce a much more useful ranking.
The method for doing so was discussed earlier in this book: quantiles.
Because the raw predicted score is a continuous, quantitative variable, we can
create a new variable that breaks the cases up into roughly equal-sized chunks.
Quantiles are categorical variables, with a relatively small number of categories that
represent the various ranges of the raw score.
Recall that equal quarters are quartiles, equal fifths are quintiles, and so on.
For our needs, equal tenths (deciles) and equal hundredths (percentiles) are the
most useful. (For the prospect identification exercise above, we would use 20 equal
groups, sometimes called vingtiles.)
Create a new derived variable and call it ‘Decile Score’. In the expression
window, type the expression following the example below. The variable ‘Predicted’
is referred to twice in this expression; simply drag the icon containing the raw
regression output into the expression window each time:
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Call up a frequency breakdown of your new variable, ‘Decile Score’. Our 5,000 cases
have been split into groups, numbered 1 to 10. You’ll notice that the groups aren’t
quite equal-sized; some are just under 500 cases, some are just over. But they’re all
roughly 10% of the total sample.

A score from 1 to 10 is easy for end users to understand: An alum with a score of 10
is a better prospect than an alum with a score of 9. Alumni with very low scores (1
to 3, say) are not prospects and may be eliminated from consideration. How the
score is actually applied depends on the fundraising program and the aims of the
modeling project, but that’s the basic logic.
Now that you have a variable with ten categories, you can create a Summary
by Groups table that shows lifetime giving by decile score, as below. It should come
as no surprise that average and median lifetime giving rise dramatically by score
level – that’s how the model was trained – but this is sometimes useful information
for your end-users. If you can pretty this table up as a chart to make it more
digestible, end-users will have a good understanding of how a score of 1 to 10
translates into something they understand.
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To produce percentile scores instead of deciles, enter the number 100 in the
formula for q. (‘Variable’ is of course the raw ‘Predicted’ score.)
floor(rank0('Variable')/numnum('Variable')*q)+1
Which type of predictive score you would use, deciles or percentiles, depends on
how selective you need to be. An Annual Fund manager trying to prioritize groups
for the Phonathon campaign might focus on the top one, two or three deciles. That
represents thousands of alumni whose raw propensity-to-give scores place them in
the top 10% to 30% of the population. A Planned Giving Officer trying to zero in on
the best prospects might focus on no more than the top 1-5% of the population. For
that person, percentiles will be more appropriate.
You can, of course, use any value of q you like. If q = 20, the top 5 percent of
alumni will consist of anyone with a score of 20.
In sum, deciles and percentiles give an intuitive sense of where a constituent
ranks in relation to everyone else in the database. If Joe Alum had a score of 60 last
year, and moves up to a score of 95 this year, that might be a meaningful change.
Usually, though, we’re not as interested in the score of a single individual as
we are in getting a handle on a whole segment of a population. If your annual giving
coordinator knows that the 9th and 10th deciles are always where the money is,
regardless of how your model changes in any given year, you’ve taken a big step
towards clarity. He or she doesn't need to understand the inputs or the process, but
they do need to have some confidence that the score is valid.
Closing thoughts
This concludes the section on core concepts you need to master in order to build
predictive models using regression. Despite the length of the discussion, doing the
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regression is probably the quickest and easiest part of the whole process, once you
know what’s going on. You can do a regression analysis in under a minute – but is it
any good?
It’s what comes before and after that takes so much time and decides
whether you succeed. If you read the first section of this book, you’re already aware
of the work involved in getting the data out of your database and preparing it for
analysis. There are other steps before and after the actual regression analysis that
are required in order to build a model that will do useful work for your
organization.
The next section describes some of those steps, which are about tailoring
regression to your own needs. The sample data we’ve been working with is not
going to be as useful – you will be better off using your own data to work with the
new concepts from this point forward.
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Section 3
Additional Concepts
I have deliberately structured this handbook so that certain steps are left to the end,
even though those steps relate to very early decisions you need to make in the
modeling process. These early steps will be a lot easier to understand if you already
have some knowledge of how regression modeling is done.
Defining the response variable
It might seem funny to bring this up so late in the book, but now it’s time to talk
about the very first step in building a predictive model: Choosing (or deriving) an
appropriate variable as the response variable. The business problem that needs to be
solved, or the question that needs to be answered, is the driving force behind the
choice and composition of the response variable.
We skimmed over this step while learning the core concepts. I told you that
‘Log of LTG’ was the response variable, and that was that. As you probably already
know, any variable can be a candidate for the response variable. It just so happens
that ‘Lifetime Giving’ (log-transformed) results in the most robust type of regression
model we can build for a fundraising organization. As a continuous, quantitative
variable, ‘Lifetime Giving’ lends itself perfectly to demonstrating correlation and
regression. Other variables don’t behave nearly as well.
Aside from its value in demonstrating core concepts, using lifetime giving to
train a model also results in a really useful model. Because the final score ranks
constituents in order by predicted total lifetime value, it can guide you in identifying
current donors who have high potential for giving a lot more in their lifetimes. I like
to think of it as a “general purpose” model: It could be used to identify Major Gift
prospects from the pool of Annual Fund donors, or it could be used by Annual Fund
to identify lower-level donors who have propensity to give at a leadership level.
Eventually, though, you’re going to have to get more specific. I know from
hard experience that such a general-purpose model does a poor job of predicting
(for example) which alumni are most likely to make their first gift this year. The
model is trained on the wrong question: New donor acquisition is not the same
thing as lifetime giving potential, because a newly-acquired donor does not
resemble a major-gift donor. A model trained to “recognize” what a major donor
looks like will completely miss the traits that are characteristic of the alum making
his or her first gift.
As your capacity to do analytic work evolves, you will move from building the
all-purpose model of the core concepts section, to creating new models customized
to meet new business needs. Defining such models is a creative process that
depends entirely on the unique needs of your users. However, the process follows a
standard set of steps:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Determine the business need.
Formulate the need as a question to be answered.
Identify the behaviour on which the model will be trained.
Derive a response variable that captures the behaviour.

Here’s an example:
1. What is the business need? To reduce the size of an Annual Fund mailing for
new-donor acquisition.
2. What question do we need to answer? “Out of our 100,000 living alumni who
have never given, which 2,000 alumni are most likely to convert this year, and
should receive the mailing?”
3. What is the behaviour on which the model should be trained? The fact of
having changed status from ‘non-donor’ to ‘donor’.
4. How do we derive our response variable? ‘Converted donor’ is a binary
variable – alumni who have recently converted from ‘non-donor’ to ‘donor’ will
be coded as ‘1’, and all other alumni will be ‘0’.
You can see how defining the business question changes how we go about building
the model, beginning with how we query and prepare the data. Our sample data set
will not allow us to attempt this type of model – we don’t have the right data. We can
tell from looking at ‘Lifetime HC’ which alumni have a history of giving, but we don’t
know if they are new donors or long-loyal donors, or something in between.
To build an acquisition model, you might decide to train the model on all the new
donors acquired in the past three years. For every case, query the database for:
•
•

total giving up until three years ago, and
total giving in the last three years.

Then, use these two variables to create your response variable. Let’s say the first
variable is called ‘Previous Giving’ and the other is called ‘Recent Giving’. If ‘Previous
Giving’ is zero and ‘Recent Giving’ is greater than zero, then the case is an example of
a newly-acquired donor, and will be coded ‘1’. All other scenarios (never-donor,
lapsed donor, and renewed donor) are all coded ‘0’.
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As a response variable, ‘New Donor’ is very different from ‘Log of LTG’. First of all,
it’s binary. Multiple regression certainly works better with a response variable that
is continuous, but useful models can be built with binary variables as well. (Another
form of regression suited to binary outcomes – binary logistic regression – is
touched on later in this book.)
As well, ‘New Donor’ does not require a log transformation. We logtransformed ‘Lifetime HC’ to make the distribution of the variable more amenable to
correlation and regression analysis, but no such manipulation is required for a
binary response variable.
Once you have the response variable defined, you can proceed exactly as
before: Explore relationships with possible predictor variables, create a correlation
matrix, order your predictive variables by strength of correlation, and do your
regression analysis.
Here are a few other modeling examples.
Program

Need

Annual Fund

Identify
Leadership
prospects

Annual Fund

Identify alumni
most likely to
consider becoming
monthly recurring
donors
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Behaviour to
model
Having made a
single gift or
pledge > $1K

Response variable

Being a monthly
donor

Binary variable, ‘1’
for current
monthly donors, ‘0’
for everyone else
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Binary variable, ‘1’
for anyone who
has made a gift or
pledge > $1K, ‘0’
otherwise

Program

Need

Behaviour to
model
Having made a gift
or pledge at major
gift level

Response variable

Major Gifts

Identify donors to
prioritize for
research or
discovery, for
prospect
qualification

Planned Giving

Identify alumni
with propensity to
consider making a
bequest

Being coded as a
current expectancy

Binary variable, ‘1’
for current
expectancies, ‘0’
for everyone else

Alumni
Engagement

Prepare a targeted
mailing list for an
event invitation

Having attended
events in the past

Number of events
attended, or binary
variable (attended
at least one event
vs. never attended)

Binary variable, ‘1’
for past major gift
donors, ‘0’ for
everyone else

What other things can you think of? You can model any behaviour you like, as long
as you have historical data that identifies who has engaged in that behaviour.
Dealing with small targets
Developing models that target specific behaviours can present challenges if the
behaviour you’re trying to predict is uncommon. Giving to the Annual Fund may not
be as “common” a behaviour as we would like, but at least it’s not rare. Predicting
who is most likely to be acquired as a new donor, on the other hand, is significantly
harder. The number of new donors each year tends to be quite small.
If your target contains 50 or fewer individuals, a regression model is going to
be extremely unreliable, and you should opt for a simpler method of scoring. Even a
hundred examples of the behaviour is rather sparse. Above that, you might do
alright, but the issue then isn’t the number of cases – the issue is that the target is so
small a proportion of the total number of cases being scored. If you have 100,000
living never-donors in your database, and less than 100 of them convert each year,
your response variable will be severely lopsided.
Very small targets will affect the robustness of correlation calculations. The
relationships you observe will seem to be very weak. With sparse data also comes
the risk of random associations seeming to be significant when they are not.
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One way to counter this was hinted at earlier, in the acquisition model
example. I said that you might decide to train the model on all the new donors
acquired in the past three years. I didn’t explain why you might choose three years
instead of one year, or five years. The reason simply has to do with having enough
examples of the target behaviour to build a good model with. The farther into the
past you go to define “giving before” and “giving after,” the larger the target you will
have.
You don’t want to go too far into the past, though! If you train your model on
new donors acquired in the past twenty years, you’ll have a nice, fat target – but you
will be training the model on donors who are no longer “new”. Over the years, many
of them will have become highly engaged, loyal donors, while others will have
lapsed long ago. For this type of model, you want fresh examples. Where to set the
stake in the ground is a matter of judgment.
A Major Gifts model provides another example. Your target will almost
certainly be too small, even though you are not limiting yourself to recent gifts only.
Consider relaxing the model’s definition of “major gift” by lowering the threshold. If
a major gift for your institution is $25,000, try lowering it to $10,000 or even $5,000.
(Remember: The actual size of the gift depends on capacity. All the model needs to
do is recognize anyone who looks like a standout donor.) Remember as well that our
general-purpose model trained on ‘Log of Lifetime Giving’ works well for predicting
major giving propensity, and may in fact be a better choice.
What’s a good rule of thumb for correcting a lopsided binary response
variable? I can’t recommend an answer that works across the board, but I like to
have the target (‘1’) represent at least 20% of the population being scored (1s and
0s combined).
In many situations, that's just not possible. The target is going to be too small
no matter what you do. Fortunately we have ways to deal with this – read on.
Defining the population to be scored
If the target cases account for fewer than 20% of the data file, and you can’t
reasonably increase the number of cases in the target, then the next step is to reduce
the size of the data file itself.
Again, a model to predict acquisition of new donors provides a good
example: It makes no sense to calculate a “propensity to be acquired” score for a
loyal donor. Such a score will never be used for any practical purpose. Therefore, we
should exclude them from the analysis entirely.
There’s an even better reason for excluding them: The presence of loyal
donors in your data will interfere with your ability to distinguish between alumni
who will step up to make their first gift, versus all the others who will remain neverdonors.
How so? Recall that the response variable in an acquisition model is defined
as ‘1’ for newly-acquired donors and ‘0’ for everyone else: never-donors, lapsed
donors, and renewed donors:
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Let’s say that attending a reunion event is highly correlated with becoming a new
donor. It’s likely that reunion attendance is also correlated with being a renewed or
loyal donor. Therefore, you end up with event attendees being well-represented on
both the ‘1’ and ‘0’ sides of your response variable. The result is that your target
(new donors) will fail to stand out as starkly from the background (never-donors) as
they otherwise would.
The conclusion: The data file for an acquisition model should have only two
groups of alumni – all living never-donors, and all recently-acquired donors.
(“Recent” being some reasonable period of time.)
The recently-acquired donors are in the file in order to train the model on
what they “look like.” They will get a score, but it won’t be applied in any program,
since they’ve already been acquired. All the never-donors will get a score that will
be used to decide whether they get solicited this year.
If you’re not certain about how to limit the size of the pool, try thinking of it
in purely practical terms. Is an alumna with a Major Gift score of 100 going to be
considered a prospect if she has never made a gift of any size before? Is an alumnus
with a Planned Giving score of 100 going to be approached about making a bequest
if he’s only 30 years old?
My guess in both cases is “no”. Therefore, if for any group of individuals,
having a very high (or very low) score will not trigger any kind of action, then there
is no reason to calculate a score for that group. Common scenarios that call for limits
on who gets scored include:
•

•

•

Major Gift propensity: Include only living alumni over the age of 45 who have
some previous giving history. (Age 45 is a somewhat arbitrary cutoff – if no
one under age 50 has ever made a gift to your institution over $1,000, then
consider that for a cutoff.)
Planned Giving propensity: Include only living alumni over the age of 55 who
have given in at least three out of the past ten years. (Again, somewhat
arbitrary, but reasonable.)
Event Attendance propensity: Include only living alumni who are
contactable, who live in countries where events are held, and who do not
have contact restrictions preventing you from sending invitations.
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One nuance to note: These cutoffs apply to the cases that are not a member of the
target. If you have a major gift donor who is the tender age of 25, or a bequest
expectancy who has never given a dime, or an event attendee who lives in
Antarctica, go ahead and include them in your data files for (respectively) Major
Giving, Planned Giving, and Event Attendance models. They won’t hurt anything,
and you probably need as many cases for your response variable as you can get.
Defining the pool of scored cases clearly goes hand-in-hand with properly
defining the response variable as a key to successful modeling.
You can make these selections and limitations at the time that you first
extract the data from the database, but Data Desk makes it easy to select a
population from the full data set.
The first step is to create a selector variable that evaluates to ‘1’ (include) or
‘0’ (exclude). A single expression can capture all the criteria elegantly. For example,
this selector for a Planned Giving model pool includes anyone who should be
included in the target variable regardless of age or giving history, plus everyone not
part of the target but who meets the age and giving criteria. (Of course, this example
depends on the presence of variables named ‘Expectancy’, ‘Age’, and ‘Years with
Giving’ in your data file. Note the use and placement of parentheses and the
operators ‘OR’ and ‘AND’.)

The selector variable has to be applied to every analysis you perform – frequency
tables, contingency tables, summary by group tables, correlation matrices, and
regressions. For example, in a Pearson correlation window, you will see the words
“No Selector” in the top left corner. Drag and drop your selector variable into this
area. Data Desk will automatically exclude all the cases that are coded zero for this
variable in the calculation of correlations. This can make a big difference in how
variables are shown to be related and, one hopes, will result in better variable
selections and a stronger model.
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The same thing applies to regression. One interesting thing you might notice is that
even if you apply a selector variable to a regression, Data Desk will calculate a
predicted value for all cases, even the ones you have excluded. This is not an error!
Data Desk calculates coefficients and other statistics based only on the cases that are
coded ‘1’ in the selector variable. The ‘1’ group is the “training set.” But then Data
Desk uses those coefficients to calculate predicted values for all cases – the “scored
set.”
Scoring all cases in the data file does no harm, even if you aren’t planning to
use the score for some alumni, because the model is trained only on the population
subset of interest. In fact, this feature of the software is important for creating a
holdout set of data that can be used to test the validity of the final scores.
There is a downside to using selector variables. If you have to remember to
apply the selector to every part of your analysis, eventually you are going to forget
to do so and you will get incorrect results. As well, if you need to use selector
variables for other reasons, things can get quite confusing and needlessly
complicated.
To avoid these issues, you can export the selected subset of your data to a
fresh Data Desk file and do your analysis with the new file without having to worry
about excluding cases.
Here are the steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Define your binary selector variable so that cases to include are coded ‘1’.
Create a frequency table of the selector variable.
Click on the category label – the ‘1’ in the image below.
Select “Record as Selector.”
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5. When you choose “Record as Selector,” you are prompted to name the new
selection.
6. When you provide a name and click OK, a button appears in the lower lefthand side of the Data Desk screen, with the words “Selector Variable” and the
name you provided.
7. The button is “pressed” by default – it will be black with light text if it is
active. (Clicking on the button will toggle it on or off.)
8. While the button is active (black in colour), select all the variable icons you
want to export to the new file.
9. Press Command-C to copy the variables.
10. When Data Desk asks, “Variable names in first row?” click on “Yes”.

11. Open a new instance of Data Desk. (If working on a Mac, you will be
prompted to close the current file first.)
12. Press Command-V to paste the variables into the new instance.
13. A dialog box will open with various options – choose “Use these variable
names.”
The variables icons will display, just as in the old file, but the cases will be limited to
just the ones you want. You can confirm this by calling up a frequency table of one of
the variables. With the data file containing only the cases of interest, you no longer
have to worry about limiting with selector variables.
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Boosting the relative size of the target
By this point, you may have defined the response variable as generously as possible
and reduced the total number of cases to score, but still the number of target cases
falls well below my arbitrary 20% of the sample. You could proceed with building
the model anyway – a model with a small target might be better than no model at all
– or you can try one more thing: Use only a sample of the non-target cases, instead of
the complete set of cases.
The goal is to get a better balance of target to non-target cases. Let’s say that
your Planned Giving model data set has 50,000 cases in it that you want to score.
Only 500 cases are members of the response variable – just 1 percent of all cases.
For the target to be at least 20% of the file, there would have to be more like 10,000
target cases. You can’t add to the target, but you can reduce the size of the overall
pool.
Here’s what you do: Calculate how large the total pool would be if your target
cases represented 20% of all cases. Then, randomly select enough non-target cases
to bring the total of target and non-target cases to the right size.
Let’s go back to our sample data set and work through an example. Let’s say
we want to build a model to predict propensity to give $10,000 or more in lifetime
giving. We can create a response variable, ‘High LTG’, defined as all cases with
‘Lifetime HC’ greater than $9,999. According to a frequency table of ‘High LTG’, less
than two percent of the file has giving in this range:

Follow these steps:
1. 20% expressed as a fraction is 1/5. We therefore multiply the number of
target cases by five to determine the total number of cases we want to end up
with: 84 is 20% of 420.
2. We want to take a random sample of non-target cases, and add it to the target
cases, to arrive at about 420 cases in total. So our random sample should
contain about 420 minus 84 cases. That’s 336 cases to select at random.
3. From the Manip menu, select “Generate Random Numbers …”
4. In the dialog box that pops open, ensure that the top line of options is asking
to generate 1 variable with the same number of cases as are in our data file,
which in our sample file is exactly 5,000.
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5. Click on the option for “Bernoulli trials.”
6. The default setting for “Prob(success)” is 0.5. We want to change this setting
before we continue on.

A Bernoulli trial is an “experiment” that has one of two possible outcomes, usually
labeled “success” and “failure.” The setting represents the probability of success,
expressed as a number between 0 and 1. The most common Bernoulli trial is a coin
flip, which has a 50% chance of landing either heads or tails. A 50% chance is the
same as 0.5. If we leave the default value as it is, Data Desk will perform the
equivalent of 5,000 coin flips.
However, we want to randomly select only 336 cases. 336 divided by 5,000 is
0.0672. Therefore, we want the trial to have a probability of success of 0.0672 – or a
6.72% chance of coming up a ‘1’.
When we update the value for probability of success and click OK, Data Desk
performs 5,000 random trials, assigns a 1 or 0 to every case based on the outcome of
each trial, and stores the result in a new variable. The variable will contain roughly
336 successes (1s) and the rest will be “failures” (0s). I say “roughly” because you
are not guaranteed to get an exact result since the cases are selected randomly.
7. Enter a value for Prob(success) that is the number of cases you want divided
by the total number of cases. (In our example, 336/5,000 = 0.0672.) Click OK.
8. Data Desk creates a new variable, ‘BTrials1’, within the relation.
9. Use a frequency table of ‘BTrials1’ to confirm that the number of 1s is
roughly correct.
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10. Create a new derived variable, ‘Model Cases’, that selects the successes of
‘BTrials1’ and all the cases in your target variable.
Here is one possible breakdown for ‘BTrials’ using our sample data:

The image below shows the final step. Our sample for modeling also needs to
include all of the 84 target cases (‘High LTG’). Create a new 0/1 variable, which you
can call ‘Model Cases’, and enter an expression that will evaluate to ‘1’ for every case
that is selected by either ‘BTrials1’ or ‘High LTG’.

When I check a frequency table for my own version of ‘Model Cases’, I get a result of
406 cases that are ‘1’ (the rest are zero). Note that there is some overlap between
‘BTrials1’ and ‘High LTG’ – the Bernoulli trials will usually end up selecting a few
cases from your target group. This is fine – one way or another, the target cases will
end up in the model sample, and the proportion will be close enough. The 20%
“rule” is reasonable but arbitrary and there is no need for precision.
Now when I look at a frequency table for ‘High LTG’, while using ‘Model
Cases’ as a selector variable, I see that the 84 cases in my target represent just a
little over 20% of all cases in my sample.
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From this point on, you would use ‘Model Cases’ as a selector variable in any
analyses you perform, such as correlation and the final regression that produces
your model.
Changing the proportion of target to non-target cases has a profound effect
on the statistics that are calculated. Below is an unfinished regression on ‘High LTG’
that includes a couple of predictors. With the cases selected according to ‘Model
Cases’, the adjusted R squared statistic is a robust 27.2%. When I remove the ‘Model
Cases’ selector, however, adjusted R squared plummets to just 3.5%!
Note that the goal is not to maximize the value of adjusted R squared. The
goal is to be able to easily detect significant correlations between candidate
predictor variables and a response variable. When the target group is too small in
proportion to the total sample, we risk overlooking important relationships and our
model will suffer.

As noted earlier, a Data Desk regression will calculate a predicted value for every
case in the data file, whether or not it is included in the training set (‘Model Cases’).
Since all 5,000 cases are scored, you could easily create any number of additional
random selections and regression model scores within the same Data Desk file.
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Some modelers will aim to have a 50-50 split between target and non-target
cases, but if you have only 100 target cases to begin with, your regression will be
based on just 200 cases in all. That’s too small a sample, in my opinion. If you go this
route, I suggest you create several multiple regression models using multiple
random samples, and average the predicted values together. This will mitigate the
errors in prediction that can result from using small sample sizes.
Validation
An important question to ask of any model is “how good is this thing?” Is it trained
well on the signal in your data, or on the noise? Do the scores actually predict
something, or are they little better than random numbers?
Technically, this chapter should come far earlier in the book than it does. I
skipped one early step: After you’ve placed your data into Data Desk, and just before
you begin your Pearson correlation analysis, you need to set aside a sample of data
to use as a test. This data set will still exist in the data file, and the records will be
scored, but these records will not be used in the regression analysis itself. It’s almost
as if these cases are invisible to Data Desk. The cases that are set aside are called a
holdout sample. The cases are “held out” of the regression calculation. Data Desk
doesn’t take the cases into account when calculating how much each variable is
worth. However, it does apply that calculation to all cases at the end, based on each
case’s characteristics.
I’ve waited until now to mention this because although the validation set is
held out near the start of the analysis, it doesn’t play a role until the very end when
we use it to evaluate how good the scores are. By the time we got to that stage, you
would have long forgotten about the holdout set.
There is a good deal more I could say about model validation, but that will
have to wait for a possible future iteration of this handbook. For now, I will simply
make you aware of the concept and leave it at that. It’s an optional step: You can
build perfectly fine models without checking their validity using a holdout set.
However, I encourage you to investigate the concept.
Deployment and following up
This stage in the process has nothing to do with learning how to do regression. It is,
however, one of the most important stages. If your model scores are not put to use
there’s no point building a model, and if you don’t evaluate the results of using the
model you won’t learn if it worked or how well it worked.
It could be said that the real challenges of predictive modeling lie on the
“people” side of the coin. Defining the business need, and from there defining the
target or response variable, means working with end users to understand their
objectives. Once a model is created, end users need help understanding how to use
the product, and may also need to have the core concepts explained to them
repeatedly. This may be no more complicated than listing the top five predictors
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(perhaps determined by correlation with the response variable), sticking to
variables that the user will grasp intuitively. The modeler also cannot push out a
score set and assume it is being used – follow-up is required.
If the model is, in fact, being used in a program, the final stage in the process
is to report on its accuracy and effectiveness. You might have validated the scores
against a holdout set, but that’s not the same as performance in the real world. The
yearly cycle of Annual Fund lends itself to analyzing model scores using recent
donor behaviour, perhaps in the form of a visualization or report.
Again, I could say a lot more about “people skills” and measuring model
performance, but I will leave the discussion here.
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Section 4
Refinements and Other Thoughts
By this point you know more than enough to build usable predictive models using
multiple linear regression. If you ask the right question, formulate a good dependent
variable, and choose your predictors carefully, your model should perform well
enough to add value. Up to this point, there hasn’t been a need for me to complicate
matters by warning you about things that can trip you up.
Occasionally these issues will invalidate your model to the point where a
random sampling of your constituency would have done just as well – not good! But
there are other things that stats textbooks might warn you about that are not big
concerns for models that are purely predictive. It’s helpful to know the difference.
This is the shortest section of the book not because the issues are
unimportant but because this book is unfinished! Any of the topics mentioned here
are worth further investigation via other sources.
A few things to worry about
As you get more experienced with building models, you will encounter issues that
entail some risk for model validity. I’ll touch briefly on three of them.
Missing data
Elsewhere I’ve touched on missing data and some simple ways to deal with it.
Naturally, this is just scratching the surface.
Overfitting
A model may be multi-dimensional, complex, and exhibit a very high value for R
squared, yet perform very poorly in terms of prediction. Such a model may be
overfit: Every little quirk of the existing data set is modeled faithfully, but the model
isn’t general enough to apply to new data. This is an especial risk for models that
attempt to predict relatively rare behaviours, such as people making bequests. With
Planned Giving in particular, I’ve found that it often makes more sense to do some
analysis to discover a handful of characteristics for Planned Giving donors and
create a simple score, instead of a full-blown predictive model.
Proxy variables
By this I mean predictors that are stand-ins, or near stand-ins, for the behaviour that
you’re trying to predict. When the behaviour to be predicted is measured by the
predictors themselves, the result is a model that is of limited usefulness.
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This can be a subtle point, so I will elaborate. We are making the assumption
that y is dependent on the predictors, but we can run into trouble when some of the
predictors are actually dependent on y. A blatant example of this would be a model
that predicts likelihood to make a major gift that has ‘Size of First Gift’ as one of its
predictors. Less obvious would be a similar model that has a predictor that is a
count of the number of donor recognition events the prospect has attended. Some
situations can be a good deal more subtle, but they will be just as damaging to the
usefulness of a model.
I tend to avoid using any direct or indirect measure of the target behaviour as
a predictor. Occasionally I will see examples of models (often prepared by analytics
vendors) that use giving-related variables on both sides of the equation with wild
abandon. These models tend to have fantastically high values of R squared. This is
not surprising: variables that measure essentially the same phenomenon will be
highly correlated with each other.
I reiterate: high values of R squared are not proof of a good model. I would be
very wary of using any model with a fit above 50%. To me, that’s an indication that
direct or indirect (proxy) measures of the target behaviour are being used to predict
the target behaviour. It’s like saying, “Your most likely future top donors are
predicted to be your current top donors.” This may in fact be true! But you don’t
need a predictive model to give you a list of your top donors. Just make your list and
be done with it … but someday you’re going to have to figure out where your new
big donors are coming from, and that crazy model with an R squared of 75% isn’t
going to help much.
That said, there are situations in which it might make sense to bend the
“rule.” Let’s say your target variable is defined as “Planned Giving donor” – I
wouldn’t object to making use of a few predictors based on giving history. It’s a
judgment call.
Things to worry about only a little
There are some rather scary-sounding terms for other issues that can affect
regression analyses. I call these less important because they are unlikely to have any
practical significance for the beginning modeler. They are certainly important to
many analysts and statisticians but not so much to data miners, so there is no need
to try fixing them. It is enough that you are aware of the terms for the inevitable day
that someone who is trying to sound really smart asks you about them.
Residuals not normally distributed
In our line of work the residuals are never going to be normally distributed. They
just aren't, and there's nothing you can do to make it better. This does not mean
your model is useless.
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Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity is the situation in which a number of your predictor variables are
strongly correlated with each other, so that the coefficients in your multiple linear
regression model are a highly unreliable estimate of their true influence on the
target. This can be a real issue in certain analytical and experimental scenarios, but
not so much for us: Our concern is with the overall predictive power of the model,
which is not affected by multicollinearity. If you need to understand the properties
of any individual predictor in the model, then sure, read up on how to deal with this
issue.
Causation
Some commentators get a little too hung up on the literal meaning of the words
predictor and predictive. They will quibble that a variable such as 'Email Present' is
“predictive” of giving, because it’s absurd to think that having this information
“causes” someone to give. In one sense, the quibblers are right. The word “predict”
seems to imply a certain temporal ordering: First this event happens, then this one
follows it. But the type of modeling we are doing here has little to do with causation
or the order of events in time. We are merely studying correlations. It might be more
accurate to say that we are building propensity models, not predictive models. In
other words, people who give us their email addresses tend also to be donors, and
vice-versa: The behaviours tend to coincide (i.e., are correlated), and therefore we
can use one behaviour to "predict" the other. That's all.
Outliers
Depending on where they occur, outliers can inflate or deflate the strength of a
correlation coefficient. In our world, there probably aren’t many outliers that we
aren’t already aware of before we begin modeling. Where in fundraising and alumni
data would we expect to find outliers? In dollars given as gifts for one thing … I can’t
think of any other good examples. Outliers – extreme values – are a feature of
continuous variables, which again, we just don’t have that many of. Keep an eye out
for them, though. Perhaps in Phonathon talk time, the average call might be a
minute and a half, but there’s one alum who talked for an hour. That could be an
outlier, or it could even be an error. If the next-longest call was only 20 minutes,
then there is theoretical risk that this one person could have undue effect on the
model. This could be controlled by capping the variable at some maximum number,
using quantiles in place of the raw variable, binning, etc.
MLR is wrong tool for a binary response variable
There are those who will insist that you shouldn’t be using multiple linear
regression when the response variable is binary. Instead, you should use binary
logistic regression, a quite different form of regression that assumes a dichotomous
outcome. Extensive testing done by Peter Wylie and John Sammis, documented on
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the CoolData blog, has demonstrated that for our purposes, both forms of regression
produce outcomes that are much the same, when the output is binned and then used
to rank constituents by likelihood. The predicted values generated by multiple
regression are different from the probabilities generated by logistic regression, but
if your purpose is ranking, either technique will produce a useful result.
Future directions with data
You’ve learned some specific tasks which will be of strong practical use to you in
your future work. Multiple linear regression is probably the most useful and
powerful tool for directed data mining you’re likely to encounter. You may wish to
stop here, having learned what you needed to get the job done and nothing more.
That’s quite alright. But if this little book has whetted your appetite for more, then
there are a myriad of directions you may go from here. The direction you choose
will depend on your interests and aptitude, your business needs, and on your
previously acquired education and skills you’ve picked up along the way. Here are a
few suggestions for techniques and whole disciplines that are either natural next
steps, or closely related to what you’ve been reading about in this book.
Automation
The exploration of data and associations between predictors and outcomes is by
nature a highly manual process. However, over time some standard models
employing steady, reliable predictors may emerge that lend themselves to
automated scoring. Refreshing scores in an automated fashion (applying constant
coefficients to the same variables over and over, then populating your data
warehouse with a final score) may free up time to pursue other, more experimental
modeling projects. Although the weightings for certain traits don’t change, the
scores will change as the data changes: that is, as constituents attend events, give
donations, and engage in other affinity-related activities. The caution is: Over an
extended time, as the database evolves, the relationships hard-coded in the model
will become less relevant. Eventually the manual, exploratory process will need to
be repeated in order to refresh not just the scores, but the model itself.
Imputation for missing data
I showed you how to fill missing values with somewhat plausible values, such as the
mean or median (for numeric values), but there are more sophisticated methods
you might use. For example, you can guess the value of missing data for a case based
on the value of a non-missing variable. This is called imputation. When the filled-in
value is based on the values of more than one other variable, it’s called multiple
imputation. For example, if someone taking a survey declined to answer one of the
questions, it might be possible to guess what he or she would have answered, based
on how they answered the other questions. If some other respondents had a similar
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pattern of answers, then the answer the majority of them gave for the missing
answer would make a good best guess.
Statistics
A vast field. Throughout the book I have cautioned about how statisticians may view
predictive modeling in an unhelpful way. But a deeper knowledge of statistics
cannot but help you to understand the tools you’re using, as long as you’re aware
that a great deal of the theory you may read is not readily applicable to normal
everyday work.
Also, there are many software packages available besides Data Desk,
including SPSS, Minitab, R, SAS and others. If you’re performing common analyses
such as regression (in its various forms) then it hardly matters what software you
use; the important thing is to use the software you’re most familiar and comfortable
with.
Other techniques
Regression is only one tool used by modelers and data analysts. You will encounter
situations in which you need to classify constituents instead of score them, or group
them into clusters according to their characteristics held in common – and you’ll
need something other than regression. Even a summary view of the greater world of
data mining, analysis, algorithms, machine learning and other topics is way, way
beyond the scope of this little book.
Scripting and programming
For those so inclined, predictive modeling is increasingly conducted using scripting
languages such as R or Python. Huge and growing communities of users of these
open-source platforms have a myriad of code libraries to choose from to handle
every task imaginable relating to data processing, statistics, visualization, or
analysis. I’ve made use of Python (in conjunction with SQL) to partly automate the
preparation of data for modeling. I’ve shied away from using these tools for creating
models themselves, as I prefer a more hands-on approach that seems more
amenable to discovering patterns in data. But don’t let my bias hold you back from
exploring this avenue if it interests you.
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END NOTES
If you must know, the value of chi-square is the sum of the squared standardized
residuals across all cells in the table. The standardized residual describes the extent
to which the observed count differs from the expected count. You can display this
statistic in Data Desk along with the others, but there is no need. Another
abbreviation in the table is “df”, which stands for degrees of freedom. Probability
values of chi-square depend upon the degrees of freedom, which in turn is related to
the number of rows and columns in the table.
1

Use and misuse of p-values is a hot topic in statistics, especially in connection with
academic publishing, where putting too much stock in p-values and the rather
arbitrary 0.05 threshold causes a great deal of angst. As predictive modelers we
need to keep these controversies in perspective: We are not testing the effects of
new medical treatments nor are we seeking to publish in a scientific journal. We are
making use of “good-enough” tools that will produce a useful result. That said,
applying the 0.05 threshold without judgment and common sense means that we
will detect “relationships” that are not real – potentially about 5% of the time!
2

The correlation is the sum of products of standardized deviations from the mean
for each set of x, y coordinates of two variables, divided by the degrees of freedom.
Consult the Data Desk manual or a stats text for the actual formula.
3

This passage from the Data Desk manuals gives a good account of why looking at a
scatterplot is sometimes worthwhile, as opposed to simply taking a correlation
value on faith: “Because product-moment correlation measures only linear
association, it is possible for two variables to be closely related but have a small or
even a zero correlation. For example, if y = x2 for values of x equally spaced between
-1 and 1, there is clearly a relationship between y and x, but their correlation is zero.
Similarly, a single extraordinary data point can make any correlation either large or
small (depending upon its location). It is always a good idea to look at a scatterplot
of y versus x before placing too much trust in a correlation value.”
4
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